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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA- 
TIVES. 

A Frew weeks since we engraved a representation of the magnifi- 
cent corridor on the lower floor of the right wing of the Capitol, 
and we now continue our il!ustrations with a view of the corri- 
dor which skirts the Hall of Representatives. This passage-way 
is even more elaborate in its details than the firmer, and the 

coup d’wil of the vista presented is far more imposing. 
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The 1 tone is, however, of course, in harmony with that 
of the lower corridor, and the style of decoration is naturally 
identical. The mosaic pavement is executed in the same style as 
below, the typical stars being very prominent, and the mouldings, 
executed with the greatest delicacy, are also similar in character 
to those of the other floor. But the great divergence lies in the 
fact that;*whilé the first corridor consisted of a colonnade sup- 
porting a ceiling entirely flat, the upper passage hes veulted arches, 
which are supported only by the walls and pilasters. The arches 
and their mouldings are white, as are also the walls, the only 
relief to their purity being afforded by the pendant bronze fit- 
t:ngs for gas illumination. The doors on the right (numbering 
four in all) lead directly to the Hall of Representatives, and on 
the other side are entrances to committee-rooms, retiring-rooms 
for the members, &c. This corridor is a favorite lounge for the 
representatives when questions of no great importance are under 
discussion, and the bitterest political antagonists of the House 
may be seen chatting and chewing here in perfect amity. 

A WOMAN’S QUESTION. 

Berore I trust my fate to thee, 

Or place my hand in thine, 
sefore I let thy future give 
Color and form to mine, 

Before I peril all for thee, question thy soul to-night for me. 

I break all slighter bonds, nor feel 

A shadow of regret; 

Is there one link within the past 

That holds thy spirit yet? 

Or is thy faith as clear and free as that which I can pledge to thee? 

Does the?e within thy dimmest dreams 

A possible future shine, 

Wherein thy life cozli henceforth breathe, 

Untouched, unshared by mine? 
If so, at any pain or cost, oh, tell me before all is lost. 

Look deeper still. If thou canst feel, 
Within thy inmost soul, 

That thou hast kept a portion back, 

While I have staked the whole; 
Let no false pity spare the blow, bu’ in true mercy tell me so, 

Is there within thy heart a need 
That mine cannot fulfil? 

One chord that any other hand 
Could better wake or still? 

Speak now—lest at some future day my whole life wither and decsy. 

Lives there within thy nature hid 
The demon-spirit Change, 

Shedding a passing glory still 
On all things new and strange? ‘ 

It may not be thy fault alone—but shield my heart against thy own. 

Could’st thou withdraw thy hand one day 
And answer to my claim, 

That fate, and that to-day’s mistake, 
Not thou—had been to blame; 

Some soothe their conscience thus; but thou, oh, surely, thou wilt 

warn me now. 

Nay, answer not—I dare not hear, 

The words would come too late; 

Yet I would spare thee all remorse, 

So, comfort thee, my fate ; 

Whatever on my heart may fall—remember, I would risk it all. 

DOMESTIC MISCELLANY. 
An Angry Mistreas.—A French woman named Girault, who had formerly 

heen the kept mistress of M. Galley, a French merchant of this city, entered 
his counting-room on the 12th May and suddenly stabbed him, as she thought, 
to the heart. Although it missed that particular part, the wound is mortal. 

American Health.—Are our ladies as capable of enduring hardships as 
their grandmothers? That is a very important question, and demands a reply, 
Our present ladies turn up their noses at their grandsire’s wives, but it would 
be aa well if they were trained up to milk their own cows, as in days of od, 
ani then they would not have to mourn over their infant’s coffins, filled by 
that poisonous compound, swill milk. As it is, they are born in hotels, live in 
hotels and die in hotels! Hotels are excellent places to stay at on a visit, to 
entertain a friend, to study the travelling world, and to give one a keener 
relish for home, but are the graves of domestic virtue, happiness and health ! 

Weeds and Widows.—Poor old Thurlow Weed has been done by a 
widow. We all know that widows deal in Weeds, but we advise henceforth a)l 
Weeds to beware of widows. Had Thurlow been a reader of ‘ Pickwick,’’ 
he would bave been a wiser and a richer man, merely by an attentive study of 
Samuel Weller, the elder. It appears that our Weed had received a bunne 
bouche in the shape of $8,000 railroad stock. This was snugly managed by Mr. 
Mackintosh, Weed’s friend, in whose name the douceur was lodged. Before 
the proper transfer was made Mr. Mackintosh died without a will, and the fair 
widow has Weed’s ‘‘sop to Cerberus’? crammed into her residuatory and 
dowerlike mouth. What makes the matter all the more provoking is the tact 
the widow has dumped herself into Millard Fillmore’s arms, with Thurlow 
Weed’s $8,000 swelling her pockets. 

Quite a Campaign.—A battalion of Washington Grays (22d Regt.), 
under the command of Major Payne, wilil leave Chicago, Ill., on the 29th inst., 
for a grand tour of visitation, which will far exceed anything of the kind ever 
undertaken. The battalion musters from 15@ to 160, music staff, &c., all told. 
The command wil! journey first to Cincinnati, where the Cincinnati Cadets and 
Cincinnati Grays will be drawn up for their reception; from thence to Colum- 
bus, Ohio, where the battalion will be welcomed by the Columbus Grays and 
Columbus Rifles; thence to Buffalo, where three companies of the National 
Guard will receive and entertain them, The battalion will next halt at 
Kechester, where the Rochester Grays and Light Guard will be ready to do 
them honor. At Albany the Burgess Corps will receive them and make them 
bappy while in the old Dutch capital of our State. From Albany they go down 
the Hudson to old Gotham, and here they will be welcomed by the Washington 
Grays, Col. Lyon, ané entertained for three days, After this they repair to 
Boston, where they will be received and welcomed by the two gallant com- 
panies, the ligers (Boston Light Infantry) and the New England Guard, other 
corps uniting, we suppose. Two days will be spent there. From Boston they 
will ship for Charleston, 8.C., where they will be received by the Charleston 
Catets (Military Institute), Chagieston Light Infantry and Charleston 
Rifles. From Charleston the eommand go to the Capitol city of the Union, and 
will be entertained there by the Washington Grays of that city, and the Wash- 
ington Cadets, who will give them a right hearty soldier’s welcome. On the 
return, Major Payne will lead his command via the city of Wheeling, where the 
Grays of that city will welcome the battalion; from thence to Nashville, Tenn., 
where the Nashville Grays will make them thrice welcome. At Memphis, 
the Memphis Guards will give them a hearty reception on their way to New 
Orleans, where the New Orleans Guards, Cadets, and other corps will give them 
a taste of genuine Louisiagn hospitality. At Mobile the Mobile Guards, Rifles 
and others will do the honors, and the Grays will then strike for home. Some 
military critics are of opinion that the above is merely a campaign on paper | 

The Scott Life Guard.—We understand that this distinguished com- 
pany was specially invited by the New York Light Guard to join them on 
parade. We name this to correct the impression that the gallant Scott Life 
Guard joined their friends without a due invitation. 

Hoboken.—This pretty little place was the scene of considerable excite- 
ment on Thursday, when the great marine yacht race was commenced by the 
starting of the schooners Favorita, Haze, Widgcon and Silvie, and the sloops 
Rebecca, Madjie, Una, Undine and Minnie. There was a pleasant breeze, and 
they got under weigh soon after ten, and had a fine start. The course will 
be though the Narrows, westward of the Rome Shoals Beacon ria Sandy Hook 
and Monteuk Point, and home through the Sound. The first yacht of each 
class reaching Fort Schuyler dock at Throg’s Neck is to win a prize. 

Horse-Taming Secret.—faving baltered your colt and earessed him, 
fasten his near fore foot with a strong strap round the pastern and radius or 
fore arm; make him hop round on three legs until tired. When he is tired put 
a strap with a noose round the off pastern; make him hop; then pull the strap 
that is round the off pastern and he will come on his knees. When on his 
knees keep the strap tight, and he cannot get his foot slack to get up. Bear 
against the horse’s shoulder with yours steadily, when he will ie down in a 
few minutes. When he is down stroke him the way tho hair lies; take off the 
st) ap as soon as he isdown. You can now do anything with him you wish, or 
beat a drum on him, &c., without alarm‘ng him. Operate on your horse in 
this manner as often as the occasion requires. 

A Monstrous Case.—A case of scandal has lately occurred in a neigh- 
boring village, which is certainly one of the most. remarkable instances of 
cowardly priesteraft on record. e think it only right to premise that it has 
no relation to Julge Oulver’s ease. A married gentleman of property and irre 

roachable character, and who the position of s@erintendent of the 
Babbath hools, was d of ic attachment with the widow of en 
estimable friend, whose executor he was. As both were of the Baptist persua- 
sion and belonged to the same church, an inquiry into the nature of their 
friendship was instituted. Conscious of their innocence, they offered to submit 
to the decision cf these pious Judges Jefferies. The only evidence against them 
was an old maid, who resembled a walking vinegar cruet. She swore that she 
saw certain tendervesses between them on a sofa, whieh left no doubt on her 
virgin mind of what bad happened. This she swore she saw through the 
verandah. It was afterwards proved that there was no sofa in the room, and 
never had been one; and that the antique spinster confessed that she’d swear 
through thick and thin to injure the widow. But the strangest part of this 
singular affair remains to be told. We are informed that the court found the 
gentleman—we do not learn that the lady was tried—not guilty; but, in defer- 
ence to public opinion, they suspended him from the church. The colonial 
annals of Dutch jurisprudence, we suspect, can hardly parallel this case. Had 
the court found the accused guilty, instead of not guilty, we wonder if, out of 
regard to his feelings, they would have allowed him io remain in full com- 
munion? His acquittal, they seem to think, ought to satisfy him; and by his 
suspension they expect to satisfy public opinion. That ecclesiastical court 
should be immortalized. 
Tornado in New York.—Last Monday the mo-t violent storm that has 

eceurred for years burst over our city—most fortunately, it only lasted for an 
hour, or else the d»mage would have been appalling. Short as its duration 
wrs there were many disasters, and several lives were lost by the falling of a 
giass-house, and by the lightning. ‘The greatest evidence of its fury was 
dashed at the new stone church in Fifty-fourth street, under the ministry of 
the Rev. R. Hoyt. It was just comp'eted at an outlay of nearly $15,000, 
when it wes totally wrecked by the furious blast that wound up, as it were, 
the tempest. We think there must have been some error in the plan, or some 
defect in the building, for a new stone building ought certainly to have re- 
sisted what other houses near it did, and which were not nearly so apparently 
well built. One man, with a shutter in his arms, at the corner of Forty-fifth 
street and Third avenue, was carried off his legs some feet into the air, and 
deposited on the other side of the read. 

An Old Patriot Gone.—Died, on Monday last, at the residence of his 
daughter, the Rev. Zachariah Greene, in the ninety-ninth year of his age. 
He was engaged, when a meré Jad, in the Revolutionary war, and passed his 
long life in the most blameless manner. He was wounded severely in the 
battle of White Marsh. 

United States in Danger.—The Court Journal of Londen has let the 
cat out of the bag. As straws show the way of the wind, Louis Napoleon 
evidently means a‘naval war; it is therefore meant for England, or ourselves— 
ecce signum. ‘*The Emperor of France spends a couple of hours every day at 
Fontainebleau rowing, his Majesty’s physicians, having recommended that 
form of taking exercise.” Evidently training for an admiral to manage an 
invading fleet, or qualifying for the galleys. 

Hippodromatic Scandal and Murd?r.That amusing paper, the 
Wisconsin of Milwaukie, has a spicy account of a little difficulty between the 
husband of Miss Castella, the favorite wire-dancer and horse-rider, and Mr. 
North, the celebrated circus gentleman. It appears that Mr. Macfarland, the 
husband, thought his wife cast too much of a sheep’s eye on the circus man. 
In point of fact, like Franklin, she was too fond of running after the North Pole. 
Mr. Macfarland was with Spalding & Rogers’ circus, end lately both of these 
circuses met at Liberty, in Missouri, on the same day, when Macfarland went 
to demand satisfaction of North; but the landlord, Roberts, interfered, where- 
upon Macfarland turned a pistol upon Roberts, which so exasperated him that 
he killed Macfarland with a bowie-knife. Roberts was arrested and released 
again, it beine considered a justifiable homicide. Miss Castella had recently 
obtained a di, e in Indiana, and is now living with North. 

Bleeding Kansas.—Greeley was right when he christened this unfortu- 
nate Territory as Bleeding Kansas, for it has caused more bad blood than any 
question of the day. At the present time the famous Jim Lane is being tried 
tor the murder of Jenkins, merely for taking some water out of a well that 
actually belonged to the murdered man! We hope Jim Lane will get his 
desert—the gallows! 

Dogs, Sausages and Parsons.—A minister, remarkable for his sim- 
pliclty, on his way lately to preach a funeral sermon in a church, not a hundred 
miles from Patterson, New Jersey, called on an old lady, who insisted upon the 
reverend gentleman taking some fine, fresh, dairy-fed pork sausages home to 
his wife. Carefully wrapp'ng them up in a clean napkin the good old soul 
placed them in the minister’s pocket. While at the grave a hungry dog smelt 
the savory things, and several times the parson had to kick the brute away, 
which made the reverend man wish the dog and sausages at the devil. When 
the parson bad mounted the pulpit to preach the funeral discourse, the sexton, 
having to give him a message, went up the stairs, and to attract his attention 
pulled at his coat tail. The reverend man, irritated at what he thought the 
pertinacity of the dog, kicked out with all his might, and, hitting the sexton 
slap in his abdominal parts, sent him sprawling bead over heels down the 
stairs into an old woman’s lap, when they both rolled over together. ‘ You 
will excuse me, dearly beloved brethren and sisters,”’ said the minister, with- 
out looking behind to see the mischief he had done, *‘ but I have some sausages 
in my pocket, and that dog has been trying to grab them ever since I came upon 
the premises.”” ‘It is a lie !’’ shouted the sexton, to the utter amazement of 
the congregation and the horror of the reverend kicker, who, turning round, 
now saw what he had done. 

New Jersey Items.—Our Hoboken correspondent informs us that our 
little sister city (for it proves its right 10 the title by its corruption) ona 
moonlight night puts him hugely in mind of Venice, for there is no end of 
serenaders. Some enthusiastic German will borrow a banjo and make night 
hideous by his unearthly howls. It resembles more the caterwauling of cats, 
whose tails are undergoing jamification in a doorway, than a human voice 
sealing the gamut. 

T. W. Whitley, the poet, painter, politician, publisher and philosopher bas 
has resumed his editorial pen and called his City Gazette from the vasty deep. 
It is of quite a different order from the City Standard and Hoboken Gazette, 
Mr. Whitley appealing to a higher class. We must, however, tell him that his 
forte is not poetry. Some verses of his, published in the Home Journal, com- 
mencing, 

occupied — 

Their Rubens and Rembrandts, 
Velasquez and Wynants, 

Salvators and Claudes and of Swanevelts, few; 
Their Titians and Titans, 
Gerards, Amphytritons— 

Their Michael Angelos and Rapbaels, too! 

Then their Domenichinos, 
Their Cuyps and Correggios, 

Murillos, Da Vincis and Paul Veronese; 
Zuccarellis and Poussins tney’ve got every house in, 

And St. Peter, by Guido, 
A holding the keys, 

are only equalled by an extract from the New York Directory. We are informed 
they are the names of some of the Dutchmen who keep lager bier saloons in 
that pretty little city. 

Sheridan Criticised.—We present an anec‘tote of Sheridan, which he 
introduces in a long note begging us to pronounce wind, wynde. It must be 
understood that Sheridan agreed with Walker about this word, but differed 
from him with respect to gold, whieh he would pronounce goold. Mr. Sheridan 
tells us that Swift used to jeer those who pronounced wind with the short i, 
by seying, ‘I have a great minn’d to finn’d why you pronounce it winn’d !”’ 
An illiberal critic retorted this upon Mr. Sheridan, by saying, ‘‘ If I may be so 
beold, I should be glad to be toold why you pronounce it gould ” 

FOREIGN NEWS. 

By the Persia, which left Liverpool on the 12th June, we learn that 
the Kiog of Naples has submitied to the demands of Lord Derby’s Ministry, 
and agreed to pay three thousand pounds sterling to the two engineers, to give 
up to Queen Victoria the Cagliari, and to release the Sardinian prisoners. As 
the Cagliari beiongs to Sardinia, it is strange it should be beld at the dixposal 
of a party who has no claim to her. 

The warlike preparations in France have arouse the attention of the English 
press and Parliament, but Mr. Disraeli assures the public the two governments 
are on the best terms. Nevertheless, Great Britain works night and day, to be 
ready for any coup d’efat the “ taciturn Dutchman’’ may attempt. 

M. Pene, the author, whose assassination was devised by the officers of the 
French army, is somewhat better. His burial would have been made the ex 
cuse of an emeule, and this accouats fur the interest taken in his recovery by 
the Empress Eugenie. 

The principal commercial news relates to the establishment of the Galway 
line of steamers to New York. The pioneer boat, Indian Empire, was to sail 
on the 14th June. 

The gravest item is the probability of a rupture between France and Austria. 
If this should occur, of course the fuult must rest on the side of Louis Napo- 
leon, whose dynastic exigencies compel him to deluge the world in blood, to 

satisfy the cravings of the tiger, his army. ‘alleyrand said, fifty years ago, 
that although bayonets might improvisatrise a throne, it was the most un- 
comfortable of all seats. This Louis Napoleon now discovers. A war be 
Fravce and Austria will ena in a war of the world! 

‘the news from India is of the usual kiud. Dates from Bombay, received by 
telegraph from Malta, are to jhe 2lst of May. The British had entire posses- 
sion of the territory of Rohileund. The enemy deseried Bareiily as the British 
approached. Anattack on Calpee was expected in a few days. Oude was 
quieting down. 

The Times has reason to believe that a circular has been issued by Lord 
Derby to his supporters, by which it is the intention of the Government to 
offer no further opposition to tue admission of Jews to Parliament. While 

tuus c needing the political expediency of this admission, lord Derby seizes 
the occasion to reiterate his moral conviction that Jews ought not to sit in 
Parliament. 

ween 

ENGLAND. 
Parliamentary Summary. 

Hovse or Lorns, June 4.—The debate turned this evening upon a bill to 
regulate the sale of poisons. 

i Monday, June 7.—Viscount Duncannon called attention to the Belfast riots. 

FRANK LESLIE’S ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER. 

a 

Earl Carlisle laid all the blame on the Orange faction. This was warmly denied 
by Viscount Duncannon and the Earl of Clancarthy. The charges against Sir 
iis Brooke were then considered, when the House voted they were ground- 
lexs. 

Tuesday, June 8.—The Slave trade was brought before the House by Lord 
Brougham, which led to explanations from Lords Clarendon, Malmesbury and 
others. Lord Malmesbury (Foreign Minister) said that he had written to 
Lord Napier regretting the oécurrenees, and he Had also had*a conversation 
with Mr. Dallas, the tenor of which justified him in considering the difficulty 
was over. He had also invited the United States to suggest some plan for pre- 
venting the abuse of the American flag, wi‘ hout boarding the vessels. 
Thursday, June 10.—The bill abolishing the property qualification was read 

a second time without a divlsion—a result so totally unexpected as to create 
considerable surprise. Lord Derby, Duke of Newcastle, Earl Granville and 
Lord Campbel! spoke in its favor. This is a great stride in the Democratic 
advance, as men without anything except their salary can enter fhe House. 
It must be remembered that the British Parliament does not meet till four or 
five in the afternoon, consequently a man may pursue his daily business and 
attend to his legislative duties. We consider this a great improvement on the 
schoolboy fashion of our own Congress. 

House or Commons, Friday, June 4.—The China war was discussed. Disraeli 
said he could give no further intelligence. Lord Elgin had full power, and was 
fully equal to the occasion. Mr. Bright condemned all active alliances with 
France in such matters; it fettered their freedom of action. He hoped the 
Government would bring the war to an immediate close. 

Monday, June 7.—The India bill was again considered. Disraeli moved the 
adoption of that clause which establishes a council of 18. Mr. Gladstone 
moved an amendment postponing the arrangement. Lord Stanley rephed in 
an able speech. A division took place, and Gladstone’s amendment was nega- 
tived by 265 to 116! Lord John Russell then suggested that the number be 
reduced to twelve, which Lord Stanley acquiesced in. 

Tuesday, June 8.—Mr. Berkeley made his usual! speech in favor of the ballot. 
This led to a long debate, in which Lords Palmerston, Kussell and others 
showed a most remarkable ignorance of the method of voting in america, 
Mr. Berkeley’s resolution was negatived by 294 to 197. 

Wednesday, June 9.—The Tenants’ Compensation (Ireland) bill was nega- 
lived by a large majority. 

Thursday, June 10.—sir Edward Bulwer Lytton took the oaths and his seat 
on his re-election. In reply to a question from Lord Goderich, Mr. Fitzgerald 
stated there was some grave misapprehension in Mr. Mason fey me Munister 
at Paris) stating that the British Government approved of the French exporta- 
tion plan of exporting negroes, since England had so strosgly opposed it as to 
induce the French Government to pause in their attempt, and leave the mat- 
ter to two arbitrators—one chosen by England and one by France. Mr. Locke 
King then moved the second reading of the County Franchise bill. Mr. Ducane 
moved ‘the previous question’? on the ground that Parliamentary reform 
must speedily engage the public attention cn a grander scale, and that he was 
opposed to this patchwork legislation. Lord Palmerston demanded from the 
Ministers some declaration of their sentiments on reform, which Disraeli took 
no notice of. The Locke King bill was carried by a majority of 58 in a house 
of 400 members. A few words were said then respecting the searching of 
American vessels, in painful contrast to the puerile vaporiugs of some of our 
Senators. 

Friday, June 11.—Sir Charles Napier called the attention of the country to 
the extraordinary warlike preparations ot France. He dwelt upon the neces- 
sity of immediately calling out the militia, and increasing the Channel fleet. 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer denied that France was making extraordinary 
additions to her army and navy, and declared that the two Governments were 
on the most friendly terms. Mr. Bright Jaughed at the idea of en invasion. 
Nevertheless, England is evidently suspicious of her friend Louis Napoleon, and 
is preparing fora storm. Belgium, Austria and Prussia are likewise on the 
alert. 

CENTRAL AMERICA. 

Private advices from Paris throw much light upon the recent treaty between 
Millaud & Co., per their agent, Felix Belly, on the one part,and the Presidents 
of Costa Rica and Nicaragua on the other. It appears that a Mr. Manning, 
formerly British Consul in Nicaragua, and a member of a London house of 
great wealth, is concerned in this cool ignoring of the Monroe doctrine. This 
bears out the opinion of many, that although only guaranteed by the French 
Government, it has the indirect sanction of England, who has been probably 
provoked to it by the attempts of our administration to evade the Clayton 
Bulwer treaty. It would be a singular accident should Gen. Walker make 
another dash at Nicaragua, and inaugurate a fight with France The “ gray- 
eyed man”’ will not be troubled this time by a Commodore Paulding, or a 
Captain Chatard, but a French admiral ! 

LIBERIA. 
A significant occurrence is reported from the African coast, which may very 

possibly be expanded into danger for the civilized world. A French slaver, the 
Regina Celi (named on the same principle, probably, as that which, in the 
days of old, gave piratical craft the most innocent names), was carrying a 
cargo of captives to the island of Réunion. Near Monrova, the captain went 
ashore, when the slaves revolted, killed the crew and gave themselves up to 
the English merchant steamer Ethiopia. This steamer carried the slaver to 
Monrovia and set its living freight at liberty, Mr. Croft, the English captain, 
claiming the usual salvage-money for the vessel. This, the captain of the 
Regina Celi refused, and the French naval squadron was called upon for inrer- 
ference. The case still remains in dispute between the Liberian Government 
and the French and British authorities. This little difficulty may be made, by 
dexterous management, such a casus belli as the Cuban gunboats seemed likely 
to aftord under the manipulations of our Government. ; 

GOSSIP OF THE WORLD. 

ENGLAND. 
Charles Dickens,.—This great author, whose works have humanized the 

present age to so great an extent, has separated from his wife. The reasons 
are variously stated. Some of his enemies say it isan unfortunate penchant 
for actresses; others that Mrs. Milner Gibson led his fancy astray. As 
Dickens is forty-seven, and Mrs. Gibson forty-five, we think the similarity of 
years would neutralise the similarity of tastes. Miss Ternan has also been 
mentioned, and Miss Amy Sedgwick, both of them actresses. It is to be re- 
gretted that after having endured his wife for twenty-five years, be could not 
hold ona little longer. Twenty-five years ago Katharine Hogarth was as 
pretty a young woman as ever changed her name, and tolerably amiable. 
She was, however, constitutionally indolent and unintellectual. In addition 
‘to this, she had a tendency to corpulency, which is very disgusting to a man 
of elegant tastes, or one who has much company at home, since it material- 
ises the head ot his table, and converts the high priestess of the repast into 
the fattest joint on the board. We are afraid literary morality is at a discount 
in London, since Mr. Charles Mackay, the distinguished author of that won- 
derful effort of memory, ‘‘ There’s a Good Time Coming,” told us, during his 
recent visit to America, that Mr. G. H. Lewes, the author of the “‘ History of 
Philosophy,’”’ lately published by App'eton, and Mr. Thornton Hunt, son of 
Leigh Hunt, and author of the ‘‘ Foster Brothers,’’ had exchanged their wives. 
Lewes married Agnes Jervys, a very pretty woman, and Mrs. Hunt was like- 
wise good-looking. This is free loveism, truly. Strange enough, both Hunt 
and Lewes are remarkably ugly-looking men—indeed, more like monkeys than 
men—we feel sure that the doorkeeper would not let them leave Barnum’s 
Museum without first counting the monkeys. Sir Edward Lytton Bulwer 
Lytton is likewise a separated man. Thackeray confined his wife in a 
madhouse. Horne, the poet of ‘Orion,’ ‘‘ Cosmo de Medici,” &c., deserted 
his wife, and ran off to Australia. Dr. Southwood Smith got tired of his lezal 
angel. Shakespeare himself, despite his good moral lessons, now and tben left 
his dear wife Anne in Stratford, while he cut up a few shines in Oxford with 
Mrs. Davenant. Mr. John Milton, the great ‘* Paradise Lost’? man, i sue 
pected of using the broomstitk over the shoulders ot his three wives—besides 
courting his second wife before his first was screwed down. The moral deduc 

tion to be drawn from all this is, that our fair readers are advised by us not to 
marry men of genius! Inthe words of Goldsmith, such men as Shakespeare 
and Dickens cannot be expected 

To give to one party what was meant for womankind ! 

London Morals.—The Lord Mayor has made a decision which would re 
volutionise New York, and almost change our parts of speeeh. An omnibus 
driver, who had a grudge against a lawyer, on account of his having once 
punished him for viclating some ordinance, saw his legal enemy in the street 
—whereupon stopping the horses, the infuriate Jehu shouted out to the 
lawyer, ‘* Go along, you three-half-penny lawyer—it’s you I mean!” at the 
same time suiting the action to the word by taking a sight, which Webster 
defines as “‘ approximating the thumb’s point tothe nose, and spreading the 
fingers like a fan.’’ He then called the attention of the passers-by ‘to his 
impudence, and said, *‘I mean you! here, take your change out of that!” 
repeating the offensive symbol. Indignant at such public ignominy, the out- 
raged lawyer summoned him before the Lord Mayor, who fined him ten shil- 
lings for the abuse, and ten shillings for ‘‘the sight.”’ This is carrying kid 
gloves very far! Our New York Jarvies would require an Astor’s fortune to 
pay for their foul words if measured by such a scale as the Lord Mayor cf 
London ! J 

The Napoleon Libels.—The indictments preferred against Freelove, 
the publisher, and M. Tcherniski, for libels on the Emperor of the French, 
were fixed for Friday, June 18th. They will take place in the Court of Queen’s 
Bench, before Lord Campbell. Edwin James conducts the defence. Consi- 
derable interest is felt in the result. 

Burial of an Exile.—Dr. Queval, a French refugee, was buried in Pad 
dington Cemetery, in the presence of a large number of his Republican breth- 
ren, on Sunday, June 6th. Louis Blanc delivered a brilliant philippie against 
Louis Napoleon over the exile’s grave, to an immense concourse of persons, 
who seemed to deeply sympathi»e with the e'oquent orator. Many English 
were among the erowd. Louis Blane spoke very hopefully of the Republican 
cause. The hatred of these men to the Emperor is intense. 

Art Gossip.—Mr. Herbert’s (Frank Forrester’s) death is coldly recorjed 
by the English journals, despite his noble birth. A man who loses his position 
there falls, like Lucifer, never to rise again. If, however, he lives fashionably, 
has plenty of money and is popular, he can venture on a great deal, more 
especially if he has the sweet voices of the ladies, which Mr. Dickens appears 
to posre.s, since we read that on his first appearance after his divorce scandal 
in St. Martin’s Ha!‘l, the ladies were particularly enthusiastic in their recep- 
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tion. They, no doubt, knowing what lives they led their husbands, had 
sufficient humanity left in them to hail his escape from that pillory—marriage ! 

A daughter of Barry Cornwall, Adelaide Anne Proctor, has published a 
yolume of poems called “‘ Legends and Lyrics.’? They contain some very 
Jeasant verses. We give one of the best in our present number. 
The Covent Garden Opera remains stil] the great attraction, although Mdlle. 

Tictjens (as the Athenwum calls her) has made a great hit in ‘‘ Le Nozze.” 
Belletti was excellent as Figaro; Beneventano, they say, is a little less stormy. 
Signor Ronconi had appeared in ‘“ Lucrezia Borgia,” in company with Madame 
Grisi, and Neri Beraldi in Mario’s part of Gennaro. That wonderful evergreen, 
Madame Grisi, was full of genius and triumph as usual. 

In the theatres there was was little doing. Webster had began to pull down 
the old Adelphi, and to build up a new and more splendid one. 

At the Strand Theatre, Mr. Turner had produced a burlesque on Byron’s 
« Bride of Abyéos,”’? which had been pronounced by the public as outrageously 
funny. Madame Ristori is engaged to perform at the St. James’s during the 
season. The Train, a very clever monthly, has ceased to run. 

Mr. Robson had produced at the Olympic a farce called ‘‘ Going to the bad !”’ 
It is, ot course, by Mr. Tom Taylor. These ince*sant farce spinners are great 
nuisances ; real dulness is better than mock hilarity. 

« Louisa Muller” had been produced at the Queen’s Opera. Malle. Piccolo- 
mini is very charming in the réle of Louiss. A new tenor has made his debit 
at Drury Lane in “‘Rigoletto.”?. His name is Signor Maudin. He was well 
received ia ‘‘ Rigoletto,’ but as Edgardo he was very successful. He has a 
fine voice, and wses it with effect, but he is not conspicuous (so some critics 
say) for good taste, being fond of indulging in falsetto—pyrotechnic display of 
notes above alt. Madame Salvini Donatetti was Lucia and Badiali was Ashton. 

IRELAND. 
Galway Steam Line.——Friday, the 18th of June, wil! be a great day 

for Ireland as well as England, for as the new steam liners for new York sailed 
on that day, it will be as profitable to Ireland as Waterloo was glorious for 
England. A company of merchants, comprising some of the most illustrious 
in both hemispheres, such as Peabody, Rothschild, Barings, Chapman, Lever, 
&e., have bought some steamers to run a weekly line from Galway to New 
York, which they calculate will save thirty-six hours to Liverpool, since the 
distance from Galway to Dublin can be run in five to six hours. The Indian 
Empire is the name of the pioneer boat. Galway possesses such advantages 
that if properly encouraged she will be 2 second Liverpool. This wili enable 
our Irish citizens to visit their native land without going the roundabout route 
via Liverpool. o 

Belfast Riot.—Every now and then the people of Ireland vindicate their 
tite to being considered a patriotic nation. A few Sundays since a young 
woman’s funeral was seized upon by them as the cecasion for one of those free 
fights in which everybody desires to be counted in as a special favor. The riot 
commenced by one of the girls thrusting a bough in the face of a passenger, 

and told him to ‘‘ smell the green.”? This was the signalforthe row. Atit they 
went. Orangemen pitched into Catholics, and Catholics into Orangemen. The 
police, like Barnum, were “‘no whar;” and the military were called out, 
and the riot act read, when all of a sudden a young man persuaded the infu- 
riated mob to disperse just as the soldiers were about to fire. Five magistrates 
got their heads broken in the affray. Sometimes these Orange magistrates 
create all the mischief. Lord Palmerston was so convinced of this that he 
would not allow an Orangeman to be a magistrate. 

ITALY. 
Vesuvius.—The volcano still continues to pour out its boiling lava. On 

the 4th, an immense torrent of lava broke over the ridge, which confines the 
basin of craters, in the direction of Somma. It roared adown the mountain 
more like a river of fire than a liquid mass of molten rock. Towards night the 
whole mountain was one blaze, the lurid light rendering visible the adjacent 
country, towers, cities and Bay of Naples. Several forests were on fire from 
the passing by them of the burning lava. 

FRANCE. 
Dumas, the Cook.—The author of ‘‘ Monte Christo”’ is certainly a most 

wonderful man—he can cook a chop, cook a play, cook a novel—and now is 
writing a cookery book ! He has just issued the first chapter, called ‘‘ Causerie 
Macaronique,’’ in which he gives a full and most artistic account of how maca- 
roni can be prepared for the table. As so vast and so sublime a subject as 
cooking demands more than one intellect, he has secured the assistance of the 
Marquis del Grillo, husband of Madame Ristori. It has been the opinion of 
some men that food and cooking have a most important effect upon the world, 
A bit of underdone pork or tough steak may cause a fit of indigestion to Louis 
Napoleon, Lord Derby, or old Cass, which, acting upon irritable nerves, may 
set two nations at lozgerheads! Let us not, therefore, undervalue the culinary 
labors of the great Alexai dre Dumas. He may be the avatar of the millenium. 

Prima Donna Taste.—In the contract made between Malle. Titiens and 
the manager of the opera-house, there was a clause providing, ‘that the 
stipulations were to be null and void in the event of the aforesaid lady marry- 
ing a sovereign prince during the period of her engagement !’’ Prima donnas 
are certainly looking up; twenty years ago they were satisfied with earls, 
marquises and such like inferior animals, now nothing but a king will serve 
their turn ! 

The Cat Heiress.—Madame Dupuy, the most exquisite of barpists, was 
under the delusion that she owed her genius to her cat. She would spend 
hours in playing to this favorite animal, and on her death she left her town 
house and country house to the magical cat. She also left legacies to several 
parties, on the condition they stopped on the death of the pussy. This was to 
prevent any foul play happening to Grimalkin. The relations disputed the 
validity of the will, and the case was tried by the big wigs of Paris. It has 
just been decided, and Grimalkin gains the day ! She ought togive a mewsical 
entertainment to commemorate her victory. 

Louis Napoleon’s Son.—The gossips of Paris have been much exercised 
by the appearance of a handsome youth of about seventeen years old, who 
rides very much about with Louis Napoleon and Eugenie, with whom he seems 
on tle most familiar terms. A gentleman, who is an intimate friend of Mrs. 
Howard, the de facto wife of Louis Napoleon, saw him in Paris a month ago, 
and pronounces him the Emperor’s son by that lady. The father and son are 
much attached to each other. Mrs. Howard lives on the Continent in elegant 
style, on an estate settled upon her by her former lover. 

NEW ZEALAND. 
This magnificent colony, which Mr. Breese, the engineer to the New Zealand 

Company, maintained as the future Great Britain of the South Pacific, has 
lately made its first attempt in journalism. It is a weekly newspaper called the 
Messenger of Port Nicholson, and is printed in the native language, called the 
Maori, and issued in Wellington, the capital of New Zealand. It is four quarto 
pages, and contains several communications from some of the natives. Many 
of the natives have entered their names as subscribers, and a correspondent 
describes with great gusto the astonishment and delight they showed as some 
educated New Zealander read to a group of his more ignorant ‘‘ fellow-citizens”’ 
the news of the day and the proceedings of the Parliament at the Antipodes. 
Wherever an Englishman or an American wander they start a newspaper; a 
German starts a lager bier saloon; a Frenchman hires himself out as a cook; 
an Italian opens a barber’s shop or an opera house; a Turk, a divan; and a 
nigger, an oyster saloon or a whitewashing establishment. What a splendid 
pair of nigger aldermen Mr. Mike O’Tuomey and Reed wonld make! ‘They 
might refer to their whitewashing Johnson’s swill distilleries and cow stables 
4s an evidence oi their capacity for filth. Sure Hercules and his labor was 
nothing, for the Augean stables were not half so bad as the stumptail paradises 
of Sixteenth street 

PARLOR GOSSIP FOR THE LADIES. 
Fashions for Jaly.—Bareges, which have only been waiting for the 

warm weather to appear in all their accustomed elegance, it is thought will 
this sammer rival even the beautiful China muslins. Lace was never more in 
request than at the present time. Small Chantiily shawls, with patterns of 
large bouquets of flowers, are much worn. Small spotted veils, with borders 
of iruit, fine guipure sleeves, and parasol covers of English application, are also 
greatly in demand. Pocket-handkerchiefs are made very small, and generally 
1ounded at the corners. Low bodies will be much worn in light summer 
dresses. These will be accompanied by canezous, either of muslin or lace, 
nearly high, with long ends before and behind. They are made in varicus ways, 
sometimes of several rows of lace or scalloped muslin, with ruches and bows of 
ribbon. Others are composed of plaited muslin, trimmed with Valenciennes. 
Ruches are used for trimming on almost every part of the toilette ; on bennets, 
mantil’as, flounces, sleeves or berthés. There is so great a variety of elegant 
“resses from which to select, that we can only give the most distinguée. A 
han: some dinner or evening dress 1s made of light green moiré antique, with 
three flounces, on which was one wide stripe of whie satin, and a narrow one 
on each side of it. The plan, low body, surmounted by a narrow winte lace, 
plai'ed and edged with a very narrow green. The berthé was tormed of a band 

of white moiré antique, edged with very narrow ruches and lace. The sleeves 
very short, and trimmed to match, over them falling long hgrbes of éulle de 
Lym. A mere elegant evening dress was made of p'ng silk, accompanied with 
a berthe and flounces of white lace. ‘ihe hair was dressed in bandeauz, and a 
plait, fas:ened behind with a cache-peigne of white and pink roses. Pearl pins, 
ear-rings and bracelets completed this distingué toilette. It is expected that 
Sear’s will be much worn this summer, either in silk, bardge, lace or mu:lin. 
Those in birége and muslin are very appropriate for the simple and elegant 
to:lettes of young ladies. Wreaths of may, lilac, a small blue field flower mixed 
with bu'tercups, field daisies and heath, are the chief ornaments now worn in 
tie hair. The variely of trimmings adopted for bonnets, says Le Follet, is so 
ereat that we must content ourselves with describing one or two. One just 
made for the Empress Eugenie is of very white Belgian straw, trimmed with a 
Wreath of violets of Parma, no blonde inside, but on the middle of the forehead 
& single moss rose. The bonnet was simply edged with black ribbon, the cur- 
‘ain trimmed to match. White ribbon strings, Italian rice straw and Belgian 
Reune wil be very fashionable this summer. It is the fashion to p'ace a ribbon 
aoe the forehead, which is very becoming to most faces. Straw bonnets 

W hey ay simply trimmed, and a gauze or lace veil thrown over them. 
field + tate y space for one more. An elegant leghorn bonnet trimmed with 
cdged with and long oat ears. Fanchon of tulle, worked with beads and 

z ith brown fringe. Strings and curtain the same color. 
on tnother Dancing Corpse.—The waltz, so graceful, so delightful and 

revelled in by most young persons, has lately become singularly fatal, the 

following melancholy occurrence being the third we have noticed very recently: 
A young couple of Vienna, married only eleven days, went a few evenings back 
to the public ball of the Spiel, and took part in a waltz. All at once the young 
lady slid gently from the arms of her husband, and sank to the floor. He 
thought she had fainted, but she was dead! On a medical examination it 
appeared that she died of apoplexy, and that death must have taken place 
some seconds before she fell. Such instances must surely decrease the fscina- 
tions of the waltz, which really seems the dance of death ! 

Novel Mode of Advertising.--The other day upon the Bois de Boulogne, 
at Paris, in a well-appointed barouche and pair were to be seen a gentleman, 
having on either side of bim a lady in a ball dress and without a bonnet. One 
o* these ladies had a pro‘usion of golden locks, exquisitely arranged; the other 
was a brunette, with hair equally fine. Both turned their heads towards the 
avparently favored gentleman sitting between them, whom they seemed to be 
acdressing with great animation. The first impression on the spectator, after 
admiring the beautiful hair of those ladies, was one of wonderment that they 
should venture abroad in a cold wind so lightly clad. Ona close inspection it 
appeared they were wax figures, and that the carriage was the ambulatory 
advertisement of a hair-dresser. 

Rowing by Ladies.—A correspondent ef the Cheltenham Ezaminer 
ca'ls attention to the practice, now becoming fashionable at the Pittville spa, 
ot ladies taking boat exercise on the Jake. He says, ‘‘ There is no exercise 
that I know of more calculated to expand the chest and give a healthy 
tone to the system generally than that of rowing. Followed in moder- 
ation, it is an amusement which ladies, and particularly young ladies, would 
do well to patronize. It calls into healthy action the whole muscular system, 
without inducing that degree of fatigue which the same amount of exercise in 
any other way is apt to engender.”’ It is no uncommon thing, we (Cheltenham 
E£zaminer) understand, to see parties of ladies thus amusing themeelves by the 
hour in “ paddling the light canoe.’’ 

The Danger of Leaving Home.—A singular case of doubtfalidentity 
has recently occurred in Philadelphia. About six years ago Robert M’Auley 
started for California, leaving a wife and family behind. A constant corre- 
spondence has been kept up, and in the last letter he expressed his determina- 
tion to return home, being sick. His strength and resources failing him wien 
near hom, a gentleman hearing his position kindly offered to convey him to 
his family. But on his arrival the wife refuse’ to recognize him, whereupon, 
by the statement of many circumstances, he hoped to convince her; but she, 
his brothers, and many friends maintain he is an impostor. He knows his 
old neighbors, and a few say it is him, but others deny it. Sick and without 
money, his friends shun him; but, doubtless, had his pockets been well filled, 
all would eagerly have claimed relationship. Such is the heartlessness of the 
world, money being too frequently the root of friendship. 

THE SKELETON PAPERS—NO. Il. 
The Manuscript of the Coflin—A Tale of France. 

CHAPTER Il.—THE TWO MURDERS. 

‘* Foul deeds will rise, 
Thongh all the earth o’erwhelm them, to men’s eyes.’ 

SHAKESPEARE. 

Tne astonishment of the young count was unbounded. Convinced 
he had left the manuscript on the table when he threw himself on 
his couch, his first idea was that some person had entered his room 
during his sleep and stolen it, but on examining the door it was found 
locked inside, and the window was inaccessible. Again he reflected, 
but the more he did the firmer became his conviction that he had 
piaced it on the table when he entered the room. <A supernatural 
awe came over him, and he sank into his chair overpowered with the 
feeling of a strange dread. 

“ Can it be,” said he, shuddering, “ that it was no vision I saw, but 
that the skeleton has .revisited the room,and reclaimed the con- 
fession?” A cold perspiration burst from every pore of his skin. 
“ Ha! can it be?” as walking to his couch he raised the pillow, to 
his delight and surprise there was the mysterious packet. 

Trimming his lamp he sat down to compose himself; after a while 
he summoned courage, and with a mixed feeling of awe and eager 
expectation opened-the manuscript. It was in his father’s hand- 
writing, and, with the exception, of a few words, perfectly legible, 
although the ink in some places was so faded as to be deciphered 
with difficulty. It had evidently been written in a state of great 
emotion, as the writing was unequal,as though reflecting the con- 
flicting moods of his mind. It ran thus: 

TIE CONFESSION OF CHARALOIS DE MACHELLI. 
It is midnight. I cannot sleep. The dreadful secret weighs me 

down. I feel a strange desire to live over again that fatal passage in 
my life. Let me pour through my pen the stifled agony of my soul. 

Oh! dreadful day! May the 13th of September, 1609, be for ever 
marked black in the records of time, for that day annihilated the 
beauty of the universe in the eyes of Charalois de Machelli. Every- 
thing then became a Dead Sea apple to my thirsty lips. 

On that day three years Gaston de Foix and I, bosom friends and 
loyal knights, stood at the altar with Helen and Blanche Courvoisier 
as our brides, and surely never men seemed happier than Gaston, 
when he called Blanche his own for life, and I stamped a husband's 
kiss upon the beauteous brow of Helen. 

For three years the sun rose and set upon four happy beings— 
one day dashed all to atoms. 

Ilow pleasant our wanderings were on the banks of the Loire— 
how murmuringly the stream flowed through the slowly waving 
reeds that fringed its bank, as I, walking by the side of Blanche, 
discoursed to her of her husband's wit, learning and gallantry ; how 
in her innocence did she congratulate herself and me that her dear 
Helen, like a true-hearted, noble sister, loved her brother-in-law. 
Alas! how innocently we both fostered the passion that slew us. 

We were all seated at supper after a day of this pleasant ram- 
bling. Never had Helen looked more lovely, Blanche more innocent, 
and never had Gaston shown more varied brilliancy. He sang, and 
even J, in the joyousness of my heart,sang too. He talked pleasantly 
and I listened. The thought came over my heart that I was too 
happy—that we all were too happy—that we were four mortals tast- 
ing the joys of immortality. After a parting glass Gaston and Blanche 
rose to depart. 

The moon was in its full beauty sailing through a cloudless heaven, 
the air was balmy, Gaston asked us to accompany them part of the 
way home. Helen took his hand, I offered mine to Blanche. We 
saw them as far as the shepherd’s cot ; we there parted, after having 
promised to dine at their chateau the nextday. Gaston and Blanche 
entered their own park, Helen and I retraced our steps to our own 
chateau. Memorable hour! it seems to hang over me now, with its 
full moon, like an evil eye, lighting us to destruction. It was our 
last happy night. 

After a short conversation, I sat down to read. Helen retired to 
her room. When I entered our chamber she wasfastasleep. I took } 
the lamp to gaze upon the face of one so dear to me ; it was flushed 
—she was talking in her sleep. I kissed her, it roused her. “ Ah,” 
murmured she, Gaston, how can you be so rash!” She opened her 
eyes and cried, “ Ah, is it you?” I laughed, and said, “‘ Who should 
it be, dear Helen? You are dreaming of our walk, love.” 

In a few minutes I was asleep. 
Dreadful was the dream of that sleep. 
I thought that we had all passed the day together, and that our 

wives had gone into the picture gallery, leaving myself and Gaston 
de Foix over our wine. That in afew minutes my wife, Helen, re- 
turned, saying, ‘ Charalois, Blanche wants to see you in the garden.” 
That I went, leaving Helen with Gaston ; that Blanche met me, saying, 
“| wonder what you have to tell me!” That we both laughed, and 
returned to the dining-room, where we saw, through the open door, 

Helen sitting on the knee of Gaston, while their conversation was 
sufficient to convince us we had both cherished vipers in our bosoms. 
That, unable to repress my rage, I rushed in and stabbed the traitor 

to the heart as he sat at his own table, with my wife upon his knee 
in disloyal dalliance. 

I was roused from this terrible nightmare by Helen catching my 
arm, and saying, “ What ails you? Why are you groaning so fear- 
fully 7” 

I was delighted to find that it was all a dream. 
The impression, however, was so vivid that i 

and my depressed looks and disturbed mann’: at breakfast excited 
the curiosity of Helen, who inquired mos: anxiously, indeed with 
an undue pertinacity, the reason of my despondency. 

0k possession of me, 

“ The weather, I suppose,” I answered to her repeated interroga 
tions. 

“ Impossible, my dear husband,” returned Helen, “ the weather is 
glorious.” 

“ Yes,” said I languidly, “ but its very brightness oppresses me,” 
“ Strange fancy !” 
“ And J had a horrid dream last night.” 
“You awoke me by your fearful groan,” exclaimed Helen, with 

some anxiety. 
“ The Saints be praised,” I fervently ejaculated. “ Had you not, I 

should have expired with horror. What a mystery is the human 
mind! How is it that such impossibilities enter the brain? Last 
night I was under the dominion of an idea which never would have 
crossed the threshold of my waking thought.” 
And a deep groan burst involuntary from my breast. 
At last, overpersuaded by Helen’s entreaties, I told her. 
The effect upon her was remarkable. 
Her countenance changed, her neck and face were crimsoned one 

minute and pallid the next ; indeed, she appeared to feel the recital 
as much as I had the dream. 

“ Was it not frightful 7” I said. 
“ Let us not think of it,” replied Helen, with a suppressed sigh, re- 

gaining her composure, and, rising from her chair, she came towards 
me and kissed me. 

It humiliated me at the moment to think that so completely had 
that frightful dream mastered my reason that this kiss met no 
response on my part. It was the first she had ever given me witkput 
sending a pleasing thrill through all my frame. I felt the kiss no 
more than a dead man would! This evidently stung her, for we 
finished our breakfast in silence. 

As I was leaving the room she turned to me, and said, “ Count, we 
are engaged to dine at the Chateau de Foix to-day, we had better 
send an excuse.” 

“ Absurd,” I returned; and all on account of a foolish dream! 
Gaston would laugh me out of patience at such an excuse.” 

“ Of course,” then said she, with much agitation, “ you won't 
mention the dream? It is not only absurd, but it is insulting to the 
baron,” and, after a moment’s pause, she added, “ also to me.” 

“ You need not fear, Helen—I know Gaston too well to expose 
myself to the shafts of his ridicule.” 

This assurance seemed to relieve her, and smilingly wishing me a 
pleasant walk in the garden (my custom always after breakfast), 
she tripped away to her music-room. 
AsI paced among my shrubs and flowers, the singularity of my 

dream led me to examine the cause of such a strange visitation ; 
and after much reflection, I came to the conclusion that the origin 
of a thought which had never entered my mind was occasioned by 
Helen’s mentioning Gaston’s name when I awoke her with a kiss, 
coupled with the fact of our having promised to dine at his chateau 
the next day. 

I felt a strange satisfaction at thus solving, as it were, what had 
appeared to me a psychological enigma, and my despondertcy in 
some measure subsided. Still the impression had been too powerful 
to be effaced all at once, and the feverish anxiety displayed by 
Helen that I should not relate my dream to her sister or Gaston 
renewed the vague apprehersion that had partially faded from my 
mind. As we walked across our meadows to the private entrance of 
the Baron de Foix’s park, my wife reiterated her request with in- 
creased eagerness of manner. Irritated at her importunity, I re- 
fused to converse any longer seriously on a dream. 
We sat down toa dinner which was unusually sumptuous—the 

choicest vintages were on the table. My wife and Blanche were in 
excellent spirits, and Gaston, as usual, was full of.arecdote and wit. 
I have named,I think, that the Baron was fond of wine, and .al- 

though he was not what the world would call an intemperate mah, 
his inclinations were in favor of an oceasional debauch. 

The excitement of my dream, and the despondency resulting from 
it, had also begat in me a fever which naturally craved drink to 
quench it, although it was only pouring oil upon flame. Gaston had 
great perception, and saw at a glance there was somothing wéjghing 
on my mind. It seemed to give him much concern—to make him 
almost restless—his eye rolled uneasily—I thought I detected seve- 
ral inquiring glances at my wife—the feeling of my dream came 
over me—lI felt as though it was not a dream, but an occurrencé 
that had really happened, but which I had, like a foul craven, ne- 
glected to revenge. At this minute he pushed a flash of Cognac to 
me—lI tought it was Burgundy—I filled my goblet, and drank. 
Helen and Blanche, after saying they were going to stroll on the 
lawn, then left us. 

I remained silent—that was not unusual—but I knew I looked 
gloomy—this was. The baron did not seem at his ease. His gaiety 
was evidently forced—he filled his glass more rapidly than usual— 
instead of the epicurean sip, he swallowed. At last, after taking a 
full bumper, he said, 

“Charalois, what in the name of the foul fiend ails you? You 
have, like a true and great knight, drank more than your wont, and 
paid due observance to my vintage ; but, by the Lady of Loretta, 
you have sat more like a spectre at an Egyptian feast than a lover 
of venison and good cheer!” 

The geniality of his tong re-assured me. I therefore said, “ Well, 
since you wish to know, you shall.” 

I know not how it was, but, as I told my dream, the deadly effect 
the recital had upon him made my expiring despondency change into 
a suspicion, while every moment grew more and more vivid, till at a 
sudden exclamation of the baron’s it blazed up into a certainty. 

Springing to his feet he exclaimed, “Farther concealment is un- 
necessary. I see you have discovered all. Think of the scandal, 
count. We have both of us made a mistake. You and I chose the 
wrong sisters. Helen was meant for me—Blanche for you! Farther 
concealment is useless. I see you have discovered all!” 

Despite my suspicion this terrible confirmation was more thaa I 
had expected. My blood seemed suddenly changed into fire. I 
almost leaped into the air, and in another second my hand was on 
his throat. “ Caitiff!” I thundered rather than spoke, “ a revelation 
from Heaven has exposed your treachery, and as such I accept it! 
You have committed the unpardonable sin in tle eyes of all honora- 
ble men.” 

“ 1 know the penalty!” he cried, drawing his dagger, and the next 
minute we closed ina deadly scuffle. The noise of a chair we over- 
threw in it aroused the ladies, who entered just as 1 had wrenched 
the dagger from Gaston's hand, and nearly mad with rage I buried it 
in the traitor’s breast. He fell witha heavy groan, bathing the 
faithless Helen with his blood as she rushed up to separate us. 

The horror and astonishment of Blanche were somethmg terrible 
to behold, but as the dying man confessed the deadly wrong he had 
done me, they were changed to a grief even more painful. The 
remorse of the once light-hearted libertine was undoubted, for he 
was too brave a man to fear death for its own sake. At Blanche’s 
solicitation I extended to him my forgiveness ; he grasped my hand, 
which I had not the sternness to withdraw, and said, “ For the sake 
of all—for the unhappy sharer of my crime—be silent on the smb- 
ject.” 

As his strength was rapidly failing I insisted upon sending for a 
physician, to which he seemed to consent, saying, “ Let me see 
Jerome.” This was his steward,a man who had grown gray in his 
service. When he came he took his old domestic’s hand and said, 
“ Jerome, in a moment of madness I have stabbed myself. I say this 
to prevent all misapprehension on this subject.” 

In a few minutes he breathed his last. 
In compliance with the prayer of the dying man, confirmed by the 

wish of the noble Blanche, there was no effort made to contradict the 
story of Jerome, who reported that in'a moment of drunken excite- 
ment the unhappy Baron de Foix had suddenly, before us all, drawn 
his dagger and stabbed himself to the heart. . 
Thus ends the Manuscript or THE CorFIN. 
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FORT BANDALL, NEBRASKA TERRITORY.— FROM A SKETCH BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. 

FORT RANDALL, NEBRASKA TERRITORY. 

Tuts military post was constructed in 1856 by the Second In- 
fantry Regiment, forming part at that time of the Sioux Expedi- 
tion. It is situated upon an elevated table land, which is skirted 
on the north and west by the Missouri, on the east by a creek 
falling into that river, and on the south byn irregular range of 
hills. The fortification is of oblong form, and was at the period 
of its construction intended but for four companies, but was sub- 
sequently enlarged. The dwelling of the commanding officer has 
been removed from the centre, where it originally stood, to the 
rear of the fort, leaving an extensive space clear of buildings to 
be used as a parade ground. 

Beside the barracks for the troops, there are buildings for the 
camp-sutlers, and a convenient hospital. As a matter of course 
the buildings are chiefly constructed of logs, which are cut from 
the cotton-wood-groves on the other side of the Missouri and 
floated across. These trees, and others which fringe the different 
creeks, will suffice for several years for the wants of the military 
post, but a large settlement would speedily be compelled to burn 
coal, which could only be done at. an enormous expense. An- 
other disadvantage connected with the locality is the barrenness 
of the soil, which is chiefly of sand, and only by means of the 
most careful and persistent irrigation can a scanty crop be pro- 
duced. The water of the Missouri, which is used for culinary 
and drinking purposes, is allowed to stand for several hours be- 
fore using, in order to permit the deposit of its heavy sediment 
of lime and sand, but it is said not to prove deleterious to health. 
A settlement has been commenced about forty miles below the 

fort, and an attempt made to form the city of Niobarah, but as its 
site is low it is liable to submersion in the sudden floods of the 
Missouri, besides which it is open to incursions from the Punca 
Indians, who maintain a hostile attitude in the neighborhood. 

Sioux city lies about one hundred and sixty miles below Fort 
Randall, and has increased considerably in size of late. 

FLORENCE, NEBRASKA TERRITORY. 

Tus is the old winter quarter of the Mormons, which they set- 
tled in 1846 and vacated in 1848, leaving more than a thousand 
buildings to be devoured by the prairie fires in the fall. Fiorence 
possesses one of the most picturesque and convenient sites in 
the entire Territory, lying directly on the bank of the Missouri 
river, in full view in the distance, from Omaha, Council Bluffs, 
Crescent City and several other minor towns. 

Its population numbers nearly three thousand, and the place 
has been entirely built up within the last two years. Some fine 
buildings grace the site, among which may be mentioned the 

residence of Mr. Mitchel, the founder of the place, and the 
Florence Bank. 

At Florence the river is confined within exceedingly narrow 
limits, and there lies beneath the water a firm, rocky bed for the 
entire distance across the river, a formation very singular and 
upcommon, + 

Should the Missouri river ever be bridged, here seems the place 
destined by nature for the purpose. There are a number of mills 
in and about the place, and a firm, rolling ¢ountry in the back- 
ground. 

Florence has had an unparalleled growth, even for a Western 
city, and has witnessed many of the exciting scenes of frontier 
life. It is the general outfitting point for Utah. The municipal 
government have provided for tencing in and preserving in order 
the old Mormon burying-grounds, which, even at present are 
interesting memorials of that extraordinary people, will, in the 
lapse of time, and after the extinction of their miserable commu- 
nity, be visited as a curious monument of fanaticism and folly in 
the nineteenth century. 

The Funca Dance. 

In the month of June; 1854, Colonel A. W. Babbitt, having 
received the appointment of Secretary of Utah, was accompanied 
by a number of his friends to the first night’s encampment at 
Florence, then a wild prairie, with the intention of accompany- 
ing him on the next day’s journey. The party consisted of Judge 
A » Colonel W and J. ——, Tom H-—, Mr. C » 
with several other gentlemen and a number of ladies, not without 
abundant provision of comestibles and liquids. The party were 
in high spirits on reaching the encampment, the horses were 
turned out to forage for themselves, dancing on the green was 
introduced, together with other sports and amusements, and, 
finally, “Tom” proposed, in connection with several of the 
“frontier boys,’ to perform an Indian ‘‘ Punca war dance.” 
The feat was executed with great éclat and many rounds of 
applause greeted the perfo:mers, who, it was affirmed, hai beaten 
the natives themselves in the dance. Night wore on and the 
gray dawn revealed the absence of several span of horses, which 
could nowhere be found. 

A circle was immediately struck around the camp, when the 
hiding-place of half a dozen Punca warriors was discovered, 
where they had evidently lain during the preceding night, within 
a stone’s throw of the Punca war dancers, and had, doutiess, 
had a hearty laugh at the white men's performance. When they 
had become satisfied with the “‘ s»ow’’ they rode off with seven 
head of the fastest horses belonging to the company, none of 
which were ever recovered. Theat was the last Punca war dance | 
ever given in Florence, 

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1858, by Frank Lest, in the 
Clerk’s Office of the District Court for the Southern District of New York. 

GOLD AND GLITTER; 
OR, 

THE ADVENTURES OF A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN. 

FOUNDED ON FACT. 

Written Expressly for Frank Leslic’s Illustrated Newspaper 

BY ORLANDO LANG. 

CHAPTER XI.—BREAKFAST AND AFTER BREAKFAST. 
Ir was anything but a cheerful breakfast party Mr. Harley left be- 
hind him at the hotel. The reaction that followed hard upon the 
exciting scene she had gone through had left Edith pale and nervous, 
while Ralph and May thought only of each other, and were silent in 
the presence of a third person. 

All three then ate but little, toyed listlessly with their food, and it 
was a great relief when, shortly after the cloth was removed, Edith 
was summoned to her boudoir to see a visitor who desired a private 
interview. Ralph and May were alone. 

Over the windows hung heavy damask curtains that partially ex- 
cluded the light, the fire blazed cheerfully in the grate ; luxury was 
all about them. 
May had thrown off her bonnet, and was sitting in the corner of the 

sofa, Ralph seated himself beside her, and gazed at her a few 
moments in silence. 

“ Why do you look at me so steadily ?” she asked, without raising 
her eyes. 

“ How can you tell that I am doing so? you have not once looked 
up.” 

“ T feel it.” 
He let his voice sink into a whisper. “I was wondering whether 

one so young, so beautiful, so fascinating as you are, could ever feel 
one single throb of interest in so unworthy a being as I am?” 

She did look up now, and her eyes were full of love. 
He drew her still closer to his side, and let his arm encircle her 

waist. 
She did not draw back, on the contrary, she nestled closer to his 

side. What a beautiful and holy thing is the first confiding love of a 
young girl. 
“Oh, May, if you could in time learn to love me; if, after the 

storms and trials of life, I was to find such a refuge, I am sure that I 
should become—not worthy of such happiness—but at least a better 
man. With a pure spirit like thine for my life companion, how could 
I fail to imbibe a portion of its guilelessness? May, my beloved, can 
I hope for this?” 

Her head had fallen on his breast, and he felt hot tears dropping 
} on his hand. 
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DISTILLERY AND SWILL COW SIALL®S ON FLUSILING AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND SPREE, WILLIAMSBURG, 

“You weep. Is it because you can never love me, and your kind 
heart grieves for the misery you know I will suffer with that 
certainty?” Closer still he held her—both arms were tightly bound 
around her. 

“ Ralph, how can you say such cruel things, you know I love you 
dearly—oh, heaven, how dearly!” Her voice was low, but it did 
not falter in the least, and she looked up lovingly in his face as she 
spoke. Tears were still visible, but undiluted joy shone like sunlight 
through them. 

“ May Harley, my life, up to this time, has been but a dark and 
gloomy night, but now a star, brighter than ever beamed upon man 
since the holy orb shone down o’er Bethlehem, has lighted up the 
darkness with joy ineffable. My love, my angel, my saviour !” 

His words rolled fast, and from a heart in which something of 
natural purity still remained ; and as he spoke he pressed upon her 
lips a flood of passionate kisses. 

“ But stay, I have been too hasty,” Ralph said, after a moment’s 
pause—a pause in which was concentrated for May Harley the joy 
ofages. ‘I have been led on by overwhelming love to draw from 
you a confession you may yet regret.” 

“ Never—never !” she replied, with great firmness and sweetness. 
“ Are you sure of that ?” 
“Sure! Have I not told you that I love you?” 
“ Thank heaven you have ; and you can have no conception of the 

torrent of ecstacy that confession has poured through my being. 
Lut listen to me, suppose I am not all that I seem to be.” 

“ What you are to others I neither know nor care ; to me, you will 
always be the same dear Ralph.” 
“God bless you. Suppose, though, it were possible to bring against 

SWILL COW STARLES ON FLUSITING AVENUE AXD NORTIL FOURIH STREET, WILLIAMSBURG, OWNED LY FULMAN. 

me charges of dissipation, recklessness; suppose you were told I 
had been a roué and gambler?” 

“1 would hurl back the lie in the teeth of those that spoke it!” 
she was glowing with indignation, and looked doubly beautiful. 

“ But what if it were no lie ?” 
“ Then I would trust to your love to reform it allinfuture. Loving 

you as I do, do you think I would send you back to such temptation ? 
No! I would try to make you love me so well, that you would gladly 
resign all such follies for your own wife’s society.” 

Her arms were around his neck, her kisses upon his lips. 
Ralph’s heart heaved and surged beneath that embrace, and all 

that was good was aroused within. He would try at least not to de- 
ceive her further, so he said, with trembling lips and greatly agitated, 
“Tf, to crown all, one should say to you, ‘The man you love may, at 
a moment’s notice, be plunged into a felon’s cell—a disgraced and 
convicted criminal,’ what would you answer?” 

“ You are trying to weary out my constancy.” 
“Not so; I am testing the breadth and depth of your love.” 
“It is broad enough, deep enough to engulf everything that could 

by any possibility intervene between you and me.” 
“My ownlove! But do you know lam going to put you to the 

test at once—going to ask a favor already?” 
“TItis granted.” 
“ Whatever it may be ?” 
“ Whatever.” 
“What has passed between us must rest between us for the 

present. You must have noticed how distasteful my society is to 
your father.” 
“That is because he does not know you.” 

THE MILKMAIDS, DISGUSTID BY OUR AUTIST'8 SKETCHING, 

OWNED RY MR. SAMUEL ENGLE. 

“ Well, this much I know, that at present he would not give his 
darling to my keeping ; so until I have an opportunity of convincing 
him that I am not so utterly unworthy as he seems to think me, pro- 
mise me that you will be silent.” 

“IT promise.” Her lips trembled as she spoke ; it was the first 
secret she had ever had from her father. 

And thus did May Harley betroth herself to Ralph Forrester. 
Meantime, in the adjoining apartment Hester Stanhope was ear- 

nestly pleading with Edith for her cousin, eagerly beseeching to ac- 
cept as her husband the man for whom she would willingly have 
given her heart’s best blood, drop by drop. 

“ Ah, Hester, you don’t know what you ask,” Edith said, brushing 
the scalding tears from her eyes, in reply to her urgent appeal ; 
“believe me you don’t know what you ask.” 

“I do know, Edith ; Iam asking you to make dear Gerald happy 
for life, not to send the torrent of love I am sure he entertains for 
you back upon his heart.” 

“T should not make him happy, believe me I should not.” 
“You do not love him—is it so ?” 
*T entreat you not to ask that question.” 
“ But I must. Edith, I have learned to love you very much, and I 

think you love me.” 
“ Indeed, indeed I do.” 
“ Then by that sacred friendship, answer me, do you love Gerald 

Marston ?” . 
The tears froze in Edith’s eyes, her cheek was whiter than snow, 

her small hands clenched together in agony. Never until that in- 
stant did the full misery of the heart-breaking sacrifice she was 
about to make stare her full in the face ; yet in the midst of such 

SWEAR THEY WOULD TAR 

AND FEATHER HIM IF THEY COULD CATCH WIM WITHOUT THE POLICE BEING BY. 
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crushing wretchedness she never swerved from the path of duty, 
never faltered one instant in her course. 

“ Love him!” she said in a voice that plainly showed the inward 
agony. “Love him! Ah, Hester, why have you asked me that 
terrible question? Love him! Oh! to be his for one short year— 
to rest this weary head upon his breast—to hear him say he loved 
me—to feel his dear caresses, I would willingly give up the rest of 

life to misery !” 
“ Then you will make him happy ?” 
“ Yes, yes,” gasping, almost fainting. 
“ You will be his wife ?” 
“ Never, never should I make him happy by dishonoring him.” 
“What do you mean?” 
“ Listen to me, Hester ; the time has come when you must know 

all. I must unfold to you secrets that will curdle your young blood, 
make yon doubt the whole L.uman race, and hate the man you now 

love and revere !” 
She drew her seat close beside Hester’s, and her hand, as she 

placed it upon the arm of the latter, was like ice. 
“Do you mean cousin Gerald ¢” 
“Gerald Marston. Hate Gerald Marston! He was born only to 

be loved. No; the man I am going to teach you to loathe and 
despise is William Harley.” 

* William Harley !” 
“ Ay, William Harley. But let me speak on without interruption, 

or I shall never be able to say what duty tells me 1 must say.” 
“I tremble, but will be silent.” 
“To begin, then. William Harley is my uncle—own brother to 

my mother. In early youth his father strove to induce him to wed 
a woman he did notlove. Rather than do so, he fled from his parents’ 
roof, and never returned from it until after the old man’s death. He 
came then, though, to hear the will read ; and my poor mother used 
to tell me that she never saw so fearful an expression on the face of 
man as settled upon William Harley’s when he heard that all his 
father’s praperty was left solely and entirely to his sister. He said 
nothing, however, until he was left alone with my mother ; and then 
grasping her fiercely by the arm, and heaping imprecations upon 
Rertead, he swore to be avenged upon her for the wrong he ima- 
gined she had caused his father to inflict upon him. ‘You perhaps I 
cannot reach ; but your children, if any ever bless your marriage, 
shall become common beggars in the street. Do you hear me?—I 
swear it!’ and with these fearful words on his lips, utterly regardless 
of my dear mother’s entreaties and prayers to be heard, he once 
more fled from the homestead. But the serpent left histrail. Ihave 
now to tell you the event from which all our woes sprung. My 
mother, tempted by overwhelming love, secretly became the wile of 
my father some mouths previous to her father’s death, and by some 
means William Harley discovered the fact. What use he made of 
that discovery I have now to tell you. Are you listening ?” 

“With all my soul; and yet I seem to hear as in a dream,” 
Hester’s voice sank into a whisper, and her cheek kept steadily 
growing paler. 

“T would to God it were a dream,” Edith said, mournfully, and 
then proceeded: ‘(My brother and myself were born, he being my 
senior but by a year, and after that for some years we lived as hap- 
pily together at the old homestead on the Hudson as the birds that 
carolled among the trees; but at length a malignant fever carried 
off my poor father after only a week's illness, and in less than 
twelve months my dear, dear mother followed him to the other 
world. Ralph and I were orphans. Suddenly William Harley made 
his appearance, and claimed to be om guardian; he took us to his 
house in the city here, and treated us with every kindness ; but by 
degrees, as we grew old enough, traces of his infamy commenced 
to show themselves. To be brief, for my tongue refuses to loiter on 
this period of my history, he told us, with much apparent anguish, 
that our mother, his sister, had never been the legal wife of our 
father, that an ineffaccable stain rested upon our name, and the 
property our mother held was now solely and absolutely his. 

“Young as I was (for I was scarcely fifteen), I hurled the revolt- 
ing lie back in his teeth ; and Ralph, I believe, would have dashed 
his brains out on the spot, had I not, fearing for his safety, thrown 
myself between them. Do you suppose we could hive under his 
roof after that? No, we fled from his protection, and became 
actually beggars. Ay, you may well start, but what I tell you is 
the solemn truth ; our home was a forlorn, unfurnished attic ; our 
food scarcely a crust and a glass of water. This lasted until Harley 
needed nie—needed me to be used as a tool, as a decoy to entrap 
young Marston into marrying me, that he might rob him of his in- 
heritance as he has already despoiled my brother and myself. 
Hester, rather than become a party to such infamy, I would die a 
thousand deaths.” 
“Tam overwhelmed,” Hester said, ‘‘and scarcely know what to 

say. This man I have always looked upon as a marvel of goodness ; 
now you would teach me to see in him nothing but infamy. Oh, 
Edith, are you not yourself deceived ?” 

“ Deceived! What I have told you is the solemn truth, as I hope 
for mercy at the great Judgment seat.” 

“I must believe you.” 
“You must, for the safety of Gerald’s property depends upon 

your believing, Hester Stanhope, you. must become the wife of 
Gerald Marston !” ; 

The last words she uttered seemed almost to choke poor Edith, 
for with them every bright dream of the future went away from her, 
darkness and despair settled down about her, but the path of duty 
was plain—she must walk in it so long as God demanded. 

“ Never, never, never,’ Hester sobbed. “He loves you, Edith, 
madly, devotedly. Poverty with you would be to him joy unutter- 
able. Wealth untold, without you, could never yield him an hour's 
happiness,” 
pe Don’t talk in that way, Hester ; I endure agony enough without 
that.” 

“ You have confessed that you love Gerald.” 
“ Yes, yes—better, far better than myself. I love him so well 

that Iam now dooming myself to a life of unheard-of misery for his 
sake. Listen. I have a terrible part to act: he will come here to 
talk to me of love ; I shall hear his dear, dear tones steal into my 
hearst ; I shall watch his loved eyes beaming with tenderness upon 
me ; and in return must freeze him with coldness, pretend indiffer- 
ence, let him think I have been but toying with an affection for 
which I would gladly, oh, how gladly, yield up the last drop of 
blood in my veins. It will be a bitter, bitter hour for both of us; 
but he, believing me unworthy of his love, will set his heart to 
forgetme. It is very easy to forget those whom we cease to esteem, 
—his love will fade quite away—quite away—and then, Hester, he 
will commence to think kindly of your devotion.” 

Poor Edith—she could restrain herself no longer—the tears that 
had been gradually stifling her voice and welling up in her eyes, 
wow burst all barriers, and streamed down her white cheeks. Hester 
threw her arms about her neck, and kissing away the drops, be- 
sought her to think differently—strove to show her that duty and 
love both lead to the same goal,and that the great and sublime 
self-sacrifice she contemplated was wholly uncalled for. 

“IT weep, Hester,’ Edith replied, “ for if I did not I should die, and 
it is not time for that yet; but 1am firm. William Harley shall tri- 
umph no longer.” 

“Nor 1ited he triumph ; if he be the monster you represent him, 
why not expose him at once,” Hester said. 

Edith shook her head sadly. “ Ah, you have no conception of this 

man’s duplicity ; you cannot even dream of the intricate web in 
which he enmeshes his victims. He knows that at present I am 
powerless in his hands. Hester, he alone on earth knows that my 
dear mother was, as an honest woman, a legal wife, and I firmly 
belleve that her marriage certificate is at this moment in his pos- 
Session. 

“ In his possession, do you say 

“ I do.” 

Hester said no more on the subject, but a gleam of light flashed 
over her countenance. Thenshe reverted to her cousin again. “ And 
this will of Gerald’s father, what if that should prove a forgery?” 

Edith seized her by the arm and looked hurriedly and fearfully 
about the room. “ Hush!” she whispered, “ In Heaven’s name never 
breathe that suspicion again; the very walls have ears. Hush! 

hush !” 
She trembled in every limb, and a palor like death settled down 

upon ker countenance. 
“ Js my surmise true, then ?” Hester murmured almost immediately. 
“Dol not bid you never to breathe such a suspicion—never to 

think of it even,” Edith replied quickly and fiercely. 
Hester started ; she had never seen her friend thus strangely ex- 

cited, but she wisely forebore to press the subject further. She only 
said, “ Trust me, Edith, all will yet be well, and I shall live to see 
you a happy bride.” She tried to smile, poor girl, and succeeded 
so far as the lips were concerned, but her eyes were full of tears. 

Edith shook her head sadly; then, after a moment or two, as 
though by a violent effort casting off the gloom that oppressed her, 
she rose from her seat saying, quite gaily, “Come, May is in the 
other room, and I fear I have been acting with sad impropriety in 
leaving her so long alone with a young gentleman,” and so saying 
she led the way into the parlor. 
They entered quite unexpectedly, and Edith, as the door opened, 

heard May say, in a low frightened tone, “Not so soon; oh, not 
so soon as that.” : 
Her eyes were red as though she had been weeping, and she was 

trembling all over like a leaf. 

Even Ralph was somewhat discomposed by the sudden appear- 
ance of his sister and Hester, but recovered himself in a moment, 
and said, “I was just going to call you, Edith ; Miss Harley is quite 
unwell.” 
“Yes, yes, a sudden faintness; the long walk, the heat of the 

room,’ May murmured ; “take me home, Hester; take me home, 
take me home.” She rose hastily, but her cheeks and lips had 
become livid, and she staggered so that she could scarcely stand. 

Edith darted forward, but before she could reach her she fell 
prostrate at the feet of Ralph, who had likewise risen, but too late 
to save her. 

There she lay as motionless as one dead, her fair face upturned, 
her locks dishevelled, her eyes drooping heavily. 
Was it a foreshadowing of what was to be, her lying there at 

Ralph's very feet ? 
The young man knelt beside her and raised her in his arms. A 

perceptible thrill passed through her the instant his hands touched 
her, and her lips parted in a smile, but the first words she murmured 
were, “ Not so svon, not so soon.” 

Then, by degrees, as restoratives were administered and she re- 
covered her consciousness, Ralph quietly withdrew, feeling that it 
were better he should do so; and when she looked around and 
found herself alone with Hester and Edith, a sigh of intense relief, 
as though she had but just awakened from a mesmeric sleep, escaped 
her, and in the course of half an hour she was able to go home with 
Hester. 

CHAPTER XIi.—RALPH MAKES A CONFIDANT OF IIIS SISTER. 

Wuen Edith was left to herself by the departure of May and Hester, 
she returned once more to her private apartment, and throwing her- 
self back in a large arm-chair, commenced thinking of all the 
strange things that had occurred that morning. 

It was a melancholy thing to see that fair young creature, in the 
early morning of life, when the sunlight should have streamed around 
her, and earth smiled in flowers before her, sitting there pale as 
marble, her lips compressed, and beautiful eyes weighed down with 
sadness. 
“Can it be,” she murmured in a low, faltering voice, “that Ralph 

could love the daughter of the spoiler ?—would seck to ally himself 
with one who defames the name of his mother? I will not even 
suspect it.” 

She waved her hand impetuously, as though to sweep away the 
unwelcome thought; but it would not be thus summarily dismissed. 
“What else could the scene I just now witnessed portend?” she 
asked herself, relapsing again into her reveric. She loves him—that 
I am certain of, poor girl! Can it be that Ralph seeks revenge on 
the father by striving to smite the child? Would he make her, now 
so young and pure, a thing for the finger of scorn to be levelled at 
—an outcast, a pollution? No,no,no; better—fur better that she 
should die a death of torture than live a life of infamy.” She was 
startled by the entrance of one of those of whom she had been 
thinking —Ralph. His brow was clouded, and flinging himself 
moodily down upon a sofa, he muttered, “‘ I would I had died before 
the first month of my life had gone round!” 
“How often has that same wish stolen into my breast!” Edith re- 

plied; “and how hard I have had to struggle to expel it from my 
mind!” 
“Why wish to expel it?” the young man asked. 
“ Because, Ralph, we were created for some all-wise purpose ; 

some ineffable joy must yet be in store for us, which our present 
sufferings will only serve to render more entrancing.” 

Ralph laughed bitterly and scornfully. “A very pretty story for 
the nursery and Sunday-school,” he said ; “but old birds can’t be 
caught with such chaff.” 
“What has crossed you, Ralph, that you talk so unreasonably?” 

Edith said, drawing her chair near to him, and taking his hand in 
hers. 

“ Everything has crossed me,” he answered, moodily. “I am a 
miserable wretch, and say again and again, I wish I were six feet 
under ground, with weeds and briers growing over me!” 

“ You promised me to strive and overcome these fits of despair. 
Oh! why, my dear, dear brother, will you let them hold such un- 
checked sway?” ‘Tears started to her eyes, though she strove hard 
to repress them, and her lips trembled as she spoke. 

“There, Il have made you weep again! Justlike me. I tell you 
all I do is to make those that love me wretched.” Ralph started up 
as he spoke these words, and paced up and down the room with 
rapid, uneven steps. After a pause in the conversation of about a 
minute, he stopped short before Edith, who still remained seated, 
and folding his arms over his chest, said, abruptly, “Is not May 
Harley the loveliest girl that the sun ever shone upon?” 

“ She is very beautiful.” 
She is more than beautiful—she is good, and pure, and innocent.” 
“ She is indeed.” 

“ How could so fair a branch spring from so foul a tree ?—how 
could so meek a flower grow up to maturity beneath such a upas of 
corruption ?” 

“It is indeed a marvel.” 
“ Listen and you shall hear @ greater marvel. This young, pure 

Hell's the reverse of Heaven. Edith, May Harley loves me!—me, 
the outcast, the criminal, the debauchee !” 

“ And you?” she was ahnost breathless, awaiting his reply. 
He seized her hands that were stretched up to him, and whispered, 

in a hoarse voice, 

“ IT never knew what agonies of love the human heart was capable 
of until I met her; I never knew what thrills of ecstacy this mortal 
frame could vibrate to until her head rested upon my breast, until her 
kisses covered my lips.” 
“Ralph, Ralph, what have you done? Speak, in God’s name!” 

She was whiter than death, and trembled like an aspen leaf. 
“ 1 am not quite the villain you take me for,” he answered. “ Ex- 

| cept in loving a wretch like me, she is as pure as when first she 
| breathed the breath of life.” 
| ‘Thank Heaven for that! 

spirit has entwined its love about a being as much its antipodes as | 

But you must never see her more, 

Ralph. Fly from her—fly from her as from destruction to both of 
ou.” 
He looked at her with a strange smile, but did not reply; only 

passed his hands quickly over his eyes, and commenced pacing up 
and down the room again. 
“Why do you not answer me?” Edith continued, following him 

with anxious gaze. “ Why do you not tell me that you will fly from 
this temptation ?” 

“It is too late, too late,” he replied, in a husky tone. “I have no 
strength left.” 

“ What would you do, my brother? You would not drag her down 
from woman’s loftiest and holiest pedestal—chastity? If one faint 
shadow of such a thought ever crossed your mind, you have no con- 
ception of what love is. If you do indeed love May Harley with the 
pure love of an honorable heart, you would rather turn your back 
on her at once, rather fly to the most remote corner of the earth, 
and never even hear her name breathed again, than that even a 
shadow should fall upon her fair fame.” Edith had risen and ap- 
proached him; she let her arms fall about his neck, and her lovely 
eyes were fixed upon him imploringly. 

“ Edith,” he said, not daring to meet her gaze, and speaking in a 
hurried tone—“ Edith, you mistake me altogether. I would rather 
suffer all the torments of hell than blight so pure a flower as May 
Harley! But—but—” he paused irresolute. 

“ But-what?” quite impatiently. 
“She has promised to be my wife !” 
Edith’s arms fell from their resting-place, and she stood up before 

her brother in grand indignation. She had pleaded for May’s peace 
earnestly, tearfully—would continue to plead and pray for it, for 
against the young girl she had no single feeling of resentment; but 
when her brother proposed to take her as his wife—to mingle his 
blood with that of one who had reviled her mother, all the indigna- 
tion of her noble nature was aroused. 

“ Degenerate son,” she said; “is it thus you resent the insults 
heaped on the fair fame of a dead mother? Would you shelter in 
your arms the child of your parent’s defamer and despoiler. Shame 
on you, Ralph, shame on you!” 

ile expected this outburst, but nevertheless quailed before it. 
‘Is it her fault that her father is a villain?” he asked, doggedly. 
“No, not her fault, but her misfortune—a fatal misfortune, if you 

will; God has said that the sins of the fathers shall be visited upon 
the children unto the third andfourth generation. What are we then 
that we should question the justice of that decree ?” 
What a change always came over that woman when once aroused 

by this strong theme ; her eyes flashed, her bosom heaved, and her 
voice, low-toned but intense, sounded tike muttered thunder. 
“There, there, calm yourse.f; i u.u uot married as yet,’ Ralph 

said, bitterly. 
“Tam calm,” she answered. “Misery has taught me calmness 

and patience, but still 1 implore you, my brother, not to forget our 
mother’s wrongs.” 

He did not answer her; only drew her towards him and kissed her 
several times, then hurriedly left the room. 
Once more Edith was alone, and once more she sank down into her 

chair, and covering her face with her hands, thought long and 
earnestly. 

CHAPTER XIIIl.—EDITH'’S SACRIFICE. 

Tur day of which I have been treating was destined to be one of sad 
trial to poor Edith, for although she was left to herself until evening, 
and thus had time to regain her usual calmness, she had scarcely 
finished her solitary tea before Mr. Marston was announced. 

At the sound of his name all her blood seemed for an instant turned 
to ice, and then coursed like streams of fire through her veins. 

She returned for a moment to her private room, for she had a ter- 
rible part to play, and she must play it calmly and without visible 
emotion. 
Who shall tell of the fearful struggle that took place in that young 

girl's heart during the few moments that she remained absent. 
Who but such as have been tried by the same ordeal can conceive 

even of the awful agony concentrated into that small space of time. 
When she re-entered the drawing-room she was very pale, but a 

smile rested upon her lips, and her eyes sparkled brilliantly. Gerald, 
as he arose to greet her, thought he had never seen her look so 
beautiful. She returned his salutations somewhat carelessly, or 
rather listlessly, he thought, and then seating herself on the sofa 
beside him commenced toying with the tassels on the cushions. 

The conversation commenced, as all conversations, no matter 
what their final purport may be, do,in mere commonplaces, wherein 
the weather, the opera, the last ball, or latest novel, figured promi- 
nently, but at length they touched on poetry, and the transition from 
poetry to love is so easily made that those who have had any expe- 
rience in that line will scarcely wonder that Gerald involuntarily 
drew nearer and nearer to Edith,and even ventured so far as to take 
her hand in his. It was so cold that it made him actually shudder. 
Her hand was like ice, but her brain on fire. He felt as though 
standing at the gate of paradise, but the great flaming sword was 
there barring the entrance. She might not even advance one step 
to gaze at the glories she knew bloomed beyond ; not one step, not 
one step. 

“You grow very pale, Edith ; what have I done to startle you so?” 
Gerald asked eagerly, clasping the cold hand still more firmly, and 
drawing still closer to her. 

She did not dare even look into the paradise before her, but she 
could not close her ears, and his low voice was like music from that 
blest abode. 
What a fearful thing it was to teach that dear, dear voice to speak 

to her with calm indifference, or perhaps to silence it as far as she 
was concerned for ever; to make those eyes that now gazed upon 
her with such glowing love think they had but been deceived by a 
fair exterior that covered a false, fickle heart, and yet, though her 
heartstrings cracked in doing it, it must be done. 

She had well considered the breadth and depth of Gerald’s love, 
and knew full well that no denial of his suit, however firmly made, 
no explanation of her position, would teach him to look elsewhere 
for happiness. No, he must think her unworthy ; so only would love 
in time die out, permitting him yet to be happy with another. 

Is it a marvel, then, that even her great heart quailed before the 
sacrifice she was called upon to make; that her countenance was 
whiter than death, her hand colder than marble. 

She did not re’ ly the (rst time he spoke ; she could not trust her 
voice to do so. 

He spoke again. ‘“‘ Why do you not answer me,beloved? My very 
existence trembles upon what you may say. Oh, Edith, I wish you 
could see how much | love you ; I can never, never tell it as it should 
be told.” This time both arms were wound around, and he held her 

| for an instant against his swelling heart. 

She freed herself from his embrace, and commenced pulling list- 
lessly to pieces a beautiful camelia he had given her. Yes, she 
plucked the white leaves away, and although with every one that she 

cast from her she seemed to waste a portion of her heart’s best blood, 
she kept on until not one was left, then looking up at Gerald with an 
icy smile, said, “ How much care and trouble was expended on the 

plant before it produced that beautiful white flower ; but the flower 
had no fragrance, it was fair to look at, no more, and I have de- 

stroyed it.” 
“ What do you mean ?” 
“Can you not guess ?” 
"NOs I dare not.” 

“Shall I read the riddle for you?” 
*“ If 1 can hear it and live.” 
“ How foolish you talk, as though anything a foolish, fickle woman 

could say would more than momentarily affect the happiness of a 

| high-minded, honorable man. Gerald Marston, such hearts as yours 
| ére not to be crushed by being made playthings of.” 

i 
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“Once ‘more I ask you what do you mean? You keep me on the | 
rack. What do you mean? what do you mean?” 

«J mean that I, like that flower, am fair, perhaps, to look upon, but 
within is hollow mockery. What have I to do with love? For a} 

moment I cherished it as I did that camelia, then cast it forth and | 

trampled upon it as I do upon these already withered leaves.” And 
she placed her foot upon the snowy flakes, and crushed them down | 
into the carpet. Gerald drew back aghast, and looked eagerly into 
her face. 

She met his gaze with a smile ; it was a gay, brilliant smile, but it 
covered a torn and bleeding heart. 

« Edith, you are indeed playing with me now. Come, come, this 
is not like you,” the young man said, in a hoarse, choaking voice. 
Then, as though dashing away every shadow of suspicion, he once | 
more caught her in his arms, crying, “‘ You would try my faith ; it is | 
as enduring as adamant, my love, my life, my bride! No power on | 
earth shall tear you from my arms.” 
“| wish I were all you think me,” she replied, struggling to free 

herself; “ but lam not. Let me go, let me go, I am unworthy to lie 
jn your arms.” 

She succeeded in breaking away from him, and then, in a quieter 
tone, continued, “ You say you love me, Gerald, and I believe you. 
And I would to heaven I could feel that it was possible for me to put 
my hand in yours and let it stay there. But that can never be. 
Listen to me: I met you, and found you different, far different from 
the silly butterflies of fashion; you pleased me, gratified me, yes, 
charmed me, and wickedly I permitted you to love me—me, who 
have no love for any one—me, whose life can never know what love 
is, but must move on in its solitary way to the grave. Think me 
fickle, frivolous, heartless, what you will, only believe that our paths 
in life are widely sundered. Heaven grant that yours may only lead 
you through pleasant places. Mine, I know too well, will be through 
the great desert.” 

She ceased speaking and would have left the room, but he drew 
her back. , 

“Edith, there is some strange and terrible mystery here. You | 
love me, I am sure you love me,” he said, with passionate earnest- | 

less. 
“ Could I smile thus if I loved you?” 
“You could ; it is only acting. I must and will know what all this 

means.” 
“Tt means, Gerald Marston, what your own words prove—that I | 

am unworthy of your love. If Ihave but amused myself with your 
attentions, surely I am not fit to become your wife ; if 1am now but 
acting, surely I am then unworthy of any honest man’s love. Leave 
me, leave me, Mr. Marston ; learn to forget that you ever met with 
me ; in time you will find one worthy your honest love, one who will 
not cast it off as I do.” 
A great change had come over Gerald as she was uttering those 

last words ; he commenced to think she had indeed been trifling with 
him, his eyes flashed and his pulse throbbed wildly. “ Woman,” he 
muttered, rising from his seat as he spoke, “ woman, you have 
taught me a bitter, bitter lesson. It is well, perhaps, though that 1 
have learned it thus early in life. Henceforth, that which seems 
beauty and purity in woman I will look upon as deceit and treachery. 
Farewell.” And scarcely knowing what he did, he rushed from the 
room and the house. 

Edith stood for an instant as if petrified, her face rigid, her limbs 
like those of a statue, then a chill, like the touch of death, passed over 
her, she opened and closed her eyes convulsively, and murmuring, 
in a hollow, unnatural voice, “It is over; this, too, is your work, 
William Harley,” she staggered rather than walked back to her 
own apartment, and had she not been relieved by a burst of tears 
the strings of life would have snapped under so terrible a tension. 

(To be continued.) 

THE WATERS ARE OUT. 
GuNDAGAI is a small settlement in the interior of New South Wales- 
It is situated on the banks of the Murrumbidgee, one of the princi. 
pal feeders of the Great Murray River, and the high road from 
Sydney to Melbourne passes through it. The surrounding eountry 
consists for the most part of valleys, so broad that they may almost 
be designated plains, dotted with occasional isolated mounds of small 
elevation. 
When I first settled there my residence was a little verandah 

cottage, built of wood. At the rear was a large garden devoted to 
kitchen preduce, and in front there was a wilderness, which we liked 
to cail a flower-garden. Flowers there were, truly, but so utterly 
neglected that they looked more like overgrown weeds. There were 
thickets of geranium, tangled masses of pinks and carnations, and 
hedges of straggling rose-bushes. 
The cottage itself consisted of four rooms, all on the ground floor, 

and it seemed a little singular that it should have been built on piles, 
raised three feet above the level of the gardens, but subsequent ex- 
perience showed me the necessity of this arrangement. 

Altogether the place wore such a thoroughly wretched aspect that 
I almost feared to bring my wife up from Sydney to it. hen she 
came, however, I was agreeably disappointed. Esther was an 
ardent floriculturist, and the task of reducing the flower-beds to 
order was to her a delightful prospective amusement. Under her 
skilful supervision the flower-borders were trimmed, the overgrown 
a thinned out, and the rose-trees carefully pruned and trained. 
[any new varieties were also introduced, and soon a manifest im- 

provement was perceptible. Roses and honeysuckles, dolichus and 
native ivy, in sweet profusion, shaded the verandah, and young 
mimosa trees formed an impenetrable screen around the borders of 
our little homestead. The luxuriant Australian elimate facilitated 
these results. I have known rose-trees to send out shoots exceeding 
fifteen feet in length in a singJe season, and the indigenous acacias 
wi ‘or from the seed to the height of eight or ten feet in the same 
period. 

One morning—I remember the date well, it was the last day of 
March—I left my pleasant home to visit a settler on the Tarcutta 
Creek, about thirty miles distant. I had several calls to make on 
the road, so that it was past midday when I arrived at my destina- 
tion. Business over, 1 was not averse to accept the proffered 
hospitality of my host, and the more readily because both myself 
and my horse were sorely in need of refreshment. Agreeable con- 
versation caused the time to depart unheeded, and when I at length 
rose to depart the declining sun indicated the near approach of 
darkness, 

The morning had been somewhat warm, yet not unpleasantly so, 
for—as often happens towards the end of the Australian summer— 
a soft westerly breeze mitigated the fierceness of the unclouded sun. 
But the evening was the reverse of all this. The wind had quite 
died away, and the atmosphere was close and stifling, so that it 
seemed difficult to breathe; and, without exertion, the perspiration 
oozed from every pore. All nature was ominously still. Not a blade 
of giass stirred, not a leaf waved on the trees; yet ever and anon a 
low sullen sound—which could only be likened to the hoarse roar of 
distant breakers surging around a rocky shore—issued from the 
neighboring furests. In the west the blood-red sun was rapidly 
setting in a mass of swollen purple clouds, which came roliing up 
with equal velocity, and soon submerged the orb of light in their 
gloomy folds. As his rays departed, a lurid shadow seemed to creep 
over the earth, covering it as with-a pall. An involuntary tremor, 
such as 1 haye often experienced when the atmosphere has been 
highly charged with electricity, pervaded my frame, and I knew 
that a thunder-storm was at hand. 

Putting spurs to my horse, I sought to fly before the coming tem- 
pest. The clouds accumulated in solemn piles; dense darkuess 
uverspread the earth; and now and then the thunder muttered 
threateningly. Yet I rode on over the hard dry road in safety and 
quietude until within a few miles of Gundagai. 

_ Suddenly the intense gloom was dispelled by a vivid flash of light- 
ning, and a terrible peal of thunder awoke the slumbering echoes 
of the valley. My frightened horse snorted and plunged violently, 
then stood trembling in the road. Another blinding flash, another 
loud peal quickly followed, and the terrified animal started forward 
at full gallop. 
And now the rain came with such force and volume that it was as 

jf the floodgates of the deep had been opened. Tne wind howled 

amongst the tall gums, and swept in fierce gust across the path, 
levelling many a goodly tree, and denuding others of their branches. 
The lightning flashed with scarcely a moment’s intermission ; now 
in broad sheets of livid flame, and now in red and jagged darts. 
And the awful thunder! 

Bowing my head nearly to the horse’s neck, I gave him the rein. 
He needed no other bidding than that of fear to hurry onwards. 
With straining eyeballs, and ears laid back, he sprang onwards at 
the top of his speed, and in a few minutes stood panting at the 
stable door in Gundagai. 

I found Esther anxiously awaiting me, and much agitated. It was 
the greatest thunder-storm she had witnessed since our arrival in 
New South Wales; and I think that nothing in my subsequent ex- 
perience at all equals it. For myself, 1 wiil candidly admit that I 
was appalled; and my efforts to smile were such miserable and 
transparent failures that I abandoned the attempt, and could only 
reply to my wife’s whispered fears by silently pressing her to my 
breast. 

The storm, as is usual in Australia, travelled in a circle, passing 
from west to north, thence east, and so round again. Sometimes it 
would nearly die away in the distance; then suddenly the dark 
clouds would wheel up again with wondrous rapidity, and overspread 
the vault of heaven. Again the angry glare of the lightning weuld 
usher in such tremendous thunder-shocks that the very earth seemed 
to quiver with the concussion. Meantime the rain poured down in- 
cessantly in one unbroken discharge. The elemental din was 
deafening. The howling of the wind, the rattling of the rainfall on 
the shingle-roof of the cottage, and the roaring of thunder, al! com- 
bined, were so entirely overpowering that the human voice at its ut- 
most pitch failed to be heard at a distance of twelve or fourteen 
feet. 

in the midst of this uproar a more than usually heavy thunder- 
clap was followed by a sudden and profound calm. The rain ceased 
to fall, the wind to blow. Stepping out into the verandah, I per- 
ceived that the clouds hung motionless, whilst in the south-eastern 
horizon was a clear space, wherein twinkled a few silvery stars. 
The storm-rack was heaped up in. portentous masses; and I fully 
anticipated a more violent outbreak of the tempest, thus arrested, 
as it were, in mid-career; but presently the dark clouds moved back 
on the track they had so long pursued, and with graduaily accele- 
rated motion drifted northward. A few pale flashes, feebly gleaming 
from the gloomy canopy, enabled me to perceive that some strong 
force, as yet unfelt on the earth, caused the clouds to pursue their 
retrograde course. The surcharged masses seemed to tumble over 
each other in their flight, and the bright stars were one by one un- 
veiled. At this moment the scene was sublime. 

Presently a soft breeze from tke south stirred my hair. It in- 
creased, and socn blew hard—so hard, indeed, that I was glad to 
return to my own fireside, and snugly seated in my easy-chair, to 
listen to its fury. 
By degrees 1 distinguished another sound, so alike and incorpo- 

rated with that of the rushing wind, that, only half convinced, I once 
more issued into the open air. It was the roaring of the Murrum- 
bidgee river, and of numerous extemporized feeders, for the sud- 
denness and force of the storm had temporarily converted every 
gully into a torrent. By the light of the stars I could perceive that 
the stream had overflowed its banks ; but this circumstance created 
little surprise, inasmuch as slight floods were of frequent occurrence 
in and around Gundagai during the winter months. 1 therefore 
felt no alarm, but listened to the turbulent song of the foaming 
current with positive pleasure. Shortly afterwards we retired to 
rest. 

I fell into a deep slumber—a perfect oblivion of the senses. By a 
sudden transition, the terrors of the day were repeated in my dream, 
and with increased effect. First I dreamed of the deluge. 1 was 
climbing a perpendicular rock, and ever as I climbed the waters 
rose equally, so that it always covered my shoulders. Presently my 
muscles relaxed, my nerves failed, 1 lost my hold, and fell—tell— 
down unmeasureable depths. ‘Then, without warning, I was in the 
midst of a battle-field, amidst ‘the rattle of firearms, the dull, heavy 
sound of distant artillery, the shouts of armed men, the shrieks of 
the wounded! 

At length my wife aroused me. The sound of my dream still rang 
in my ears, and it was some time before I could comprehend matters. 
When I became thoroughly conscious, 1 was alarmed at the extent 

of our danger. The storm was raging more wildly than ever, and 
the rush and roar of mighty waterS was added to its other sounds. 
Hoarse shouts, too, mingled with the din, and cries of distress were 
borne to our ears. I became aware, too, of a violent knocking at 
the door, and a voice exclaiming, *‘ Master, master, get up! Be 
quick, for any sake! ‘The waters are out !’’ 

I did not fully understand this warning, till, leaping out of bed, I 
hastily opened the door, when the whole truth burst upon me. 

Far and wide over the township one vast sheet of water gleamed 
in the red glare of the lightning. Many of the houses in the imme- 
diate vicinity of the river were entirely submerged, and the in- 
habitants were flying for dear life—bare-headed some—others almost 
destitute of any clething. Aroused too late to linger one instant, 
lest destruction should overtake them, were men, women and 
children of tender age, all heaped together in the storm. At the 
rear of the tewnship a little rising ground afforded comparative 
security, and thither all were hurrying. 

Our cottage, as I have said, was built on piles, and the flower- 
garden was arranged in the form of a mound, gradually descending 
to a level with the roadway. ‘The waters already surrounded the 
house and reached the level of the verandah, but there was yet time 
to escape, my friendly monitor averred. How brief that time was I 
might have guessed by the speed wherewith—his warning task per- 
formed—he sprang away in the direction which ail were now pur- 
suing. But it was my first experience of an Australian flood. 
My household consisted of Ksther, two children and 2 domestic 

named Martha. With the latter slept our little Kose, whilst the 
baby occupied a cot in our own room. Thus much is necessary to 
enable the reader to understand what follows. 

On re-entering the house, I found my wife more calm than I had 
dared to anticipate. She had heard, and comprehended all, and 
was hurriedly dressing. Ina few minutes we were both: ready. 
Truly, there was no time to lose. The floor was already under 
water. 

As we were passing out, my wife suddenly drew back. 
** Frank,” she said, ‘‘where are Ruse and Martha?” 
Leaving my wife in the verandah, I flew to the servant’s room, to 

find itempty. There was no response to my ¢all, and the lightning 
revealing the disordered state of the bed, told that its occupants 
were gone. 

I searched through every room in vain. As Iwas returning to 
the verandah, the back door swinging to and fro’ arrested my at- 
tention. On examination, I fouled that the wooden bar had been 
removed, and the key had been turned in the lock; yet I had my- 
self secured the fastenings on the previous evening. Evidently 
they had passed out that way, but whither? 
My search was hasty, for I felt the necessity of instantaneous 

flight; but brief as it was, the water was several inches deep in the 
house when my survey was completed. Another delay occurred 
from the unwillingness of Esther to leave the cottage without an- 
other and more minute seareh for her child; at length the danger 
became so imminent that, having ascertained that she held our 
infant securely, I lifted her in my arms, and sought to bear her to 
the crowded refuge on the slopes. 
When I arrived at the bottom of the garden the water was breast- 

high, and a strong rushing current nearly carried me off my legs. 
I made another step or two, and then I was obliged to acknowledge 
my inability to proceed. 

** Esther, dear, we must return,”’ I said. 
Not a word did she utter in reply, as with a beating heart I re- 

traced my steps. 
With difficulty we regained the shelter of the house. For a time 

—short indeed—the bedstead served as a platform to kecp vs out of 
the ever-rising waters. The desolating storm still raged. We 
were surrounded by all the horrors of the great Deluge, and our 
hearts sank within us as we contemplated our fate. 

The flood was still rising, and it became necessary to devise and 
execute some prompt plan of safety and escape. We were impri- 
soned in the cottage, and our only hope lay in the cessation of the 
storm, aud the consequent subsidence of the waters. Meantime, it 

was necessary to elevate ourselves above their reach; and how to 
— this I knew not, till Esther’s ready wit suggested an expe- 
lent. 

The ceiling of the cottage was’ constructed of white calico, as is 
frequent in a country where labor is the dearest commodity in the 

market. To remove this would be easy; and could we but reach 
the joists, we should gain an increased altitude of nearly twelve 
feet; and the width of the valley rendered it very improbable that 
the flood would attain that height. 

I mae box upon box until I could reach the ceiling, in which I 
quickly made a sufficient opening. Then, wrenching off the folding 
leaves of a square mahogany table, I placed them on the joists, 
platform-wise. A few odd articles of clothing and some pillows 
rescued from the bed, were hastily arranged thereon. My wife, with 
but slight assistance, climbed up; not as cheerfully, perhaps, but as 
quietly as though she were stepping into a carriage. The infant was 
then handed up; and, lastly, I also was compelled to fly from the 
— rising waters. 

ere then in darkness, illumined only by the flashing lightning, 
we sat. Supporting my wife, who trembled slightly with a ame 
emotion, I whispered words of peace and cheerfulness, although 1 
felt neither, and spoke with assumed confidence of the morrow. Oh, 
how eagerly I longed for the coming of that morrow’s light. 

The water gurgled underneath like a monster seeking its prey ; 
and as it rose higher, higher yet, I began to fear that it would yet 
sweep us from our elevated refuge. 

After about an hour passed thus'the storm gradually died away, 
and the stillness that followed rendered painfully distinct the roaring 
of the mighty flood which now filled the entire valley of Gundagai. 
But we knew that, unless the storm again returned, a reaction must 
speedily take place, and therein lay the germs of ultimate safety. 

As if to shatter our easily excited hopes, a new fear soon took 
ossession of us. A heavy, splashing sound, apparently near at 
nand, was succeeded by an unusual turbulence of the waters, which 
swayed to and fro ip.the chamber beneath us. Too well 1 guessed 
the cause, but unwilithg to be fooled by trusting to a single sense, I 
stopd up, and removing a few of the shingles looked out through the 
aperture thus formed in the roof. 
My apprehensions were but toowellfounded. The next house had 

quite disappeared—swept away by the waters. What if—-the foun- 
dations sapped—our own cottage should also be destroyed? ‘The 
thought was so terrible that, cold and wet as I was, the perspiration 
stood in great drops on my forehead; and even now, asI write, I 
cannot recall the sensations of that hour without painful emotion. 
It is one thing to meet death under the influence of keen excite- 
ment; it is another to face him When caged and helpless—to see him 
coming, to hear every footfall of his slow approach, and to be unable 
to struggle or to fly. Yet such was really our condition. 

Daylight broke at last, and found us anxiously watching. When 
my strained vision penetrated the depths below 1 saw with a joy pro- 
portioned to my previous suffering that the waters were subsiding. 
There could be no doubt of it; above their present level I could 
trace on the walls a higher water-mark. ‘Then we knew that we had 
been mercifully preserved, and our feelings found expression in fer- 
vent prayer and thanksgiving to Him who holdeth the winds and the 
waves in the holiow of his hand. 

Soon the sun was shining in a clear bright sky. The waters re- 
ceded more rapidly than they had risen, and scarcely covered the 
floor; but when I looked through the hole in the roof all around was 
still a wild waste of waters. Many houses lower down the valley 
were yet invisible; some which should have appeared had been de- 
stroyed ; of others nothing but a few fragments remained. Upon 
the slopes at the rear of the township cowered numbers of the 
Ms etched fugitives, amongst whom I fondly hoped to find my darling 

ose. 
Another hour and I could walk in my verandah; another, and the 

garden was accessible. Garden, didI say? It was a scene of tho- 
rough desolation. ‘Lhe flower-beds were covered with heaps of drift 
soil and gravel, and the beautiful plants which Esther had so ten- 
derly reared were torn from the earth, and washed hither and thither 
in unsightly masses. 

lt was some time before I could venture to pass the minor valley 
which intervened between our cottage and the hills. When at length 
I succeeded I went with scarce a doubt of my child’s easy recovery. 
I failed to obtain any tidings of her. In vain I went from group to 
group eagerly inquiring for my lost treasure. No one could give me 
information. What could we suppose, save that our chiid and the 
girl Martha had been whelmed in the flood? I spent the day vainly 
seeking to discover some trace of them. 

Several lives had been lost, the sorrowing survivors were many of 
them homeless, and more than half the township was in ruins. 

On the following morning I was about to set off on foot—for my 
horse was drowned in the stable—when a dray halted at the door, 
and the driver inquired if that was the residence of Mr. Frank, 
naming myself. 

** Did you wish to see me ?”’ I asked. 
ant yes, sir,” replied the man. ‘I hear that you have lost 2 

child.” . 

‘** Yes, yes, Ihave. Do you know anything of her ?”’ 
* Just step this way, sir, for a moment.” 
I followed in eager haste. He went straight to the cart, and, lift- 

ing a coarse rug, disclosed my darling. 
She was fast asleep, but startled by my exclamations her blue eyes 

opened wide, and soon her tiny arms were clasped around my neck 
and her laughing voice, which I never thought to hear again, salute 
my well-pleasea ears. 

As I avoided dwelling on our sorrow, so shall I leave our joy to 
the imagination of the reader. 

Rose’s [pane was a small settler residing about six miles off 
on the Sydney road. It appeared that early in the morning which 
succeeded the storm he was surprised by hearing the cries of a 
child; opening his door he found a young woman lying near the 
garden-fence in a state of insensibility. In her arms was a baby 
so securely wrapped in blankets that the rain which had drenched 
her bearer had failed to penetrate the thick folds of her own cover- 
ing. He carried the helpless couple into the house, and adminis- 
tered to their necessities as he best could. 
The kind soul fed the child, and placing the girl in h%& own bed, 

set off to a station near at hand for womanly assistance. This was 
promptly rendered, and these Samaritans of the bush had the sat- 
isfaction of seeing their older patient restored to consciousness, 
whilst little Rose, herself unharmed, loudly crowed her approbation. 

i said to consciousness, but the terrors of the night had shaken 
the nerves of the poor girl, and for some hours she raved wildly. 
Towards night, however, she sank into a sweet sleep, and awoke in 
the full possession of her faculties. Then she told who she was, 
and whence she came. 

Aroused, she said, by the violence of the tempest, she had 
wrapped her infant charge in the bedding, and had escaped from 
the Tosen, Affrighted by the combined terrors of flood and storm, 
she failed to strike the rising ground, on which the inhabitants were 
already taking refuge; and pursued the main road, until she per- 
ceived a house near by. She remembered reaching the fence, and 
seeking for an entrance. 

Martha was long ill. It was at one time even feared that she 
would become a hopeless idiot. But spring saw her perfectly con- 
valescent, and in the summer she took up her abode for life ia the 
home of her preserver. 

Successive floods subsequently visited the township; and the co- 
lonial government were at last compelled to remove the settlement 
to a higher and drier site than the frequently inundated valley of 
Gundagai. 

Curious Custom on Shrove Tuesday. 

An English paper says: ‘ One of the most singular remains of 
the old sports which used to take place on Shrove Tuesday, was 
to be scen at Westminster, according to annual custom, on Mon- 
day. A few minutes before 11 a. M., while the boys were all in 
schoo), deep in the mysteries of Homer or Thucydides, the Ver- 
ger of the Abbey, bearing his silver mace, ushered in, not the 
Dean and Chapter in full canonicals, but the Cook of the College 
in his white apron and orthodox white cap. The individual so 
introduced to the grinning schoolboys, balanced a pancake, an 
article suspiciously like a stale crumpet, deftly, on a fork, and 
tossed it artistically over the bar which separates the upper from 
the lower school. It fell into a crowd of boys now at full liberty 
to scramble for it, and a pretty scramble it was. There is a 
rule that whoever can secure the crumpet entire from the melée, 
has the right of taking it to the Dean and claiming £1 1s. for his 
skill, while he who can catch it in his hands before it reaches the 
ground is entitled to £2 2s. This year Mr. Bovill, Q. S., man- 
aged to possess himself of the farinaceous delicacy, and we hope 
he got his reward.” 
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MACHINEKY USED FOR PAYING OUT THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPIL CABLE ON BOARD OF TIIE NIAGARA AND AGAM: MNON 

ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH MACHINERY. 
Tue laying of the great ‘Telegraph cable has necessitated the 
invention of new and even complicated machinery, while at the 
same time the accidental failure of the first attempt has brought 

| lore 

HVA i gal 

: ik 4 

FROM A SKETCH BY OUR UWS CORRESVONDENT. 

groove wheel under which the cable passes, and riding, there- | nent painters of the early day? Who approaches Alston? who 
, on the ecabie itself. An index or dynamometer indicates | surpasses Cole? Who but Church alone equals him as a color- 

the exact amount of pressure employed. Under this index is a| ist, and who rivals him or even remotely follows in his wake as: 
steering wheel, which is connected with the weighting shaft ,| an imaginative or allegorical artist? Kensett may be safely 

about changes and improvements in the construction of the | and a steersman, placed at this wheel, studies the index es he| placed against Doughty, and Elliott against Inman—while 
would a binnacle compass. The engineer instructs him as to the | Healy stands out as a counterpoise to Vanderlyn or Jarvis. But we 
amount of pressure to be exerted, and a turn of the wheel suf-| require more than balances—we desire to note a decided pre- 

breaks and drums. We engrave, from drawings by our own 
correspondent, a complete representation of the machinery used. 
As is well known, the principal difficulty in the 
important undertaking is the even descent of the 
wire into the ocean without acquiring such velo- 
city as to be broken by one of the sudden 
strains to which it is exposed, or coiling itself in 
a “kink.” Of course the heavy swell of the 
Atlantic—and it must be remembered that even 
a calm implies a gigantic roll or swell of the 
mighty waves—will alternately raise and lower 
the vessel which is paying out the cable to such 
an extent as to necessitate a regulating power 
upon the descending wire, and in a gale of wind 
oron a chopping sea this necessity is vastly in- 
creased. The machinery introduced for this pur- 
> is admirably simple, and was contrived by 

essrs. Easton and Amos, of Greenwich, Eng- 
land. It is placed on deck, in the afcerpart of 
the vessel, and a little way to the right of the 
mizenmast. The cable, as it is uncoiled from the 
hold, passes over a horizontal groove and a deeply- 
channelled wheel on to the great drums, around 
which it passes to another guiding wheel, and 
thence to the break machinery. These nume- 
rous windings preserve it from kinking, and 
the breaks are most ingeniously protected from 
the dangers of a too sudden jerk. Half between 
them and the stern is a grooved wheel, work- 
ing on a sliding frame which is furnished with 
weights fixed on a rod, ending in a piston in- 
side, or cylinder filled with water. This piston 
being somewhat less in diameter than the cylin- 
der, leaves room for the water to circulate around 
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57. WINTER TWILIGUT.—GEORGE H. BOUGHTON 

it, although not without pressure. As, therefore, he cylinder is | fices to relax or increase the strain. The abruptness of this, 
full, it is obvious that the play of the piston is impeded by the | again, is guarded against by the water cylinder around the piston. 
water, and that it will yield to pressure only gradually and not Another sketch by our correspondent shows the telegraph fleet 
to a sudden jerk. It is now necessary to regulate the tension | in mid-ocean. 
of the wire, which passes over the groove wheel and a block or 
sheaf, overhanging the stern, into the sea. The engineer weights 
the slide accordingly, the weight being hung on the shaft of the 

239, THE SNOW FLURRY.—GEO, H. HAL. 

| 
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN EXHIBITION. 

Tus is the 33d annual exhibition of the Academy of Design. 
Those who remember the first exhibition are now in midale 
life, and thousands among them have in the meantime risen 

| from obscurity toopulence. The city of New York thirty years 
ago contained less than two hundred thousand inhabitants. It 
now contains about eight hundred thousand souls, while the 
suburbs, then unpopulated, swel! the total to upwa'ds of a 
million. The United States then contained less than twelve 
millions of people. ‘he population now probably exceeds 
thirty millions. The wealth of the country has more than 
quadrupled, and luxury and civilization have immensely 
advanced. Numerous new States have been added to the 
Union, and Texas and California have been acquired from 
Mexico. ‘The taste for the fine arts has grown in prcpor- 
tion to the growth of the couatry; vast numbers of ancient 
and modern pictues have been imported, Twenty col- 
lections of fine paintings now exist in the United States 
where one existed then. It is, therefore, reasonable to sup- 

pose that the exhibition of the National Academy of Design 
reflects an advane+ in art correspoudiny with the material 
and wsthetic growth of the country. Is itso? Does this, 
one of the best of its expositions, indicate a progress com- 

mensurate with that of the nation? We think not. We 
opine, indeed, that some ef the earlier exhibitions would as a 
whole, equal those of recent years. 

In ticse carly days, Alston was wont to exhibit s-me of 
the choicest gems of his genius. Cole was first in land- 
ecape— Doughty following atter. Jarvis, Harding, Vanderlyn, 
Inman and Ingham, shone in portraiture (the resplendent 
sun of Stewart having recently set and ‘lrumbull having 

retired), while others, like Iluntington, for examp'e, who 
have since achieved reputation, were reckoned among 
the rising young men of the day. 
Among the latter, alas! were some whose early promise 

soon withered away, and others whose subsequent career 

added litule to their esrlier fume. 

And who have we now that dares to challenge the more emi- 

ponderance in favor of the present day—while, 
in fact, although the number of clever painters 
is greater (as a necessary consequence of in- 
creased population), the number of pre-eminent 
painters is certainly no larger than it was twenty- 
five years ago. There has been a gain in quan- 
tity, but no great advance in quality. The 
moderate men, and even the distinguished, have 
been increased, but the great men do not count 
more than they did a quarter of a century back. 
And why is it that this National Academy of 

Design has no better quarters for its exhibition ? 
Why is it housed in a hired building, where its 
rooms are cut up into cells, and some of its 
chief treasures destroyed by bad lights? The 
rumor goes that it has upwards of sixty thou- 
sand dollars at interest, the result chiefly of a 
successful operation in real estate; but to make 
that “‘ operation” it sold out some years ago its 
very desirable rooms in Broadway, and has been 
“ loafing’ about town ever since; and this 
Tenth street arrangement looks as if the concern 
would eontinue its vagabond life until the sixty 
thousand dollars are gone, and itself conse- 
quently extinguished. In such rooms as these 
painters do not care to show their works, and 
visitors do not care to congregate. And unless 
the younger and more interested members of 
the Academy insist that its funds shall be used 
to procure for it a proper abiding place, a genuine 
gallery, and not a dismal cockloft, the concern 
will die out ere many years, neglected both by 

the artists and the public. Let us advise some of the wiser and 
more resolute of the Academicians to take a step in advance, and 
relieve the association from the incubus of fogyism and ignorant 
assumption which seem to rule it. 
We present our readers to-day with a second series of engrav- 

ings of pictures in the present exhibition; but we do not pro- 
pose to dwell particularly on those pictures, which cannot be 
said, indeed, to be better than many others in the collection. 
We rather prefer to say a few words upon the exhibition as a 
whole, 
i We are told that the removal of the effigies of Brutus and 
Crassus, by Octavius, only made those heroes the more conspi- 
cuous, So the absence of Cuurcu from this exhibition makes 

39. HEAD OF A SCOTCH TERRIEP.—W, J. HAYS, 
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him only the more present to our minds. But although Church 
chooses to stay away, other contributors of reputation are more 
than usually strong. 

Mr. Kenserr is the leading contributor this year, and some of 
his lendscapes are quite as admirable as any we have seen by 
him. We have copied one of the two marines which he ex- 
hibits, but we prefer Mr. Kensett on his native heath. His quiet 
wood-scene: are, in their way, unsurpassed; and as a painter of 
gray rocks he has no equal. 

Mr. Duranp contributes about his usual number of carefully- 
executed landscapes. He stands in the front rank of landscape 
painters, and maintains the reputation which he seized immedi- 
ately upon abandoning the graver, which had also won him high 
distinction. 

Jamis Hanr is hardly s0 attractive as he wes last year. We 
think his works exhibit too great rapidity of execution, and his 
coloring lacks depth, strength and tone, Yet there are several 
good pictures in the exhibition of this artist; and if he will 
paint fewer pictures, and take more pains, he will easily reach 
that height to which his performances of last year gave promise. 
Wiiam Harr seems to be changing his style, and leaning 

more towards the light and yellowish coloring which distinguishes 
James. We doubt whether this be any improvement on the 
admirable manner usual to this excellent artist, and if our criti- 
cism be just, we hope he will speedily “ come to himself.’””’ The 
style of James may be more pleasing to the multitude, but the 
connoisseur and lover of nature will be loth to see any great 
change in the style which has so justly distinguished William 
Hart. : 

CoteMan stands his ground, but makes no very marked ad- 
vance. Indeed we remember a certain sunny picture in last 
year’s catalogue, which we would not exchange even for his 
capital White Mountain scene. 

Tarr is decidedly great in his bird-painting, but it is not tou- 
jours perdriz with him. In some of his landscapes, here and 
elsewhere, we detect the pencil of James Hart, apparently 
blended with his own crisper touches. The effect is not harmo- 
nious. It is very desirable that Tait should continue to paint 
cattle in Hart’s landscapes, but it is equally desirable that when- 
ever Tait borrows the aid of Hart, the entire landscape should be 
painted by Hart’s hand. ‘Tait’s quails are very admirable, but 
his cattle evince want of thoroughness in the art of drawing— 
the cardinal defect of nincty-nine in a hundred of our American 
painters, who, after the custom of the country, are in too great a 
hurry to master the rudiments which underlie success. ’ 

As a painter of dogs, we prefer Hays to Tait. Hay’s terrier, 
in the present exhibition, would clear a house of rats. Whethe 
this promising artist is not in the way of over-finishing, by 
making * each particular hair to stand on end,” was suggested to 
us by a formidable dog’s head we saw in the exhibi ion in Tenth 
strect some wecks ago. 

One of our very best Jandscape painters is Rricuarp Hupsanp. 
The picture with the intensely Yankee title of * Sundown” is 
one of the things that will keep. It hangs in a bad light, but 
the judicious may discern that it has masterly points in it. Mr. 
Hubbard seems to have changed his style somewhat, and in the 
right direction. There is more depth and strength in his color- 
ing, especially of Sundown,” than we have been accustomed 
to see. 

Mr. WatTERMAN is, we believe, new to the Academy, and he 
gives promise of eminence. We are told he is quite a young 
man—not a boy of thirty.or forty—and if this be so, he has 
only to avoid being spoiled to win a high reputation. 

There is a female head of Mooney in the long entry-way, which 
seems to us to be too good to be hung go high up, while so many 
poorer pictures offend the eye-line. 
Suatrucx is on the high road to fame; he paints nature, and 

nature will plead for him. He is a growing mun, and should en- 
large the charocter of his pictures. If he will study sky painting 
more diligently, he can produce a landscape unrivalled in its 
‘way. 

ae contributes a dozen of all sorts to the exhibition, 
and is particularly strong on John Gilpin. The picture known 
as ‘* Ars Celare Artem’’ indicates the appro;riate sphere of this 
artist, who would excel as a painter of genre if he would form 
a manner more his own and less continental. ; 

Rossirex also shows a disposition to scatter. The contrast 
between his pictures of last year and of the pictures of 
this year, with respect to each other, indicates a length of range 
which is not favorable to growtb. Some of the old masters were 
renowned both in landscapes and figures, but it is not in the line 
of safe precedents to follow those whose genius cannot be copied. 
Mr. Rossiter is precisely one of those modest and amiable men 
‘whose success no one envies, and we hope to see him choose a 
particular department of art. ‘The great opering in this country 
is in genre painting, and for that we imagine Mr. Rossiter to Le 
admirably qualified. If our purse were as long as our desires, 
we should forthwith order of Mr. Rossiter a domestic scene, in 

which cundleliyht should have a conspicuous part. 
Mr. Huntinoton stands among tie foremost of Amcrican artists, 

and his fume is not of yesterday. But that fame is not increased 
by his Scriptural subjects ; in fact Scripture has no ariistic inter- 
preter in this, country, and those who do profane history do it 
quite too brown. Mr. Huntington has hitherto stood pre-emi- 
nent in portrait-puinting, and as a landscapist he has few equals. 
The marine view “ Off the Coast of Maine” is, in our opinion, the 
very best picture in the whole exhibition, while the “ Christ’ is 
a more signal fai'ure than the ‘‘ Martha and Mary,’’ of a couple of 
years back. 

Ex.107T is strong in his peculiar department, His male heads 
are admirable, while his female portraitures are otherwise. The 
heads of Brady and Barlow are excellent, in spite of the absurd 
frames which rob them of color. Black walnut is a very nice 
wood, and makes a very massive carved frame, but nothing of 
greater dignity than an evgraving can stand it andlive. The head 
of Brady, however, is so powerfully colored that, lawyer-like, iv 
stares the walnut out of countenance and compels observation. 
Put it into—we were going to a brazen, but mean gilded—frame, 
and it seems to us the head of Brady would be so fine as to induce 
half the fuir sex to yield their rights, that of voting includcd, to 
the original. Elliott is an admirable colorist, but we think his 
great power lics in his mastery of drawing, which speaks out de- 
cidedly and unmistakably in all his portraits. There is no hesi- 
tation about his lincs—all is firmness and certainty. We do not 
admire the full length of Elliott in this exhibition, but we can 
well understand that it is a furnishing picture painted to order, 
attitude and all. There is, moreover, a want of power in the 
expressian of the subject which we must suppose was not the 
fault of the artist, 

Mr. Girronp gives assurance of making great strides in land- 
scape,” We copy a couple of his fictures, although we intended 
to limit our artist to ove. 

Mr. Boavyerr offers an American scene, which we have also 
copied., The picture is not faultless, but it indicates power to 
strike out into oe path but little trodden. If Mr. Blauvclt will 
zealously practise at drawing, he will acquire great facility in 
producing pictures of this kind, for which he seems to possess the 
necessary feeling and humor. Perhaps a litde more of the Rubens 
coloring would help his pictures. 

Mr. Lane may be truly called a brilliant painter. He presents 
a very finished view of the celebration of Twelfth Night by the 
Century Club, and has introduced numerous portraits of well- 

known citizens. The picture, upon the whole, is very creditable 
to Mr. Lang, and not the less so because rather more subdued in 
tone than some others of his pictures. 

There are several other prominent artists of whom we should 
like to speak, but we must close this time by alluding to Mr. 
Heaty’s pictures. As Elliott leads in male portraiture, so, we 
think, does Mr. Healy in female. One of the three pictures he 
exhibits (Mrs. Drayton) is, as a work of art, a treasure in any 
collection. The graceful, refinediand elegantly dressed lady is 
before you, and in spite of the attractive accessories the attention 
is fixed on the face. Such facility of handling is everywhere ap- 
parent that you feel in the presence of a master of his art. Every 
touch tells just as it existed in the mind of the painter. It is 
impossible to enter upon an elaborate criticism, but we cannot 
help adding, even if the words are commonplace, that for design, 
drawing and coloring, the picture is of first-rate character. 

Hereafter we may allude to other artists whose pictures are in 
the exhibition. 

FROM SIXTEENTH STREET DISTILLERY. 
Route No, 82 —June 22, Name on Wagon, P. Cannon, 272 

Seventeenth street. 

Eighth avenue, 139 Seventh avenue, 97 
Sixteenth street, 176, 178, between Seventeenth street, 150, 152 

Eighth and Ninth avenues, no Kighteenth street, 139, 144 
number 

FROM POLLY’S DISTILLERY, FIRST AND NORTH 

FOURTH STREETS, WILLIAMSBURGH. 

Route No. 83.—June 23, Name on Wagon, —— Caine, 

Willet street, 27, 39 Malberry street, 10, 11, 18, 21, 
Hester street, 32, 35, 44 33, 34, 44, 46, 52, 58 
Christie street, 85, 145 Worth street, 142, 143, 144 
Baxter street, 81, 83, 87, 90 Pearl street, 550, 552 
Broadway, 429 Elm street, 21 

Route No. 84.—June 24, No Name on Wagon, 

Second street, 290, 235, 172, 176, East Thirteenth street, 3506, 313, 
197, 220, 204, 199, 166, 157, 158 294, 295, 291 

Avenue C,, 28, 23, 180, 194, 57, Sixth street, 235, 253 
208, 209, 141 Pitt street, 98, 163 

Third street, 266, 244, 236, 234, Rivington street, 122 
184, 205, 133, 144, 169 First street, 115 

Avenue B., 40, 58, 67, 79, 121, 19, Fourth street, 581, 583 
20, 25 Avenue A., 233, 139, 177, 179, 

Titth street, 240, 246, 248, 230, 174, 223, 224 
266 East ‘Twelfth street, 223, 298 

Seventh street, 212, 87 
East Eleventh street, 224, 293 

ROUTES OF THE SWILL MILK WAGONS. 
Reported by our Detectives, and Corrected up to June 26, 

and Published in our last Edition, 

White street, 8 
West Broadway, 67 
Waverley place, 133 
York street, 4, 6, 13, 15, 17 
Avenue A., 89 
Second avenue, 82, 33 
Third avenue, 102, 81 
Sixth avenue, 8, 234, 242 
Seventh avenue, 230 
Ninth avenue, 244 
Second street, 45, 48, 5 
|Third street, 48 
|Fourth street, 36, 101, 458, 447, 443 
Fifth street, 72 
Sixth street, 90, 96, 62, 70 

Laight street, 56 |Thirteenth street, 2 
Marion street, 10, 61, 71, 72 Nineieenth street, 285 
Mulberry street, 171, 236, 238, 240, 243) ('wentieth street, 120, 122 
Oak street, 22 , |Twenty-third street, 12 
Perry street, 157 Twenty-fourth street, 144 
Pear! street, 189 Twenty-fifth street, 173, 120, 220, 223 
Reade street, 80, 82 |Twenty-sixth street, 121, 244, 240, 284, 
Roosevelt street, 4, 7, 9 221, 225, 224 
St. John’s place, 13, 15 twenty-seventh street, 125 
Spring street, 182, 270, 35 Cwenty-eighth street, 283 
Thompson street, 98, 105 Thirtieth street, 187 
Thomas street, 25, 27 hirth-second street, 250 
Varick street, 191, 22 Thirty-third street, 264 
Vandam street, 1 [East Fighth street, 82 
Wat: street, 99 East Ninth street, 158917 
Washington street, 389 East Eleventh street, 42 
Walker street, 6 East Seventeenth street, 102 

East Fourteenth street, 238 
Seventeenth street, 220, 200, 192 

Proome street, 452, 459 
Bleecker street, 525 
Baxter street, 143, 149, 150, 153, 120 
Bayard street, 93, 95, 97 
Charles street, 161 
Duane street, 153, 166 
De Kay row, 17, 18 
Downing street, 22 
Elizabeth street, 201, 205, 213. 222 
Greenwich street, 506, 454, 662 
Grand street, 14, 1934, 25, 69 
Huéson street, 310, 393, 21, 23 
Hubert street, 17 
Houston street, 72 
King street, 47 

The Rev. Stiggins and Widows.—Dickens must have had some of 
our clergymen in Lis eye when he drew the character of Stiggins, the pine- 
apple rum parson. Brooklyn abounds in them. We have just hadan instance, 
in which the Stiggiuses sat in judgment upon an old Weller in the person of 
Judge Culver, and his fate is a warning to all religious men who visit widows 
for the purpose of religious or secular consolation. The unhappy judge has 
been, like Adam, expelled his Eden by a batch of serpents, and all on account 
of an Eve, who was a tough old widow. This eavesdropping, peeping through 
keyhoies, listening at the tops of chimneys, and twisting the ears down stove- 
pipes, may be very parson-like, but it is very sneaking. Mr. Horne, the well- 
known dramatic poet, had a very simple method of curing persons afll'cted 
with peeping through keyholes, and which we will relate for the benefit of 
Baptist spies, and also for the special imitation of Judge Culver. The poet was 
in the habit of calling upon a lady, who, like himself, was addicted to poetry 
His visits raised the curiosity of a pious member of the Methodist Church, who 
lodged in the same house. Horne at last became impressed with the idea that 
this inquisitive saint was in the habit of putting his eye to the keyhole. Re- 
solving to administer a grand moral lesson to the inquisitorial pietist, Horne 
placed a quantity of finely-powdered Cayenne pepper in the keyhole. Night 
came, and Horne, having heard the creaking of the sly old dog’s religious shoes, 
waited till he thought the eye that belonged to the aforesaid shoes was at the 
keyhole, then he gave one blast through the little orifice, and a loud yell on 
the other side of the door convinced him that the peeping parson had got more 
in his eye than he expected. Rushing out, Horne saw the holy inquisitor 
dancing a fandango, holding his handkerchief to his eye, to the music of dis- 
cordant groans. 

Courtly Scandal about the Queen of Portugal.—A foolish story 
is going the round of our Paris salons, which they say has its origin at the 
Court o Bavaria, where the recent marriage of a fair princess had caused con 
siderable jealousy amonzst the ladies of that court. ‘This same princess, owing 
to her marriage with one of the powers of the South, has become an object ot 
much bomage, consequently when passing the frontier of Belgium ber progress 
was arrested, that the public authorities might be enabled wo present to her 
the covgratulations of :he people of a certain little town. Her Grace was ther - 
fore compelled hastily to adjust her wilette. The speeches, as usual, were 
lengthy, the railway impatient, the clock unforgiving, and but little time was 
allowed forthe re-adjustment of the princess, who flew away by the express 
train on the wings of steam, in the midst of hurry, bustle and confusion. No 
sooner had she taken flight than an awful discovery was made in the chamber 
she had just quitted. Tresses of beautiful hair, bloom of youth and beauty 
in little porcelain pots, milk white almond paste for hands and arms, in shori 
every sort of inspiration for the laureate commissioned to sing praises of the 
charms of the royal bride. The telegraph was, of course, immediately set in 
motion and th: treasures recovered. The dismissal of the careless maid should 
have closed this adventure, but the ladies of the Bavarian Court thought other- | 
wise, and have carefully communicated the story to all the Courts of Europe, | 
gaining in its travels ail kinds of embellishments. | 

Jerroid’s. Jokes on the Women. 
The witty Jerrold thus rebukes the uncalled-for rudeness of a lady. He had 

a favorite deg, that followed him everywhere. One day, in the country, a 
lady who was passing, turned round, and said audibly, ‘What an ugly 
little brute |"? Whereupon Jerrold, addressing the lady, replied, “Oh, madam ! 
I wonder what he thinks about us at this moment!’’ One more sarcastic 
joke, at the expense of the ladies, from his pen, will be acceptable. ‘“ Look 

here; you must allow that woman ought, as much as in her lies, to make this 
world quite a paradise, seeing that sbe lost us the original garden. We talk 

as philosoplers; and when all is said and done about what we owe to woman, | 
you must allow that we have a swingeing balance against her. There’s that 

little matter of the apple still to be settied for.”” We do not know what the 
pareons will say to this pro‘ane way of statinga theological mystery. If an | 
apple was the occas'oa of woman’s sin, it most certainly enters largely into | 
her punishment, since so much of her time is taken up in converting them | 

into pies and dumplings for the men, who, we believe, think more of a good 
cook than of a good wife. Mr. Jerrold was wrong also in saying that little | 
matter of the apple was not settled; it was, and at the time, for woman not | 
only helped to pick her weak and credulous spouse up, but also magnanimously 
shared his transportation 

BLO’S GARDEN, BROADWAY, axsovze PRINCE ST. 
Farewell ement of © 

CH. CUSHMAN ARLOTTE 
Supported by E. L. Davenport and the best 

Doors open at seven; to commence at eighi 
Parquette, Dress Circle and Boxes, 50 

ARNUM’S AMERICAN MUSEUMS 
Moral Drama. & ee 

Engagement of the accomplished and versatile 
Mrs. KATE; SRYAN} Ci. 

In JESSIE WHARTON; of, THE TRAITOR’S. DAUGHTER. 
Every Evening at 7} o’clock, an every: Wednesdgy;amd Savurday After- 

noons at 3 o’clock. 
Also, the GRAND AQUARIA, or Ocean. and River Gardens; Living Serpents, 

Happy Family, &c. &c. " : : 
Admittance, 25 cents; Children under ten, 13 cents. 

OOD’S BUILDINGS, 561 ann 563 Broapway, NEAR 
j PRINCE STREET. 

THe oT ncnces 000060 cbs tedinanmiabe chececctecusiccseo ey Weel. 
THE GREATEST ETHIOPIAN COMEDIANS IN THE WORLD | 

BROWER, BUDWORTH, FOX and WHITE. 
Stage Manager..,......csceccecdawccecuncceees «+ Sylvester Bleeker. 
FRORSUTOL «oss 00 og oc c00c dv ebetenh baanhis eb ececee cove chs aes MOOR 
Tickets 25 cents, to all parts of the house. Doors open at 6; to commence at 

7% o’clock precisely. 

To CoRRssPoNnpENTs.—I/f artists and amateurs living in distant parts of the Union, 
or in Central or South America, and Canadas, will favor us with re- 
markable accidents or incidents, with written description, they will be re- 
ceived, and if transferred to our columns, a fair price, when . be 
paid as a consideration. If our officers of the army and navy, engaged upon 
our frontiers, or attached to stations in distant parts of the world, will favor us 

ith their assistance, the obligation will be cordially edged, and every thing 
will be done to render such contributions in our columns in the most artistic 
manner. 

FRANK LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER, 
NEW YORK, JULY 3, 1868. 

Our Exposure of the Swill Milk Trade. 
ConTraty to our expeciations, the Swill Milk Committee did not 
report to the Board of Health on the 21st ult. An extension of 
time was asked, in order to include in the report the result of 
the analysis of the milk, which the doctors promise in a few 
days. It is more than probable that the Committee will lay 
great stress upon the analysis of the chemists, and base ucon 1t 
their judgment that swill milk cannot be unwholesome because 
‘*marasmus”’ cannot be detected in it by the chemists. If they 
pursue this plan, it will be simply begging the question, for the 
milk that has been undergoing this analysis is not the swill 
milk of which we have written, but drawn, without a doubt, 
from healthy cows but recently placed in the swill stables, 
through the terror of our exposure. So that in reality this great 
test is no test at all. 

We have the satisfaction of knowing that the evidence we 
have brought forward must control the report of the Committee. 
What that report will be we have no means of knowing; but 
unless truth is entirely cast aside in considering the evidence 
adduced, it must be utterly condemnatory of the whole institu- 
tion. If they attempt to whitewash the swill milk stables, they 
can only do so by a perversion or suppression of facts; and as 
we have given to the world all that we have searched out in 
connection with the matter, the verdict of the Committee will 

be rigidly scrutinized by the people, and they will be held 
strictly responsible for the solemn trust committed to their 
guardianship. 

The report will undoubtedly be rendered this week. We 
shall give it to our readers at the earliest possible moment. 

The War Question. 

In presence of the existing inquietude of Europe as to the real 
object of the immense warlike preparations of France, it may be 
as well to consider Louis Napoleon’s usual style of action, before 
we reject the supposition of his invading England as too danger- 
ous a scheme for his contemplation. 

Alt his antec-dents demonstrate that the apparent desperation 
of an act is no bar to his attempting it. His present glittering 
position is owing to his reckless disregard of consequences. He 
never counts the cost. He is the great political gambler whose 
motto bas been ‘ First or Nothing.” Like Richard, he stakes his 

crown upon a cast and stands the hazard of a die. 
Some men are desperate from impulse or thoughtlessness— 

Louis Napoleon fiom calculation. There is a method in his mad- 
ness, which, at first, is very dangerous to those around him; but 

in the end, this infatuation will be fatal to himself. Surprises, 

when repeated, lose their effect. The world is seldom astonished 

twice in the same generation ! 
Louis Napoleon is also a vain man—it is the family foible-—it 

contributed more to‘his uncle’s fall than Waterloo! Vanity 

blinds the judgment, and thus impairs stability. No vain man 

has ever been successful to the end-—he has either overcome his 
vanity or been overcome by it. 

Louis Napoleon’s first act of desperation was in 1832, when he 
embarked in the Italian insurrection—- his venture failed-- he 
escaped——but his brother fell. His next desperation was his rush 
at Strasbourg, which was another failure. After re-stringing, in 
England, his nerves for another act of phrensy, he sprang madly 
at Boulogne—his fiasco there was ludicrous. Six years ina dun- 
geon gave him time, not to reflect, but to nurse his system, which 
is one of surprises. In the meantime, these escapades made him 
laughed at and talked of. His escape from Ham gave the French 
people an idea of his good fortune !—-a great element in French 
philosophy. 

The dramatic nature also of Louis Napoleon’s acts told strongly 
with that volatile nation, which resembles an audience more than 

a people. ‘Their history is rather a monster spectacle, each epoch, 
like an act, closing with a grand tableau. The French nation 
requires rather a stage-manager than a statesman. The more 

| blocd and thunder you can place in their national entertainments 
the better. Unfortunately for the manager, every Frenchman is 
an amateur himself, and has an ugly custom of wishing to per- 
form himself, -They soon get tired of the legitimate drama, or, 
indeed, anything that lasts too long; the manager is dismissed, 
the old dramatic corps scattered tothe winds, and with a new 
lessee, the French nation begins, de novo, another brilliant series 

of national melo-drama ! 

With such a manager as Louis Napoleon, with such an atidiente 
to cater for, and with such a noisy ‘chorus as the army to keep in 
tune, it is not the desperation of the attempt that forbids the in- 
vasion of England. “Gamblers forget, in the greed and éxcite- 
ment of the game, the largeness of the venture and their total 

ruin if they lose. The very immensity of the stake is the tempta- 
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tion! Hope becomes exhilarised into madness, and as Ham 

wound up his first act, St, Helena may be his last! 
With regard to England herself, she has the advantage of the 

game. Napoleon has only one trump card in his hand, England 
has two—Revolution and Legitimacy. Either of these is sufficient 
to win the odd trick, for, as matters now stand, the honors of the 

Malakoff won’t count! England is too skilful a player to hesitate 
when she deals with the great blackleg of the age! 

Should the despots of Europe bet on Louis Napoleon, England 
will call a revolution to see fair play, and hold the stakes. The 
very threat will be sufficient to make all Europe, except Russia, 
play into her hands, for the Continental tyrants well know that 

at a word revolution would clear the board. 
This, we take it, to be the state of the game before it begins, 

But let us hastily glance at the other questions on which the 
gathering French storm may fall, such as Austria, Belgium, 

Prussia, or even Central America. 
Men who calculate chances say it is not likely Louis Napoleon 

would risk rousing revolution by warring against Austria, as it 
would unchain Italian revolution, which might extend to his own 
empire. But these reasoners forget that military successes, even 
though they were to increase freedom abroad, would enable him 
to play the greater tyrant more securely at home, But it is by 
no means certain that revolution would ensue—it might end in 
the exchange of French for Austrian despotism. Even if it did 
awaken revolution, consideration would be drowned in the 
exigencies of his terrible position. In a war with Austria, Louis 
Napoleon might reasonably calculate upon the sympathy or 
passive aid of Russia, who would ctiuckle over the disasters of 
the House of Hapsburg as a retribution for its equivocal, indeed 
ungrateful conduct in the Crimean campaign. In an attack 

upon Prussia, Louis Napoleon could not rely on Russian approval, 
since Prussia is too intimately related to the Romanoffs, and 
besides that power risked the evil offices of France and England, 
during the Crimean war, by her ze.l for Russia. 

Belgium having given France no ground of quarrel, and being 
about the smallest power in Europe, an attack upon her would be 
so like the wolf and the lamb, and carry so little glory with it, 
that all Germany would fly to her rescue, and it is the opinion of 
the most eminent military men that France is not now a match 
for United Germany, for several reasons, among which is the 
significant fact that while France has only 2,000,000 more popu- 
lation now than in 1813, Germany has increased 11,000,000! 

It may, however, be alleged that a war against Austria would 
most likely, by invoking revolution, overthrow the Papal power, 
and thus put Louis Napoleon at enmity with his own subjects. 
Belgium, perhaps, is safe, except as an auxiliary, since no glory 
could be gained in a campaign against so weak a foe; it would 
resemble Mr. Winkle carefully selecting the smaliest boy in the 
crowd, and deliberately pitching into him. Still, on the other 
hand, the possession of the Rhine and Antwerp might even 

counterbalance the absence of glory. 
It is also possible that the naval preparations now making in 

France may be intended to overawe England, or to resist that 
power, should she oppcse the next act of Louis Napoleon, which 
may be the wresting of Italy from Austria, and making the Im- 
perial prince King of Rome. Thus the navy will not be 
actively employed against John Bull, but intended us a dernier 
ressoré should he prove refractory. 

France could possibly bribe Russia with Constantinople, or 
even Wallachia and Moldavia, to suffer this act of spoliation, 
which could not be successfully resisted by either Austria or 
England, England might assist the French Repubiican party to 
get up an insurrection in Paris, and Louis N»poleon might thus 
find his Waterlo. at the barricades. That something must be 
meant by all the present preparation is evident, or elze the 
nephew cf his uncle is fitter for a maison de sunié than the 
Tuileries. 
We notice in corroboration that the French Government has 

not abandoned its design of taking possession of the charitable 
properties and hospitals of France, which are to be sold oa the 
7th of August, and the proceeds paid over to the imperial trea- 
sury. Surely a people that submits to such a degradation, aod 
demands to drown its remorse in the blood and plunder of other 
nations, is what the London Times declared it to be some three 

months since, “ the pest of humanity to the world in general, and 

a nuisance to Europe in particular.” 

Then comes the question—caa Louis Napoleon mean to realize 
his great uncle’s dream of ships, culonies and commerce, and 
seize on Central America under the pretext of carrying out 
Felix Belly’s treaty with Costa Rica and Nicaragua? It can 
be only Central America or England that can require such a 
navy as France is equipping, without China is to be made a 
second Algeria—an excuse for which might be found in the 
opérat.ons now progressing there. Although no glory could be 
had in warring with the Flowery Kingdom, yet a sensual, con- 
scienceless herd like the French army would doubtless accept 
rapine as an equivalent for glory. In making these remarks, we 
must repeat that they are mere speculations founded on the 
nature of the man himself and his exigencies, and not the result 

of those confidential revelations which Louis Napoleon unwit- 
tingly makes in his private communications to some of our New 
York journals, 

Editorial Gossip. 
Rane GerMaN LiTHoGRAPHS.—We have been gratified by an 

inspection of a series of curious lithographs in the possession of a 
denizen of this city. They are twenty-two in number, of rare merit 

and execution, published in 1825, under the patronage of the King 

of Wurtemburg. The subjects are sacred; from the paintings of 
Wilhelm, Von Meckenem, Van Eyck, Schieler, Hemling, Berthol de 

Hemskerck and Schwartz. They are chromo-lithographed in Bruyen, 

the finest style of German art at that period, by Strixner. ‘The pre- 

Raphaclite care and minuteness of detail lavished upon them is 
extraordinary. ‘Lhe owner believes them to be unique on this side 
of the Atlantic. These drawings are for sale. The preprietor will 

be happy to submit them to artists or connoisseurs for inspection, on 
application at this cffice. 

We, as individuals, never can rest 
done, but are ever struggliny 

satisfied with what has been 
after sOme greater state of perfection. 

One would suppose that ‘‘ Hoe’s Light ge Press” 

for every purpose; but it i . Something must be made to 

beat the speed of the lightning, and M. S. Beach. E q., has, with 

was fast enough 
18 not so 

much ingenuity, opened the road to the accomplishment of that 
He has made an addition to the famous ‘* Hoe” laudable desire. 

a fast press which will, it is thought, prove a ided improv t 

and greatly increase the rate of speed. The addition consists of a 

mechanical contrivance whereby the sheet is printed on both sides 
by one operation. The thought is truly ingenious, and, judging by 
its first working experiment, is likely to thoroughly effect the end 

which it is intended to accomplish. 

We had the pleasure of meeting at the Academy of Music a few 
evenin’s since, William Seaver, of Buffalo, whose editorial labors 

there, though closed for the present, were honorable in the highest 

degree to that city, and John G. Saxe, the harmonious poet of 

America, and as genial and whole-souled a gentleman as ever trod 
the soil: of freemen. Charles Edwards Lester, one of the most 

brilliant of our conversationalists, was also there, and all sharing 

with us the luxury of listening to a fresh voice and an inspired artist. 
We like to hear from such men, not practical musicians but musi- 
cians by nature and refinement, their impressions of a new singer 

or new music. Much is to be learned from such unscientific but 
close observers—they look at the broad and general effect, at once 
detect the flash of genius which lights up the mere technicals of 
art. On the present occasion there was no difference of opinion. 

All recognized in the young Gazzaniga the inspired woman, whose 

genius soared higher with every call upon its resources. Genuine 

admiration of kindred spirits is the noblest reward that genius can 
receive. 

Last week we had a touch of hurricane, rain, storm and cold, 
and this week we have the thermometer away up in the nineties. 
Hot, insufferably hot is thy sun, O passing-away June. Escape 

there is none, for the shade is only a black heat corresponding to 

the burning glare of the fiery sunlight. No cool breeze in the 

evening moderates the fervid blaze of the day. One thing alone 
allays, for the time, the heat fever which oppresses all, and that 

great pacificator is ice cream. JTivery family should make that cool- 

ing luxury at home, for it is within the reach ofall. We give the 
principal ingredients. First, get your milk—not stumped-tail 

milk, Johnson’s and Husted’s miik—but pure country raised milk. 

Having secured that, you have only to mix it up according to re- 

cipe, and then to freeze it, and the way to do that is to purchase one 

of the famous patent five minute ice cream freezers of Stephen W. 

Smith, of the Golden Kettle, Broadway. It is the simplest and 

most effective litile machine in the world; neat, compact and 

prompt to work, converting the liquid cream mixture into a solid 

mass in the miraculous short space of time, namely, five minutes! 

No family should be without one of these cheap and wonderful 

little magicians. 

LITERATURE. ° 

Tue Lecrures or Lota Montez—IncLiupING HER AUTOBIO- 
GkaPuy. By Lota Montez. Rudd & Carleton, 310 Broadway. 

The autobiography of so renowned a woman is a subject in which the world 
naturally feels a great interes Sbe bas figured largely in public, politicaliy, 
artistically and physically; she is the best abused woman in Europe or Ame- 
rica, and her own account of her past career should be read by all who have 
formed their opinions of her through the medium of slanderous gossipping ia 
the European and American papers. That she is no angel the world has 
known frora her own lips; but that she is not so bad in every respect as she 
has been painted by the worla’s serivblers we never did believe, and are now, 
after reading ber book, more than ever convinced. 

She telis her story with straightforward earnestness, and we think her 
statement entitled to credence. ‘hat she is a woman of strong mind and ori- 
ginal thought, no one, we imagine, will dispute. She has evidenced these 
qualities throughout her career, and her lectures show no falling off in these 
i articu/ars. 

The book before us contains the lectures which Lola Montez delivered in 
this city during the few past weeks. They are brilliant, sparkling, humorous, 
witty and saicastic. They are really clever productions, in good taste and 
replete with the striking observations of a quick-sighted, talented woman. 
We have received much amusemeut from the perusal of “The Lectures of 
Lola Montez,’’ and we can commend the book to our friends for light and plea- 
sant reading for this awfully heated ana intolerably persSiring term. Rudd & 
Carleton study the temper of the times, and constantly ‘hit the mark by sea- 
sonable and popular beoks. The Lectures ure, of course, well brought out. 

Tuk KNICKERBOCKER MAGAZINE. 

To its thousacds of readers this literary monthly rose is ever welcome and 
ever fiagrant. It is becoming quite venerable in years, but it has lost none of 
its youthful treshness, strength and spirit. The best writers continue to con- 
tribute their best thoughts 1o enrich its pages, and the editor’s table, world- 
renowned, unique avd ever sparkling, continues as admirable as of yore. We 
commend our vecerable friend but youthtul contemporary, the Knickerbocker 
Magazine, to our readers with the utmost cordiatity. 

1s 

From the Personal Narrative of 
Philadelphia: J. W. Bradley, 

TRAVELS AND RESEARCHES IN SourTa AFRICA, 
Davip Livinestong, LL.D., D.C.L., &., &e. 
48 North Fourth str et. 

These travels, which have made so profound a sensation in the literary world, 
includes a residence of sixteen years in the interior of Airica, and a journey 
from the Cape of Good Hope to Loauda on the West Coast, thence across the 
Continent and down the river Lambesi to the Eastern Ocean. This edition 
does not pretend to be the unabridged work, but it contains all the narrative 
portion of Dr. Livingstone’s valuable and interesting work io his own lan- 
guage, the scientific portions ouly being omitted in their technical details. 
Dr. Livingstone’s book is replete with the highest interest, taking the reader 
far into the interior of Africa, away and beyond the utmost limits that the foot 
of a white man ever trod belure. The indomitable courage and the untiring 
perseverance displayed by Dr. Living-tune are worthy of imitation, aud afford 
another instance of the powerof wil: to overcome difficulties which at first 
thought would seem altogether insurmountable. 

Science has gained much by the personal labors of De. Livingstone, and the 
record that he has given to the worid will prove a monument to his fame more 
enduring than pillars of matble or brass. We can commend the edition of 
Dr. Livingstone’s Travels, published by Bradley, of Philadelphia, as every 
way worthy of public patronage; its excellence and its cueapness recommend 
it over ali others. 

MUSIC. 

ITALIAN OveRA, FouRTEENTH STREET.—The production of Pacini’s 
opera of **>affo’’ has afforded to Gazzaniga another opportunity for a fresh 
triumph. ‘ Saffo’’ has been performed here before, with Tedesco as * Saffo,’’ 
but it made only a slight impression upon the public. It contains but few airs 
thut the ear can readily catch and easily reiain, but it bas many sterling beau- 
ties both in solo and concerted pieces, and the instrumentation is richer, fu ler 
and more varied than the general run of popular Italian operas. Besides, in 
no one respect was it so well executed then as it is at the present time, at the 
Academy of Music, under the direction of Max Maretzek. The following is a 
synopsis of the opera : 

Act Ist —During the games of the Forty-second Olympiad, the populace, 
excited by Saffo’s denunciations of the inhumanity of compeiling hopeless 
lovers to leap from the Leucan rock, drive Aicaudro, the high priest of Apollo, 
from the circus. Incensed and outraged he plots revenge, and meeting with 
Phaon, who is loved by Saffo, he s.imula'es his affections for his own daughter, 

Climene, aud excites his jealousy of Alceus, a fermer follower of Saffo. Aaffv 
appears and soon regains her former sway over the fickle lover, but as she is 
called to receive the laurel crown from Alceus she forgets her love iu her pride, 
and carelessly calls on Phaon to follow her. Puaon’s jealousy is again aroused; 
he upbraids and spurns her as she clings suppliant to his knees. 

Acr 2d.—Climene, attirving for her nuptials with Phaun, receives Saffo, who 
has vainly sought her lover, and now, in despair, comes to Climene to beg her 
ictercession with Alcaudro, that she offer a sacrifice to appease the wrath of 
Apollo. Climene receives her with kindness snd as a sis'er, and invites her to 
be present at her coming nuptials. Saffo objects her mean appearance, but 
Climene orders her damsels to give to Sailo ber best attire and proceed to the 
temple. affo soon follows in gorgeous apparel, crowned with a laurel wreath, 
and fisds in Climene’s busbana her truant lover. Alcandro orders her to leave 
the temple; she is about to do so, and calls on Phaon to follow her, but hearing 

that he is already married, in rage she overturns the bymenial altar ani is 
driven with curses from (he temple. 

Act 34.—Broken-spiri and bowed down by the cel 
supplica’es the high priest of Apollo to perm 
appease her unrequited love, 
ble, and while preparing herseli 
Lysimarchus and an amulet she wears 
lost daughter and sister .to Climene. He 

»stial malediction, she 
her to take the fatal leap to 

he oracle, which is favora 

: the fatal sacrifice, Alcandro learns from 
neck, that Saffo is his own 

endeavors ty tree her from the fats 

ih lest Consults 

bou ner 

decree, but the god is cbdurate—in an inspired phrenzy she sings 4 nuptial 
song, the voice of Phaor recalls her te her 1¢ leads him to Climene, and 
rushes to plunge from the rock—Phaon ia vai tempting to f.llow hex 

In the character of +affo, Gazzaniga towers into the regions of the sublim 
She is not the equal admirab.e a t, perl in every phase of the vocal art 
and grand in nothing; she is full of artistic wants, but she has moments of 

inspiration which throw art into the shade, while nature, irresistible in its 
force and majesty, asserts its sway and electrifies her audience. 
can never achieve what Gazzaniga effects; 
pitch of warm delight, while 

Mere singing 
the one raises our admiration to a 

with the power of at the otler aflects u cl 

passion under whose influence we sit spell-bound and entranced. No artist ever 
achieved a more legitimate triumph than Gazzaniga has won in the character 
of Saffo. There are no adventitious circumstances to aid su no well- 
known, favorite music. Allis new and unfamiliar, save those irre- 
sistible touches of nature which spring right up from the heart of the ins; 
artist, and find direct response inours. We are happy to record that the whole 
house was in a state of enthusiasm, and that every honor that could be paid 
was paid to the glorious Gazzaniga. We nolice a decided improvement in her 
general execution. She only needs this to place her in the foremost ranks of 
the world’s great artists. Those who have not seen her should not neglect one 
chance of doing so during her present brief stay. Miss Adelaide Phillips is 
making rapid strides of improvement, and gives sure promise of ection 
in herart. Gassier was more than usually admirable, and Brignoli sang better 
than we ever heard him sing before. He displayed artistic thought and care- 
fulness of style, altogether unusual in his general execution. Could he, pro- 
gressing in his present onward course, divest himself of that nasal delivery 
which at present so mars his method? The whole performance of of 
‘* Saffo’’ was a grand and positive success, 

CoLONEL JAMES PIPES, or PipEsvitix.—We yield to the entreaty of our friends 
and reveal the fact that Col. James Pipes, of Pipesville, California, is no other 
than the well-known popular Stephen Massett, so well known in our city a few 
years since. He has since then won gold and fame in California, % 
Australia, India, and lately England, from which place he bas just returned, 
As a guarantee of his arti-tic ability, as he wid shortly appear here, we copy 
the following from the London Chronicle : 

‘On Monday evening, Mr. Stephen Massett, the celebrated American 
vocalist, composer, imitator and elocutionist, made his first appearance 
in London at the Hanover Square Rooms, before one of the 
most fashionable audiences ever assembled within its walls; indeed, hundreds 
went away unable to guin admittance. The entertainment, which was most 
intellectual and amusing, combined song, narrative, anecdote, recitation and 
mimiery. We rejoice that Mr. Massett has found his way to the metropolis; 
and we prophesy from the reception that he met with last evening from so 
large and miscellaneous an auditory, that he will become a universal favorite 
and pet with the public. He was one of those whom, though we had never 
beheld in the flesh, we knew by a sort of iatellectual intimacy, having fre- 
quently come across him, as a pleasant thought, in the critical corner Of some 
Australian or Californian newspaper, accompanied with praises of his powers 
of humor and pathos. And now that we have seen him we can bear testi- 
mony to the same fact, that he has true humor, with a deep sense and facult 
of the pathetic. His entertainment commenced with a beautiful ballad, 
words and music composed by himself, called ‘When the Moon on the Lake is 
Beaming,’ which being rendered with great expression and feeling, in a rich 
baritone voice, at once impressed the audience very much in his favor. Great 
applause was also given to the very elever imitation of Madame Anua Bisho; 
in ‘Home, Sweet Home.’ In addition to exciting the risible faculties of his 
audience by his comic sketches, Mr. Massett held them spellbound by his elo- 
cutionary efforts. We never listened to a more finished and graceful reader. 
He gave with great power Epes Sa'gent, the American poet’s beautiful poem 
on the loss of the steamship President, and with thrilling effect and mastery 
Tenny-on’s elegy On the ‘Charge of the Light Brigade;’? and here we must 
observe that, though Mr. Masset is accustomed to illume the public dullness 
with flashes of mirth, his more deliberate genius is mainly comversant with 
the gloomy and terrible. It is there that he shows real mastery. No spark of 
inspiration was wanting in his recitations of the charge of the !* Six Han- 
dred;”’ and a fitting reading for its impressiveness was his relation, in the 
course of his varied and clever entertainment, of a thrilling incident of the 
blowing away from the guns of two mutinous Sepoys, as witnessed by himself 
on the 15th of October at Bombay, Westera India. Aided by a sketch by him- 
self, he brought vividly before the audience the scene, the circumstance, and 
all the details of thestory. Among his accomplishments must bs enumerated 
x command of that most popular of all instruments—the piano—on which he 
accompauied himself in his songs. In conclusion, we mast admit that his 
fame is well earned, and hint to our readers that only a personal visit can 
convey an adequate impression of his great and original powers.’’ 

DRAMA. 

BARNUM’s MusEuM.—For the warm weather, there is no pleasanter 
temple foc the vacant hour and the spare quarter than Barnum’s Museum, 
fhe closing of most of the other places of amusement renders this quite a 
resort, and here may be seen parsons, poets, publishers and other public 
cbaracters looking at the curicsities or studying the fishes. The theatre is so 
well ventilated that even tragedy is pleasant. Mr. Watkins is a judicious 
caterer, and keeps up a constant supply of novelties. 

Nis_o’s—Miss CusHMAN’S FAREWELL PERFORMANCES.—This most artistic per- 
former is now delighting her numerous admirers with a few of her favorite 
personations. Notwithstandiug the warmth of the weather, the house haa 
been well filled. Mr. Davenport supports her with his accustomed ability. 
Before she completes her eogagement, we shali give a short critical analysis 
of her acting. We understaud she will not return to America after her next 
departure. 

Woop’s Boitpincs.—We have merely to repeat the same old story. Fill 
audiences reward the manager's enterprise, and incite him to still greater ex- 
ertion’. We must also once more tetl the public that the panorama alone is 
worth a visit; it is indeed a pleasant excursion in a steamboat, without the 
usual drawback of a possible explosion, and aecompanied by a first-rate band 
of minstrels to amuse the company. It is quite a novel feature in these enter- 
tainments. 

Cowper and Jerrold. 

Prosy was boring Jerrold with along story, and wound up, with “I 
thought I should have died with laughter.” 

‘*] wish to heaven you had,” said Jerrold. 
This is not original, being taken from Cowper, who, in his “ Table 

Talk,” says, 
«They thought they should have died, they were so bad! 
The impatient hearer almost wished they had.” 

“dward Moxon.—This well-known publisher is ead. For many years 
he gave excellent suppers at 44 Dover street, and published the best poems of 
the time. He was an illegitimate son of Sainuel Rogers, the bard, the bean, 
the banker, who established him in business, giving to him the publication of 
his own poems, which he illustrated at an immense cost, employing Turner 
and other famous artists to paint scenes from his works. Campbell, Beown- 
ing, Lamb, ‘lalfourd, Knowles, Cunningham, Madame d’Acblay, D’Israe'i the 
elder, Tennyson, Monckton Milnes, Coventry Patmore, Barry Cornwall, ond 
others of lesser fame, committed their verses to his hands. He, however, 
persistently refused to put his imprimatur to Charles Mackay’s muse, as he 
maintained he would be considered as respon-ible for his ** versicles,’’ adding 
that had he published tbe ‘‘ Salamandrine”’ (1 poem of Mackay’s), he would 
have to shut up shop. This was very uojas. of Mr. Moxon, for Vr. Mackay is 
not so bad as that comes to. He was sixty-one years old at the time of his 
death. He died on the 2d of June, and was buried on the 9th in Wimbledon 
churchyard. He was born in Wakefield, Yorkshire, and his mother was a 
Mrs. Sancliffe, ot Leeds, who had been a housemaid in the family of Rogers’ 
uncle, the banker of Clement’s lane, London. Rogers (the bard, beau, 
banker), had seduced her, and married her to the coachman of his unele— 
giving them a handsome outfit. Aware, however, that Elward was his own 
son, he took care of him through life—and we must do the dead poet pub 
lisher the justice to say he was very muc!: attached to his real father, We 
remember on one occasion when Jerrold wounded his feelings at a supper 
Moxon gave, in which he toasted midnight and its champagne as being Letier 
than daylight and beer, clinching it by saying that there was nothing like a 
Mock son (Moxon). The natural son would insist that Jerrold intended an 
unpleasant allusion. Moxon was never marrie!. He had an unfortunate 
penchant for wri ing weak poetry, more especially sonnets, and published 
three volumes of innocent versilets at his own risk. One of these infliction 
on the public led to a most unjustifiable attack upon him in the Quarterly 
Review, written by Johu Croker of the Admiralty. Moxon was one of Thomas 
Cam pbell’s executors, and famous for his London suppers, which were aa cele- 
brated as his father’s breakfasts. Here might be seen over epics and cham- 
pagne all the fainous poets of the day, for we must do the deceased publisher 
the justice to say he was terribly given to poetry. 

Scpoy Massacres.—We have a “general return of slaughter” in India 
At Delhi the number massacred was 186. During the outbreak at Gwalkr 
Indore and Mhow 52 Europeans were murdered, In the Allahabad division 41 
persons were sacrificed by the treocherous sepoys, and at Meerut $l. At Agra 
the murders amounted to 38. Hissar witnessed the massacre of 30 Europeans; 
Jhansi l9. At Bareilly, Hummeerpore, and in Gorruckpore, the victims num- 
bered respectively 14, 12 and 13, besides 10 in the lower provinces. At Morada- 
bad, Jhansi, Banda, Sealkote, in the Punjab, and at several other places more 
than 50 others were foully murdered; ani last and most terrible of all, we 
have to couclude the tragevies enacted at Cawnpore, where, without reckon 
the soldiers of her Majesty’s 32d, 84th foot, and Bengal Artillery, stati 
there at ihe time of the outbreak, with their wives and children, and the wives 
and children of 40 clerks, making together several hundred, 702 persons were 
massacred by the sepoys. The lists of the murdered at Cawnpore occupy 
nearly twelve columns of the supplement to the Gazelle, and although by no 
means complete, owing to the uncertainty which hangs over the fate of some, 
who may have escaped from the hands of the murderers, they are terribly 
true in most of their details. The returns given show that about 1,220 persons 
were foully massacred in Bengal in the year of grace 1857; but to these we 
have to add the women, children and soldiers at Cawnpore, whose numbers are 

not given, but are computed at ‘‘ several hundred,’’ so that in addition to those 
who have fallen in battle or died from wounds, we have a sad twial of about 
1,700 or 1,800 persons. 

Minnesota.—The number of dwellings in the new State is 31,730; its ana 
iu equare miles is 75,464. Its total vote at the late popular election to decide 
whether its Constitution should be so altered as to authorize a loan of the State 

credit for $5,000,000 to certain railroads, was—Yes, 26,023; No, 6.733; ma 
jority for the loan, 18,590. Minnesota contained, on the 30th June, 1849, & 
total population of 4,040. Her census recently taken shows a total of 148,622, 
‘‘to which,’ says the United States Marshall, “add the probable number 
(1,800) in that part of Pembina county not returned, and the whole population 
would be 153,322.”’ 
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EXTERIOR VIEW O¥ TUL NURSERY AND CHILD'S HOSPITAL, CORNER OF THIRD AVENUE AND FIFPTY-FIRST STREET. 

THEZ NURSERY AND CHILD’S HOSPITAL. 

Many years ago a benevolent Parisian lady ag hag ly o 
ecessi ich existed for some contrivance by which the indi- ap Gagan ; ~ , 
oa tices at the community vould bo selteted of the care of | building is pledged. ‘The process of erection has been very rapid, 
their infants, witile they pursued their daily avocations, and her | the corner-stone having been laid on the 22d of June, 1857, and 
efforts resulted in the establishment of a créche, or nursery. She | the dedication of the edifice having taken place on the 22d May, 
founded a small institution, to which she invited the children of | 1858. The inaugural ceremony was presided over by Dr. Dela- 
the poor, and having provided a few careful attendants, she field, and the opening address was delivered by the Rev. Dr. 

speedily found that numbers of the poor of Paris deposited their Anthon. An address was also delivered by the Hon. Erastus 
infants there, while they went about their toil. The children Brooks, in which he sketched the rise and.progress of the institu- 
were weal échen care of supervised in their exercise, supplied | %"- Drs. Elliott and Anthon concluded the ceremonies with an 
with good, wholesome Sind ond conteted ot night to their mothers, | #@4ress and a benediction. In the remarks of the former were 
who paid “when they were able. a trifiin g sum at the end of every incorporated some statistics which abundantly prove the necessity 
weer. Othereréch 3 were gradually founded, and the idea crossed of some such institution as the present. Dr. Elliott stated that 

over into Exyland, where it was welcomed by the female aris- |‘‘the number of deaths reported by the City I: spector for the 
tocracy, who interested themselves at once and largely in provid- last fifty-three years, from 1804—1856 inclusive, amount to 
i similar accommodations for the London poor. In process of 532,539. Of these 222,618 died before completing their fifth 
rs the eréche was heard of in America, and the benevolent | ¥&@™3 and even if you deduct from this num!er the stillborn and 
ladies of New York resolved on following the praiseworthy ex- premature births—though they claim our most scrutinizing atten- 
ample. The first thought, we learn, was to form an asylum, the | “°"—you still have a total of 192,351 children dying between 

P of which should adhere closely to that followed in the | their birth and the completion of their fifth year.” 
thea créches, but on considanstion it was determined to com- The officers of the institution are Mrs. Cornelius Dubois, Mrs. 
bine with the institution a hospitel for children. It thus unites T. C. Doremus, Mrs. Charles A Hecksher, Directresses ; Mrs. 

under one roof and head asylums which in England and France Cc. Dubois, Treasurer, pro tem.; Mrs. Alexander B. Mott, Secretary, 
have usually remained separate. and Mrs. 8. H. Remsen, Financial Secretary. There are thirteen 

The idea was first mooted in 1854, and a subscription of ten lady managers and eight medical men, who act partly as attending 

thousand dollars was taken up in three weeks for the establish- | 2°¢ partly as consulting physicivns. ‘Lhe charge for a patient in 
ment of the nursery, which was at once organized and chartered. the hospital is six dollars a month. Persons obtaining wet nurses 
A few weeks after its opening a second building was required to from the institution pay five dollars premium. 
accommodate the pe and by degrees, as we have said, the = = — 
necessity of a hospital in addition was perceived. On the 4th of 
March, 1857, an not Was passed by the Legislature, changing the _ ALARM BUOYS 
name of the institution to that by which it is now desigoated. ‘ae buoy-bell which we engrave is intended as an alarm to be 
Two ends are thus accomplished—the care of infants and their | placed upon dangerous shoals or rocks, or to direct vessels into 

treatment in illness. Heretofore New York has afforded no | the mouths of tidal harbors in foggy weather, in dead calms, or 
refuge for sick children under the age of twelve years. Hospitals 

rThe building, when complete, will cost about thirty-two thousand 
dollars, all of which sum, unfortunately, has not been raised, 
about five thousand dollars remaining as a debt, for whicn the 

during dark nights. It has an undershot waterwheel, with an 
apparatus, as shown in our engraving, for ringing the bell, and 
the wheel is turned by the water i a trough or 
pipe and striking against the lower es of the wheel, thus 
setting the apparatus in motion, so that as long as the tide or 
current runs the bell will ring. The buoy has a fixed rudder, 
which keeps the mouth of the watercourse to the stream in which 
it is moored, as near the danger as possible. 

The can-buoy represented in our second engraving is moored 
by the large end, in which are two recesses, with floats attached 
to rods passing through tubes inside the buoy. These rods, rising 
and falling with the floats, set the apparatus for ringing the bell 
in motion. ‘his alarm is intended for spots where there is little 
or no tide or current. 

The inventor of these ingenious buoys is a Mr. Lenox, of Eng- 
land, who thus sums up the merits of his work: ‘ My bell-buoy 
(differs from all that have hitherto been in use, inasmuch as that 
they all ring by the motion given to the buoy by the sea, so that 
they are silent when most wanted, that is, in fogs and dead calms, 
for with the fog the sea is almost always smooth. On the con- 
trary, the calmer the sea and the denser the fog the better will 
my buoy be heard, because the current running smoothly 
with greater velocity through the trough or tube, turns the water- 
wheel, and sets the apparatus in motion with more force, and 
thus obtains from twenty-five to thirty heavy blows a minute 
upon the bell) The only time it is silent is at the dead low water 
or on the top of tide.” 

One of Mr. Lenox’s buoy-bells is in successful operation on 
the Thames, 

QUEEN VICTORIA’S RAILWAY BOUDOIR. 

[ut progress made in the facilities for rapid railway travelling 
have kept pace with the comfort of the fittings of the cars, and 
whi'e we are hurle! through space with a l'ghtning velocity, we 
are, if rich enough to pay for it, able to repose on downy pillows, 
and p'cased with a'l the surroundings that we have in splendid 
private pariors. In the United States the luxury of railway tra- 
velling has not reached its height. First-class passengers really 
among our sovereigns include atl who ordinarily are to be met 
with in the locomotive; but in Europe there are cars intended 
for persons of different degrees of station and wealth, and you 
can secure your seat and have exclusive use of it without regard 
to those who may be en route with yourself. This arrangement, 
to some extent, should be adopted in the United States, for at 
present the rush made for the cars is a vulgar scramble, and the 
persons who have the least manners and are most regardless of the 
feelings of those about them, secure the best seats and have the 
monopoly of all accidental advantages of place. But we wander 
from our purpose, which is to call the attention of the American 
readers to the splendid fittings-up of Queen Victoria’s private 
apartments when she honors the railway with her royal person. 
For all matters of substantial comfort and elegant luxury, nothing 
could excel this carriage. From it we naturally turn to Queen 
E'izabeth, whose best estate would only command “ horseback 
conveyance,”’ which must have taxed her body and fatigued her 
mind, while busy returning the salutes of her subjects, and, as in 
nonor bound, employed in playing the part of her royal majesty. 
How much from the labor of travel, and, at the same time, 
from this more than labor of state, Victoria is relieved, our beau- 
tiful picture perfectly suggests. 

DAVENPORT DUNN: 

A MAN OF OUR DAY 
By Charles Lever. 

AUTHOR OF ‘‘ OHARLES O’MALLEY,’’ ‘‘ JACK HINTON,’’ ETO., ETO. 

CHAPTER XXXIX —SCHEME3 AND PROJECTS. 

‘He post-borses ordered for Mr. Dunn’s carriage arrived duly at break of day; 
ut from scme change of purpose, of whose motive this veracious history can 
fer no explanation, that gentleman did not take his departure, but merely 

lespatched a messenger to desire Mr. Hankes would come over to the Hermitage. 
**T shall remain here to-day, Hankes,’’ said he, carelessly, ‘‘and not impos- 

sible to-morrow also. There’s something in the air here suits me, and I have 
aut felt quite well latterly.”’ 

Mr. Hankes bowed, but not even his long-practised reserve could conceal 
the surpri-e be felt at this allusion to health or well being. 

‘* Forward my letters here till you hear from me—there’s nothing so very 
pressing at this moment that cannot wait my return to town. Stay—I was to 
have had a dinner on Saturd«y; you’ll have to put them off. Clowes will show 
you the list; and let some of the evening papers mention my being unavoidably 
detained in the south—say nothing about indisposition ”’ 

‘*Of course not, sir,’’? said Hankes, quite shocked at such an indis:retion 
being deemed possible 

‘* And why ‘of course,’ Mr. Hankes?’’ said Dunn, slowly. ‘I never knew 
it was amongst the prerogatives of active minds to be exempt from ailment.”’ 

‘* A bad thing to speak about, sir—a very bad thing indeed,” said Hankes, 
solemnly. ‘* You constantly hear people remark, ‘He was never the same 
man since that last attack.’ ”’ 

‘* Psha !”? said Dunn, contemptuously. 
‘‘T assure you, sir, I speak the sense of the community. The old adage says 

‘Two removes are as bad as a fire,’ and in the same spirit I would say, ‘Two 
gouty seizures are equal to a retirement.’ ’’ 

* Absurdity !’’ said Dunn, angrily. ‘I never have acknowledged—I never 
will acknowledge—any such accountability to the world.’’ 

‘* They bring us ‘ to book’ whether we will or not,’’ said Hankes, sturdily. 
Dunn started at the words, and turned away to hide his face ; and well was 

it be did so, for it was pale as ashes, even to the lips, which were actually livid. 

and infirmaries for adults are not provided with nurses for 
children; and all the appliances for their care must necessarily 
pe adapted to their condition as infants, and in every way different 
rom those of a general hospital. ‘This hospital receives all 

children, from the infant whose mother has perished at its birth 
up to those of twelve or thirteen years. And it is hardly neccssary 
sto dwell upon the contrast between the condition of a sick child 
in these large airy wards, with the constant care of skilful phy- 
sicians and kind and careful nurses, and its state in the miserable 
dwellings from which it has escaped, aud utter want of medical 
care, kind nursing, and every other essential to the comfort and 

recovery of the sick. 
Among the many benefits conferred by this institution is one 

which we especially commend: “Women obliged to relin- i 
quish their homes and go to service, have their children cared for |! {|||}! | 
in this building by paying a very small pittance for their board, Hy 
always arranged in proportion to the wages they receive. Still |! 
further, provision is made for another class of poor. Nursing 

, by coming into this institution, are not obliged to relin- 
quish the nourishment of their own children. They are here 
admitted on conditions that they will extend their maternal care | | 
to one or two other children, who from any cause are deprived | | 

of their own parent. Here may be found infants whose mothers 

have died, but the fathers being employed at sea or distant labcr, 
with the means to pay the board of their children, have them well || _, Te 
and carefully tended during their abeence.” | [47 

Beside meeting with ready pecuniary support from individuals, \f 

the nursery and hospital has been favored by both the municipal | | 
and the State authorities. The city granted a perpetual lease of | 
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the six lots on which the building now stands, forming a plot of || 
ground one hundred and forty feet wide and one hundred feet PEPE. 
aeep, on the corner of ‘Third avenue and Fifty-first street. Ten | |\~ . ' 

thousand dollars were contributed by the State towards the erec- | | 
tion of the building, constituting about one-third of the total 
sum n The sums still required for the building and for 

tne constitution of the reserve fund were obta‘ned, through three 
successive years, by entertainments at the Academy of Music, 
given under the direction of the ladies nterested in the affair. 
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WNTEKIOR VIEW OF THE NURSERY AND CUILD’S HOSPITAL, CORNER OF THIRD AVENUE AND FIFTY-FIRST STREET. 
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ALARM-BUOY WITH UNDERSHOT WHEEL 

“You may expect me by Sunday morning, Hankes’’—be spoke without turn- 
ing round—‘‘and let me have the balarce-sheet of the Ossory Bank to look 
over. We must make no more advances to the gentry down there ; we must 
restrict our discounts.”’ 1 

‘Impossible, sir, impossible. There must be no discontent—for the present 
at least,” said Hankes, and his voice sank to a whisper. 
Dunn wheeled round till he stood full before him, and thus they remained for 

several seconds, each staring steadfastly at the other. 
“You don’t mean to say, Hankes?——’’ He stopped. 
“T do, sir,” said the other, slowly, ‘‘and I say it advisedly.’’ 
“Then there must be some gross mismanagement, sir,’’ said Dunn, haughtily. 

“This must be looked to! Except that loan of for'y-seven thousand pounds to 
Lord Lackington, secured by mortgage on the estate it went to purchase, with 
what has this bank supplied us ?’’ ‘ 4 

«« Remember, sir,’’? whispered Hankes, cautiously glancing around the room 
as he spoke, ‘‘the loan to the viscount was advanced by ourselves at six per 
cent., and the estate was bought in under your own name; so that, in fact, it 
is to us the bank have to look as their security.’’ 

«« And am I not sufficient for such an amount, Mr. Haukes ?’’ said be, sneer- 
ing'y. 
f I trust you are, sir, and for ten times thesum. Time is everythir g in these 

affaire—the chip that would float over the bar at high water would stick fast at 
half flood.’’ 

“The ‘time’ I am anxious for is a very different one,’’ said Dunn, reflectively. 
‘It is the time when I shall no longer be harassed with these anxieties. Life 
is not worth the name when it excludes the thought of all enjoyment."’ 

‘« Business is business, rir,’’? said Mr. Hankes, with all the solemnity with 
which such men deliver platitudes as wisdom. ‘ 

‘Call it slavery, and you'll be nearer the mark,”’ broke in Dunn. ‘ For 
what or for whom, let me ask you, do I undergo all this laborious to'l? For a 
world that, at the very first check or stumble, will overwhelm me with slanders. 
Let me but afford them a pretext, and they will debit me with every di-aster 
their own recklessness has caused, and forget to credit me with all the blessings 
my wearisome life has conferred uvon them.’’ 
“The way of the world, sir,”” sighed Hankes, with the same stereotyped 

philosophy. . 
“I know well,” continued Dunn, not heeding the other’s comm«nplace, 

‘that there are men who would utilise the station which | Lave acquired; 
they’d soon convert into sterling capital the unprofitable gains that J »m con- 
tent with. They’d be cabinet ministers—pecrs—ambassadors—c: lonial gov- 
ernors. It’s only men like myself work without wages.’’ 

“ Others tere are,’’ continued Dunn, still deep in his own thoughts, “ that 
would consult their own ease, and throwing off this drudgery, devote what 
remained to them of life to the calm enjoyments of a home.’’ 

Mr. Hankes was disposed to add, ‘‘ Home, sweet home,” but he coughed 
down the impulse and was silent. 
Dunn walked the roem with his arms crossed on his breast and his head 

bent down, deep in his own reflections, while his lips moved. as it speaking to 
himself. Meanwhile, Mr. Hankes busied himself gathering together his 
papers, preparatory to departure. 

“ They’ve taken that fellow Redlines. I suppose you've beard it?’’ said he, 
still sorting and arranging the letters. 

“No,”? said Dunn, stopping suddenly in his 
walk; “where was he appr honded?’”’ 

“In Liverpool. He was to have sailed in the 
Persia, and had his place taken as a German 
watchmaker going to Boston.’’ 
“What was it he did? I forget,” said Dunn, 

care’ ° 
“He aia, as one may ray, a little of every- 

thing; issued false scrip on the Great Coart 
Railway, sold and pocketed the price of some 
thirty thousand pounds’ worth of their plant, 
mo. their securities, and cooked their 
annual reports so cleverly, that for fowr yeas 
nobody had the slightest suspicion of any mix 
chief.’’ 

“ What was it attracted the first attention to 
these frauds, Hankes?’’ said Dunn, apparently 
curious to hear an interesting story. 

“The merest accident in the world. He had 
sent a few lines to the Duke of Wycombe, to in 
quire the character and capacity of a French 
cook. Pollard, the duke’s man of business, hap- 
pened to be in the room when the note came, 
and his grace begged he would answer it for him 
Pollard, as you are aware, is Chairman of the 
Coast line, and when he saw the name, ‘Li: nel 
Redlines,’ he was off in a jiffy to the board-1com 
with the news.”’ 

“One would have thought a little foresight 
might have saved him from such a stupid mistake 
as this,’’ said Dunn, gravely. ‘‘ A mode of living 
so disproportioned to his well-known means musi 
inevitably have elicited remark.’’ 

“At any other moment, so it would,’ said 
Hankes; ‘‘ but we live in a gambling age, and 
no one can say where, when and how any one wins 
a large stake. Look at those tellows in France, 
for instance. There are men there who, six 
months ago, couldn’t get cash for a bill of a 
thousand francs, who are now owners of million» 
upon millions. There is no such thing as rich o1 
poor now, for you may be either, or both, within 
any twenty-four hours.”’ 

“They’!l transport this man Redlines, I sup 
pose ?”’ said Dunn, after a pause. 

“That they will; but my own opinion is, they’d 
rather he had got clean away; there’s alway: 
something dark in these affairs. Take my word 
for it, you’ll see that the others—the men on th: 
board—are not clear of it. Shares were declinin 
in that line—steadily declining—this many a day , 
in face of an eight per cent. dividend.” 

* And now be will be transported |” broke in f¥ 3" Anas 
Dunn, trom the depth of a reverie. ry. 

** Many don’t mind it !’’ said Hankes. 
b ne ~) you pean mind it?’ osked 
UEN, Anerily, a Geportatibn toa penal eole 
apualhmenti =“ pe ~ 

“T won’t go that far,’ 
comfortable at home, it’s not the bad 

*T don’t understand you,’’ said Dunn, a 
‘Well, take Sir John Chesham’s case as an instance. 

of that t swindle, the Greenwich Royal Bank. When they transported 
him, ly Chesham went out with the next mail-packet, took a handsome 
house and furnished it, and then, waiting till Sir John got his pepatinte: pa! 
she hired him asa footman. And what’s more, they that used to quarrel 
day long at home here, are now perfect turtle-doves. To be sure there is 
something in the fact that she has to send in a quarterly report of his con- 
duct; and it’s a fine thing to be able to threaten short ratiens and wool-carding 
to a refractory husband.’”’ 
The jocose tone assumed by Mr. Hankes in this remark met no response 

from Davenport P'unn, who only looked graver and more though‘ful. 
‘* How strange |”? muttered he to himself. 

poe = lordship is waiting breakfast, sir,’’ said a smartly-dressed footman at 
e door. 
“T will be down in a moment. I believe, Hankes, we have not forgotten 

anything? The Cloyne and Carrick Company had better be wound up; and 
that waste-land project—let me have the papers to look over. You think we 
ought to discount those bills of Barrington’s ?”’ 
“Tm sure of it, sir. The people at the Royal Bank would take them to- 

morrow.’’ 
“ The credit of the Bank must be upheld, Hankes. The libellous articles of 

those ~~ % are doing us great damage; timid shareholders assail us with 
letters, and some have actually demanded back their deposits. I have it, 
Hankes |!” cried he, as a sudden thought struck him—‘‘I have it! Take a 
special train at once for town, and fetch me the balance-sheet and the list of 
all convertible securities. You can be back here—let us ree—by to-morrow a’ 
—_, or, at latest, to-morrow evening. By that time I shall have matured 
my plan.”’ 

‘**T should like to hear some hint of what you intend,’’ said Hankes. 
‘¢ You shall know all to-morrow,”’ said be, as he nodded a good-bye, and de- 

scended to the breakfast-room. He turned short, however, at the foot of the 
stairs, and returned to his chamber, where Hapkes was still packing up his 
papers. ‘On second thoughts, Hankes, I believe I lad better tell you now,” 
said he. ‘Sit down.”’ 
And they both sat down at the table, and never moved from it for an hour 

Twice—even thrice—there came messages from below. requesting Mr. Dunn’- 
presence at the breakfast-table, but a hurried ‘ Yes, immediately,’’ was his 
reply, and he came not. 

At last they rose; Hankes the first, sayirg, as be looked at h's watch, ‘J 
shall just be in time. It isa great idea, sir, a very great idea inded, and 
does you infinite credit.’’ 

‘*It ought to have success, Hankes,’’ said he, calmly. 
“Ought, sir! Itissuecess It is as fine a piece of tactics as I ever beard 

of. Trust me to carry it out, that’s all.” 
‘*Remember, Hankes, time is everything. Good-bye!’ 

” replied Hankes; “‘ but when o man has left things 
people generally imagine.” 

CHAPTER XL.—‘‘ A COUNTRY WALK ” 

Waat a charming day was that at the Hermitage! every one pleased, happy 
and good-humored! With a frankness that gave universal satisfaction, Me. 
Dunn declared he could not tear himself away. When Mr. Davenport Durn 
had made this graceful declaration, he added another, not less gratifying, that 
he was completely at his lordship’s and Lady Augusta’s orders, as regarded the 
gaeat project on which they desired to have his opinion. 

‘The best way is to come down and see the spot yourself, Dunn. We’ll 
walk over there together, and Augusta will acquaint you with our notions as 
we go along.”’ 

‘*T ought to mention,” said Dunn, ‘“‘ that yesterday, by the merest chance, 
I bad the opportunity of looking over a little sketch of your project.” 

‘*Oh, Miss Kellett’s !”’ broke in Lady Augusta, coloring :lightly. ‘It is 
very clever, very prettily written, but scarcely practical, scarcely business- 
like enough for a prosaic person like myself. A question of this kind is a great 
financial problem, not a philanthropic experiment. I am aware,’’ she conti- 
nued, in a sort of half confusion, ‘‘ what rashness it would be in me to say this 
to any one le:s largely-minded than yourself ; how I should expose myself to 
the censure of being narrow-hearted, and worldly, and so forth; but I am not 
afraid of such judgments from you.’’ 
he Nor have you need to dread them,”’ said he, in a voice a little above a 

whir Tr. 

* Young ladies, like Miss Kellett, are often possessed by the ambition—a 
very laudable sintiment, no doubt—of distinguishing themselves by there 
opinions. It is, as it were, a ‘trick of the time’ we live in, and, with those 
who do not move ‘in society,’ has its success too.’’ 
The peculiar intonation of that one word “society” gave the whole point 

and direction of this speech. 
While Dunn was yet pondering over this mystic word, Lord Glengariff came 

to say that, as Miss Kellett required his presence io leok over some papers in 
the library, they might stroll slowly along till he overtook them. 

As they rauntered along uncer the heavy shade of the great beech-trees, the 
sun sfreaking at intervals the velvety sward beneath their feet, while the odor 
of the fresh bay was wafted by on a faint light breeze, Dunn was unconsciously 
brought back in memory to the ‘‘ long—long ago,’”’ when he walked the self- 
same spot in a gloom only short of despair. Who could have predicted the 
day when he shou!d have strolled there, with her at his side—her arm within 
his own—her voice appealing to him in tones of confidence and friendship? 
His great ambitions had grown with his successes, and as he rose higher and 
higher, his aims continued to mount upwards, but here was a rentiment that 
dated from the time of his obscurity, here, a day-dream tbat had filled his 
imagination when from imagination alone could be derived the luxury of 
triumph, and now it was realized, and now. 
Who is to say what strange wild conflict went on wi'hin that heart where 
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worldliness felt its sway for once disputed? Did there yet linger therein the 
midst of high ambitions some trait of yee love, or was it that le felt this 
hour to be the crowning triumph of his long Jife of toil? 

“If I were not half ashamed to disturb your reverie,” said Lady Augusta, 
smiling, ‘“‘ I’d tell you to look at that view yonder. fee where the coast 
stretches along there, broken by cliff and headland, with those rocky islands 
breaking the calm rea-line, and say if you raw anything finer in your travels 
abroad?” ‘ 

‘* Was lina reverie? have I been dreaming?’’ cried he, suddenly, not re- 
garding the scene, but turning his eyes fully upon herself. ‘“ And yet you’d 
forgive me were I to confess to you of what it was I was thinking.” 
“Then tell it directly, for 1 own your silence piqued me, and I stopped 

speaking when I perceived I was not listened to.”’ 
** Perhaps I am too confident when I say you would forgive me?’”’ 
** You have it in your power to learn, at all events,’’ said she, laughingly. 

. - | a ag to recall my words if they should have been uttered rasbly,’’ said 
e, slowly. 
‘Shall I tell you a great fault you have—perhaps your grestest?’’ asked | 

she, quickly. 
** Do, I entreat of you.”’ 
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** And you pledge yourself to take my candor well, and bear me no malice 
afterwards!’’ 

‘*T promise,” said he. 
“It is a coldness, a reserve almost amounting to distrust, which seems 

actually to dominate in your temper. Be frank with mo, now, and say fairly, 
was not this long alley reviving all the thoughts of long ago, and were you not 
summing up the fifty-one little grudges you had against that poor silly child 
who used to torment and fret you? And ios'ead of honestly owning all t 
you fell back upon that stern digcity of manner I have just com 4 
Besides,’ added she, as though hurried away by some strong impulse, ‘if it 
would quiet your spirit to know you were avenged, you may feel satisfied.” 

“« As how ?”’ asked he, eagerly, and not comprehending to what she pointed. 
“Simply thus,’ resumed she. ‘‘ As I continued to mark and read of your 

great career in life, the marvellous successes which met you in each new enter- 
prise, how with advancing fortune you ever showed yourself equal to the 
demand made upon Ne genius, I thought with shame and humiliation over 
even my childish follies, how often I must have grieved—have hurt you! Over 
and over have I said, ‘Does he ever remember? Can he forgive me?’ And'yet 
there was a rence of exquisite pleasure in the midst of all my sorrow as I 
thought over all these childish vanities and said to myself, ‘This man, whom 
all are now flattering and fawning upon, was the same I used to irritate with 
my caprices and worry with my whims !”’ 

‘¢T never dreamed that you remembered me,’’ said he, in a voice tremulous 
with delight. 
“Your career made a romance for me,”’ ‘aid she, eagerly. ‘I could repeat 

many of those vigorous speeches you made—those spirited addresses. One in 
portioulas I remember well, it was when refusing the offer of the Athlone bur- 
gesses to represent their town; you alluded so happily to the cares w 
occupied you~-less striking than legislative duties, but not less important—or, 
as you phrased it, yours was like the part of those ‘who round the depth and 
buoy the course that thundering three-deckers are to follow.’ Do you remem- 
ber the passage? And again that proud humility with which, alluding to the 
wants of the poor, you said, ‘I, who have carried my musket in the ranks of 
the people!’ Let me tell you, sir,’’ added she, playfully, “these are very 
haughty avowals after all, and saver just as much of personal pride as the 
insolent declarations of many a pampered courtier !’’ 

Dunn’s face grew crimson and his clest sweiled with an emotion ef intense 
delight. 

“Shall I own to you,’’ continued she, still ranning on with what seemed an 
irrepressible freedom, *‘ that it appears scarcely real to me to be here 
te you about yourself, and your grand enterprises and your immense specula- 
tions. You have been so long, to my mind, the great genius of wondrous 
achievements, that I cannot yet compreliend the condescension of your strolling 
alone here as if this world could spare you.’’ : 

If Dn n did not speak. it was that his heart was too full-for words; bat he 
r essed the round arm that leaned upon him closer to bis side and felt a thrill 
of happiness through him. 

‘« By the way,’’ said she, after a pause, ‘‘ I have a favor to 
would be charmed to have a cast of Marochetti’s bust of you 
like to ask for it. May I venture——”’ 

‘Too great an honor to me,’’? muttered Dunn. 
would he—accept ?. = 

“Yes, I will, and with gratitude, not but I think the likeness hard and 
harsh. It is, very probably, what you are to that marvellous world of politi- 
cians and financiers : ou live amongst, but not such as your friends recogni-e 
you—what you are to-day, for instance.” 

‘* And what may that be?’’ asked be, playfully. 
**T was going to 4 an imprudence, and I only caught myself in time.” 
**Do, then, let me hear it,’”’ said he, eagerly, ‘‘ for 1 am quite ready to cap it 

with snother.”’ 
‘* Yours be the first, then,’’ said she, laughing. 

put the amendment before the original motion ?”’ 
Both Mr. Dunn and his fair companion were destined to be rescued from the 

impending indiscretion by the arrival of Lord Glengaziff, who, mounted on his 
pony, suddenly appeared beside them. 
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« Well, Dunn,” cried he, as he came up, “has she made a convert of you? 
Are you going to advocate the great project here ?” 
Dunn sideways towards Lady Augusta, who, 

once said, ‘‘ Indeed, papa, we never spoke of the scheme. 
us as much as remembered there was such a thing.’’ ex 

“Well, ’'m charmed to find that your society could prove so fascinating, 

ee said Lord Glengariff, with some slight irritation of manner; ‘ but I 

must ask of Mr. Dunn to bear with me while I descend to the very common- 

place 

‘ 

seeing his difficulty, at 
I doubt if either of 

topic which has such interest for me. The very spot we stand on is 

admirably suited to take a panoramic view of our little bay, the village and 

the background. Carry your eyes.along towards the rocky promontory on 
which the stone pines are standing, we there.” Felipe, 

His lordship had peopled the shore with loungers, and the hotels with visitors; 

uipages were seen flocking in, and # hissing steamer in the harbor was 

already sounding the note of departure for Liverpool or Holyhead, when Dunn, 

suddenly rousing himself from what might have been a reverie, said, ‘* And 
the money, my ford. The means to do all this?’’ ’ 

‘“‘ The money—the means—we look to you, Dunn, to answer that question. 

Our scheme is a great shareholding company of five thousand—no, fitty—nay, 

I’m wrong. What is it, Augusta ?’’ 
“ The exact amount scarcely signifies much, my Jord. The excellence of the 

project once proved, money can always be bad. What I desired to know was, 
if you already possessed the confidence of some great capitalist favorable to the 

undertaking, or is it simply its intrinsic merits which recommend it ?” 
‘« Its own merits, of course,” broke in Lord Glengariff, hastily. ‘‘ Are they 

aot sufficient ?”’ : ; 
**T am not in _. to affirm or deny that opinion,’’ said Dunn, gravely. 

“ Let me see,” added he, to bimself, while he drew a pencil from his pocket, 
and on the back of a letter proceeded to scratch certain figures. He continued 
to calculate thus for some minutes, when at last he said, ‘If you like to try it, 
my lord, with an advance of say twenty thousand pounds, there will be no 
great difficulty in raising the money. Once afloat, you will be in a position to 
enlist shareholders easily enough.’? He spoke with all the cool indifference of 
discussing the weather. mae 

**T must say, Dunn,’ cried Lord Glengariff, with warmth, “this is very 
noble—a very generous offer. I conclude my personal security ——”’ f 

* We can talk yer all this another time, my lord,’”’ broke in Dunn, smiling. 
“Lady Augusta will Jeave us if we go into questions of bonds and parchments. 
My first care will be to send you down Mr. Steadman, a very competent person, 
who will make the necessary surveys; his report, too, will be important in the 
share mai ket.’’ 

* So that the scheme enlists your co-operation, Dunn, so that we have you 
with us,” cried the old lord, rubbing his hands, ‘‘I have no fears as to suc- 
cess.’? 

*¢ May we reckon upon so much ?””? whispered Lady Augusta, while a long, 
soft, meaning glance stole from her eyes. 

Dunn bent his head in assent, while his face grew crimson. ; 
“Tsay, Augusta,’ whispered Lord Glengariff, “we have made a capital 

morning’s work of it, eh?’ 
**T hope so, too,”’ said she. 

triumph. s 
“There is only one condition I would bespeak, my lord. It is this: the 

money market at this precise moment is unsettled, over-speculation has already 
created a sort of panic, so tliat you will kindly give me a little time—very little 
will do—to arrange the advance. Three weeks ago we were actually glutted 
with money, and now there are signs of what is called tightness in discounts.” 

‘*Consult your own convenience in every respect,’’ said the old lord, cour- 
teously. i 

* Nothing would surprise me less than a finencial crisis over here,’’ said 
Dunn, solemnly. ‘Our people have been rash in their investments latterly, 
and there is always a retribution upon inordinate gain !’’ 
Whether it was the topic itself warmed him, or the gentle pressure of Lacy 

Augusta’s arm as in encouragement of his sentiments, but Dunn continued to 
‘improve the occasion’’ as they strolled along homeward, inveighing in very 
choice terms against speculative gambling, and deploring the injury done to 
honest, patient industry by those examples of wealth acquired without toil 
and accumulated without thrift. He really treated the question well and 
wisely, and when he passed from the mere financia! consideration to the higher 
one of * morals’’ and the influence exerted upon national character, he actually 
grew eloquent. . 

It is not always that the day which dawns happily continues bright and un- 
clouded to its close; yet this was such a one. The dinner passed off most 
agreeably, the evening In the drawing-room was most delightful. Lady 
Augusta sang prettily enough to please even a more critical ear than Mr. 
Dunn's, and she had a tact, often wanted in better performers, to select the 
class of music likely to prove agr.eable to her hearers. There is a very con- 
siderable number of people who like pictures for the story and music for the 
sentiment, and for these high art is less required than something which shall 
appeal to their peculiar taste. But, while we are confessing, let us own that 

Mr. Dunn iiked “the Melodies,”’ it assuredly added to their charm to hear 
them sung by a peer’s daughter; and as he Jay back in his well-cushioned 
chair, and draak in the sw.ci sounds, it seemed to him that he was passing a 
very charming evening. A 

Like many other vulgar men in similar circumstances, he wondered at the 
ease and unconstraint he felt in such company ! 

** Confound the fellow !’? muttered the old peer, as he glanced at him over 
his news , the is insufferably at his ease amongst us !’’ 
And Sybella Kellett, where was she a!l this time—or have we forgotten her? 

Poor Sybella; she had been scarcely noticed at dinner, scarce.y spoken to in the 
drawing-room, and she bad slipped unperceived away to her own room. 

They never missed her. 

And her eyes sparkled with an expression of 

(To be continued.) 

THE SWITCHMAN’S STORY. 

Taxk about railroads taking the romance out of a country—what 
all-fired nonggnse! Just as if one got romance, like fever and ague, 
in swamps; Or found it along break-neck corduroy roads; or in un- 
cleared forests; ’mong bears, rattlesnakes, catamounts and such- 
like varmint! Tell you what, folks who say that don’t know what 
they’re talking about. 

I should just like to ask them whether there’s nothing grand and 
picturesque in an express train going at full speed along—say the 
ridges of the Alleghanies? Nothing romantic in a tunnel or deep 
cutting, where—for anything you know—you may be whizzing, cheek 
by jowl, past the skeleton of some mammoth or mastodon, or other 
monstrous critter that scholarstell of? Why,only yesterday, Iheard 
a gentleman saying that the poet Danty*—I1 think that was the name 
—might have got a new idea of the entrance into Hell from the rush 
of a locomotive into a dark tunnel! I don’t know about that myself, 
and really am not very curious about the former locality ; but this 
I'll maintain, that there’s as much romance about railroads—if people 
care to look for it—as about anything. 

That’s not what I set out to talk about, however. I was going to 
tell you a story, and a pretty romantic one at that, as I think you 
will acknowledge when you have heard it. It’s quite true, too, 
though I hardly expect you'll believe me. 
There was once, then, on a certain railroad—I shan’t mention its 

name for good reasons, as you'll see presently—an engineer, whom | 
shall call Seth’ Wheeler. He was a smart man at his profession, 
could drive an engine with any one on this side of the Atlantic— 
maybe on t’other—and might have risen much higher in it but for 
one fanlthe bad. That was—a most infernal temper. His self-will 
made him intolerant of authority, and he hadn’t prudence enough to 
h'de it from those above him. So, though they knew his value, they 
didn’t like him, and he fully returned the compliment. Otherwise 
he wasn’t a bad fellow, though over quick to resent injuries, or 
what he fancied such. I think he had a touch of Indian in his 
blood on the mother’s side, which might account for this. 

Well, he got married, and to a very pretty girl—you could hardly 
call her woman, for she was not seventeen—whom he loved beyond 
anything else in the world. They lived with an unmarried sister of 
his wife’s, in a little house outside the town of ——, where the 
central depot of the railroad was. Many a time I have seen her—I 
mean his wife—come out and laugh and wave her hand to him as he 
hurried past behind the engine on a journey of five hundred miles; 
often, too, she and her sister would take a walk along the track to 
welcome him returning. You'll hear what came of that afterwards. 
1 don’t mind confessing that in those days I had some liking for the 
sister myself. She was as pretty as Scth’s wife and a good deal 
livelier—too much so, in fact, for she knew her beauty and presumed 
‘on it. 

beth became a father within a year of his marriage, very much to 
the improvement of his temper. I can’t tell you how proud he and 
his wife were of it, how fond of their baby—you who are papas 
and mammas must recall your own feelings towards your firstborn, 

you who intend to be must imagine ‘em. Never was a child so 
Jinified and fixed-up as Seth's baby, when it was old enough to be 
taken ont, 1 do believe. Neither father nor mother would trust the 
nurse with it out of their sight. That didn’t save the poor little thing 
from harm, however. 

Cne June evening, when the baby was about six months old, the 
young mother strolled out, as usual, on the railroad track. There 

* Evidently Dan 

were two lines of rails crossing a wide open flat, on a pretty 
high, sloping embankment, without much margin on either side— 
just like the one you may see any day between Jersey City and 
Bergen Heights—and also with rocks beyond it. So long as you 
kept on the right track, with your face towards approaching | 
trains, you were safe from‘danger in the rear, while the noise of 
coming locomotives warned you to step aside in time. Mrs. 
Wheeler knew this well enough, and walked on, fearless of danger. 
Indeed, the track was ordinarily used as a footpath by the folks of 

the vicinity. 
She had entered the cutting between the rocks, and, in all 

probability, tempted by the beauty of the evening, strolled farther 
than usual, beyond where the road took ashort,abruptturn. It 
was almost a ravine, with scarcely more than standing space be- 
tween the outer rails and the ascending rocks. Here the clangor of 
a coming train told her of her husband’s return. She got off the 
track on to the other, and was holding up the baby—people saw her 
do this, and spoke of it afterwards—that its father might sec it, 
when another train of cars came on from behind, The noise of 
that which engrossed her attention echoing and reverberating 
among the rocks, overpowered all warning sounds; she did not 

even look round. 
Seth saw her danger,and with a face anda scream of terror 

which those who were present never forgot, pointed in the direc- 
tion of the coming train. It was too late. 
They say she endeavored to leap aside. They say, too, that even 

at the moment when the crashing horror bore down upon her, and 
the dreadful wheels were grinding out her innocent life, she tried 
to save her baby by throwing it from her. In either case the at- 
iempt was useless. Seth saw his wife and child suffer a horrible 

death before his eyes. 
He had a brain fever after the funeral, and was delirious for a 

long time. (My opinion is that he never recovered his right senses 
to his dying day, and when you've heard the whole of my story per- 
haps you'll agree with me.) When he got well enough to resume 
his work, everybody could see that the shocking event had pro- 
duced a marked effect upon his disposition. He seemed to resent, 
to rebel against it—as though attributing cruelty and injustice to 
Providence. He was more passionately self-willed than ever, and 
savagely revengeful of the slightest offences. He had fits of sullen 
taciturnity; during which it was unsafe to question him. People 
wondered that he continued on the same line on which had occurred 
a tragedy so fatal to his happiness—I know he had the option of 
changing it. But he still drove the engines as before—Heaven 
knows with what evil thoughts brooding in his brain. I think he 
was more reckless both of others lives and of his own. One or two 
bad accidents happened to trains at that time, though there's no 
knowing whether they were intentional on his part then. 

Seeing that he had become such an unsocial man, folks were 
naturally surprised when he got married again, and—of all persons 
in the world—to his late wife’s sister. Why she accepted him, in 
lieu of one of the half dozen agreeable fellows (including myself, 
of course), that she might have chosen, I can’t think. Perhaps he 

was kind to her. And then he had saved money. 
This match didn’t prove a happy one. She was a coquette, and 

would flirt after marriage. I believe her face and animal spirits 
were her only attractions. His temper bore no contradiction, so of 
course they quarrelled. After six months of mutual discord she 
left him, running off with a young fellow employed as clerk on the 
same railroad. His father was a director and one of the principal 
shareholders, a wealthy man plagued with two rakish sons, one of 
whom he had placed in that position in the hope of steadying him. 
He robbed the old man, and the company too, to a very consider- 
able amount before bolting with Mrs. Wheeler the second. 
Now, if I had been in Seth’s case,I should have considered it a 

good riddance, but he didn’t take that view ef the matter. You 
never saw aman so horribly enraged—he actually foamed at the 
mouth when his wife was mentioned. Undoubtedly, he'd have mur- 

dered her and her companion if he could have discovered them. 
With this object he not only spent a great deal of money in adver- 
tising, paying detectives, &c., but also relinquished ‘his situation to 
goin pursuit. They say he actually followed them to Europe, and I 
believe it, for he certainly disappeared for over twelve months. 
Though, when he came back, looking very brown and haggard, he 
said nothing of it. A gentleman once told me he had seen him, if 
he was not very much mistaken, on a French railroad. 

Well, he returned, and soon got re-instated in his old berth on our 
line again. That was an evil day for the company when they re- 
engaged him. 

That year was a very bad year for railroad accidents, which, as 
everybody has remarked, always come together. Our line seemed 
especially unfortunate—so much so, indeed, that it began‘ to be 
generally talked about. Rails got misplaced and broken, so that 
trains went off the track, locomotives ran smash into one another 
and down embankments, and once, the cars on a night journey 
caught fire. The worst of it was, there appeared to be some malice, 
some desire to injure the company, at the bottom of it, for big 
stones and trees were placed across the rails by night, clocks and 
telegraph signals were altered to the production of all sorts of mis- 
chief. Nobody could guess who did it. Of course Seth Wheeler 
wasn’t suspected. He had got to be even more taciturn and dogged 
than before, but seemed no move reckless than his fellow-engineers. 
And it was hardly to be supposed that a man would risk his own 
life—for accidents happened to locomotives of his driving as well as 
others—just to gratify an insane, a monstrous and incredible revenge. 
It will never be known to a certainty if he were guilty, though, from 
what followed, 1 fear it was so. So things went on and stock 
yas going down every day in the market, when the crowning horror 

happened. 
What I am going to relate now is derived partly from the informa- 

tion of others, partly from my own observation. 
It was near upon two years after his wife’s elopement, when Seth 

chanced to be at the —— depot, previous to a train’s departure. 
He hadn’t to drive ‘hal, but the succeeding one, after an hour’s inter- 
mission, so that the engineer was considerably surprised when Seth, 
who had been walking about among the passengers, came to him 
and proposed a temporary exchange of positions. He urged him to 
this quite vehemently, saying that he himself had pressing occasion 
to be at —— (the furthest town on the line) as soon as possible, and 

when the man demurred, offered him a gold watch as an inducement. 
So -, thinking it couldn’t matter much and that he might excuse 
himself, if blamed, determined to risk it. He was a stolid Dutchman, 
not at all remarkable for quickness of observation, but he told me 
afterwards that Seth’s manner startled him. “ He looked,” he said, 
“ sorter wild about the eyes, just as if he were gone crazy.” 
Now for what J witnessed. You must know that Iwas employed 

as switchman at a place about forty miles from the depot, where the 
line ran over a very wide and preity deep creek, crossed by a stout 

bridge. This bridge, or rather the half of it, could be raised at plea- 
for the convenience of passing sail Of course a sharp 

look-out was kept for approaching trains and a signal—a flag—hoisted 
‘o notify engineers when the “ draw” was up. I had to do that. 

Sure enough the draw was up on that fatal day! I did my duty ; 
but what was my horror and consternation when the cars came in 
sight to observe for a moment that there 
locomotive ? 

from behind, 
* 

sure boats. 

was no engineer on the 
Only for a moment though—the next Seth emerged 
looked at the flag flying, at me, and—kept straight on. 

* ae aa x * ¥ * 

I needn't go into particulars as to whatfollowed. The —— bridge 
accident (as people called it) has not passed out of folks’ memory 

yet, though it occurred many years ago. Four cars were hurled into 

the creek after the locomotive—full a hundred human beings were 
maimed and injured, a score of them killed. Among the latter, 

when the bodies came to be recognised and claimed, I saw the corpse 
of Seth’s wife and her gartner in sin. He had observed them at the | 
depot. A pa the senger deposed to seeing him enter cars and 

address a few words to them—probably announcing himself and 
their impending fate—just before the accident. 

Seth perished with his victims. The business was hushed up as 
much as possible out of regard to the feelings of the public. I never 
told the story till now. 

All cramunicalions in/ended for the Chess Department should be addressed to 
T. Frére, the Chess Editor, Bow 2495, N. Y. P. O. 

PROBLEM CXXXVIII.—By 8. Loyp. White to play and check- 
mate in two moves, 
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Cuess AT THE OLD PLACE.—The present proprietors of Limberger’s old place, en 
the corner of Fulton and Nassau streets, have ordered about a dozen splen- 
did boards and sets of men for gratuitous Chess playing. By the time this 
meets the eye of the reader the men and boards will be ready for use. Come, 
ail, to the old Chess-room. 

Cue:s Boarps.—In answer to many correspondents as to the procurement of 
proper Chess boards, we would recommend you to enclore three dollars for 
each board wanted to J. Sholl, 78 Forsyth street, New York. He makes all 
ours, of inlaid rose and satin wood, at that price. 

Communications Recriven—J. W., Jr., Syracuse, N. ¥Y.; Youna CanapA, Mon- 
treal (the papers are from No. J26 upward; they wi!l cost you six cents 
each); W. S. WaEeLwricut, N. Y.; P. R., N. Y.; I. H. S., Newark, N. J. 

SoLuTions oF PRopieMS Recerveo—C. R., West Winstead, Ct.; Lesum Reaper, 
Tcleno, Ill. (your ec mmunications were discovered among the “ advertised 
letters.’’ Piease direct your favors to the Editor personally, box 2495 New 
York P. 0.; they will then reach us safely and expeditiously); G. W. B., 
Waterbury, Ct.; E. A. B , Charleston, 8. C. 

To our “ ExcHanGcE Papers.’’—The Editor sent a game between Messrs. Perrin 
and Wheelwright to some one of his exchanges, which game was incorrecily 
recorded. If the party who received it will please to ‘‘ turn up,”? we will 
forward him the correction. 

To CorrEsponpENTS ~E. A. B., Charleston, S.C. Your problem (White K at 
QB 7) we think may be played thus: Q tks Kt (ch); B to Q B 4 (ch); Q 
mates atQB5. Please number your problems, so that we may refer to 
them more conveniently.—J. G., Brooklyn. Problem No. 45 is very fair. It 
may be a question among problemists, whether or not two modes of check- 
mating on the last move is a defect.—G. F. H., Jersey City. We number 
your problems in rotation, Nos. 76, 77,78. In the defence of No. 76, try R 
to Kt 5 at the first move; then we think the mate cannot be brought about 
in the stipulated number of moves. No. 77 is gooc; is on file for use. No. * 
78 ditto. Please call at or send to the office of the Editor, 98 Nassau street, 
for some blavuk diagrams. Your drawing is very good, of the figures, but we 
are rather more accustomed to the plain initials, red ink for the white 
pieces, and black ink for the black pieces. We supply all our contributor 
with both problem and game ‘diagrams gratuitously.—Jacos Kitson, Phila® 
Problem 79 (our private number, no number of yours on it) is P. G. T. B. 1. 
There is a problem for you in return.—J. A. P., Salem, of.the Old Colony. 
We hope those old laws about witchcraft have been repealed, because we are 
about to lay ourselves liable to the charge of making a short cut, unscatiied, 
through one of J. A. P.’s problems. This is witcheraft. Friend ! try Kt to 
Q B6 (dble ch); Black, Kt to K B 4; then that old White witch of a Queen 
atK6. Now, if we are wrong, we are ready to endure the fire, water, smoke 
(Havana), lager bier, or any other test known in ancient or modern times. 
We are ready for trial.—Mapison, Iowa. Your four-move problem is good, 
but there are several errors in your copy of the solution, which errors we 
have correcied. Problem in three moves and the two-move variation are 
both good, and on file for use. As to taking the Pawn en passant, place a 
White P at K 2, and a Black P at Q 5; if White P move two squares, then 
the Black P may capture it the same as if moved but one square The 
principle holds wherever a Pewn moves two squares, passing thereby the 
attack of the opponent’s Pawn.—P. J. D., Hoboken. Problem in three meves 
quite good; is on file. Please read and take to yourself what we have said 
above to G. F. H., about diagrams, &«.—Dr. C. C. Moors, Winona, Mion. 
Your problem is very correctly named a ‘“‘Chapel.’”’ It is superior in liber- 
ality to most chapels, because it will accommodate you with “‘ High Church”’ 
or otherwise. Those who wish to be ‘High Church” may follow the in 
structions of your solution; but those who prefer to go the other road may 
play Queen at her second move (the first move we will not expose) to King’s 
Rook’s seventh, and when Black Pawn moves, Queen checke at Knight’s 
seventh. Black King moves, then White Queen’s Knight’s Pawn one; Black 
King moves, and Queen mates at Rook’s sixth making 
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Problem solvers might object to two such different solutions; but when they 
consider the thing fully, they must think after the manner of Mrs. Toodles, 
that it is so convenient to have something of the kind in the church. Remove 
the vestry room (Queen’s Knight’s Pawn), and you preserve “the High 
Church’’ in its original (reputed) purity. There, Doctor! you cannot call 
that either ‘‘ a song or a sermon.’’—CLoTiLpk. We are extremely happy to 
welcome the lady contestant. Pleave forward the solutions—and the portrait. 
—0. Bett, St. Anthony, Minn. We will have “Von der Lasa’s Leitiaden’’ 
in from two to four weeks; price two dollars, in cloth. We now have ‘* Max 
Lange’s Schachpertien,’’ price $1 25, in paper. Have, also, ‘ Bilguer’s 
Zweispringerspiel,” price one dollar, in paper. These prices includ+ the 
postage from this city to the parties ordering. Veit & Co., Berlin, are the 
publishers of the Berlin Sc)achz-itung; subscription three dollars per an 
num This magazine may be ordered through us, box 2495 N. Y P. O— 
G. ¥. F., Flint, Mich. We make great allowance for the shertcomings ot 
** maiden efforts” of every nature, and therefore receive your contributions, 
as you yourself say, “ in all kindness, hoping and trusting that, some time 
in the future,’’ we ‘‘may receive something better.’’ Tue first ig an end 
game; the second is a three-move ending; the third is an impossibility, ii 
Black plays properly; the same may be said of the fourth. Try again.— 
H. Avstiy, St. Peter, Minn. Wi!l comply with your request next week — 
P. A. Lavtz, Toledo, Ohio. The letter never reached us. In case we can 
learn nothing from it, we will send you “* Fréire’s Chess Hand-Book’’ gratui 
tously. It will be published in a few days. 
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Onr of the ten games played blindfolded by Mr. Pavrsen with the member 
of the Davenport Chess Club, on the 19th of May, 1858. 

WHITE. BLACK, WHITE. BLACK. 

Mr. s’auisen. Dr. i Mr. Paulsen. Dr. L 

1PtoK4 Pin K4 15 K Btks QB QRtk* KB 
2KttoQB3 PtoQKt3 16 Qto@3 K toQB sq 
3 PtoK B4 P tke P 7 PtoQ5b K KttoK #s 
4 KttoK B3 BtoQ Kt 2 18 Ptks QBP QRtoR2 
5 PtoQ4 PtoK Kt4 19 PtoQBT QKtt-QR3 
6 BtoQB4 QtoK B3 WKKtteoQB4 QRtoQKt2 
7 Castles KRPtoR3 21 Q@toQg4 Q Kt tks QBP 
8 PtoK5 QtoK Kt2 22 Qtke K Kt QKtt» K8 

9 QtoK 2 PtoQB3 23 QBtQ2 KR toR4 
10 QKttoK4 QRPtoR4 2 QBieQB3 KRtoK R3 
11 QKtteoQ6fech) KBtks Q Kt 25 QtoK7 QR to Q Kt sq 
12 PtksK B(diseh) K to Q sq 26 K R tks Kt Q tks Q . 
13 K R to K eq Q to K B eq 27 R tks Q and Black resigned 
144 K KttoK5 QBto QRS 
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EALTH! 
H GRACE!! 

and BEAUTY ! 
conferred upon the Ladies by wearing 

DOUGLAS & SHERWOOD’S 
CELEBRATED SKIRTS. 

The unparalleled success of the 
NEW EXPANSION SKIRT 

(120,000 of which have been sold during the last 4 monthe) 
has induced the Manufacturers to make arrangements that 
will enable them to produce 200 dozen (2,400 Skirts) per 
day during the months of June, July and August. 

They also call attention to their 
NEW LINEN SUPERIOR SKIRT, 

FOR TRAVELLING, ; 
which is receiving universal commendation from the Ladies. 
They are the s«le proprietors of the only 

“PATENT ADJUSTABLE BUSTLE” 
in use. Beware of the many imitations offered in the 
market, as they are all either infringements or worthless. 

They also manufacture over 
70 OTHER DIFFERENT STYLES, 

with and without the “ Patent Adjustable Busile.”’ 
These SKIKTS have been recommended by the HIGHEST 

MEDICAL AUTHORITY as being the best article for Ladies’ 
use that has ever been offered to the public. None genuine 
unless stam. 

“DOUGLAS & SHERWOOD, 
MANUFACIURERS, NEW YORK.” 

For sale throughout the United States and Canadas. 
132-135 

—_. 

A BOOK FOR THE MILLION. 
VREATISE ON FERMENTED LIQUORS— 

1 brewing, distilling, rectifying, manufacturing 
all known beverages, Wines, Cordials, Syrups, Cider and 
Vinegar; and 1,000 prescriptions in medicine, metailurgy, 
pyrotechny, cosmetics, guano, hair dyes and invigorators, 

rfumes, oils, inks, varnishes, cements, woodcuts, &ec. 
ice $2, sent per mail free. For sale by the author, 

Dr. L. FEUCHTWANGER, 
000 143 Maiden Lane, New York. 

GURNEY’S 
e PHOTOGRAPHIC 

PALACE OF ART. 
Ne ecnaection with any other establishment in ‘h 

sity. 
tis-140 No. 349 Broadway, New York. 

ERRING’S PATENT CHAMPION FIRE 
AND BURGLAR PROOF SAFES.— The 

great interest manifested by the public to procure more 
rfect security from Fire for valuable papers, such as 

Seats, Mortgages, Deeds, Notes and Books of Account, 
than the ordinary Safes heretofore in use had afforded, in- 
duced the subscribers to dev te a large portion of their 
time and attention, during the seventeen past years, in 
making improvements and discoveries for this object; and 
they now beg leave to assure their numerous friends and 
the public generally, that their efforts have been crowned 
with complete success, and now offer their 

IMPROV¥D 
HERRING’S PATENT 

WORLD’S FAIR PREMIUM FIRE-PROOF SAFE, 
as the 

Cuampion S/Fre or THE WoRLD, 
having been awarded Medals at both the 

Wor.p’s F ur, Lonpon, 1851, anp In New York, 1853, 
AS SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. 

It is now undoubtedly entitled to that appellation; and 
secured with Ha.t’s Patent Powper Proor Loces (which 
were also awarded Medals as above), forms the most perfect 
Fire and Burgiar-proof Safe ever offered to the Public. 

The subscribers also manufacture all kinds of Boiler and 
Chilled Iron Bank Chests and Vaulis, Vault Doors and 
Money Boxes, or Chests for Brokers, Jewellers and Private 
Families, for Plate, Diamonds and other Valuables. And 
are also Patentees (by purchase) and Manufacturers of 
JONES’ PATENT PERMUTATION BANK LOCK. 

SILAS C. HERRING & CO., 
251 Broadway, New York. 

C #2 ICE OF GIFT S!— 
Hereafter every purchaser, before purchasing 

his books, has his own 
CHOICE OF GIFIS AT RANNEY’S 
CHOICE OF GLFTS AT RANNEY’S 
CHOICE OF GIFTS AT RANNEY’S 
CHUICE OF GIFIS AT RANNEY’S 
CHOICE OF GIFTS AT RANNEY’S 
CHOICE OF GIFTS AT RANNEY’S 
CHOICE OF GIFTS AT RANNEY’S 
CHOICE OF GIFiS AT RANNEY’S 

GREAT AMERICAN GIFT BOOK HOUSE, 
No. 293 Broapway, New Yor«, 

where the Gifts, consisting of JEWELRY, &c., AND VARY- 
ING IN VALUE FROM 75 CENTS TO TWO HUNDRED 
DOLLARS, are always on EXHIBITION, IN AMPLE SHOW 
CASES. Our New Descriptive Catalogue, containing a 
large variety of Books in every department of Science and 
Literature (all of which are sold at regular publishers’ 
prices), and explaining OUR NEW AND ORIGINAL 
SYSTEM of allowing every purchaser HIS OWN CHOICE 
OF GIFTS, and setting forth unequalled inducements to 
AGENTS, will be sent, post paid, to any individual, on ap- 
plication. Address, 
135altw A. RANNEY, Agent, No. 293 Broadway. 

STHMA.—A distinguished Lawyer writes from 
Augusta, Maine, as follows: 

** When I commenced taking Jonas Wuitcoms’s REMEDY 
or Asthma, I had been affected with that disease nearly 
twenty years. It is of the spasmodic kind; in a bad attack 
I have frequently sat up sixteen nights in succession. Soon 
after taking the Remedy I found an unaccustomed relief; 
my health and strength began to improve; I have gained 
twenty pounds in weight, and have comparatively no 
asthma. It seems to me that the very foundation of my 
disease is broken up, and that it will sooa entirely leave 
me. 

The medicine referred to above is prepared by Messrs. 
Joseru Burnett & Co., Boston, and is for sale by druggists 
generally. 000 

DELIGHTFUL SPOT.—The Atlantic Hotel, 
Hoboken, now under the management of 

essrs. Haut & Co., is the most eligible place within 
reach for New Yorkers, sither to hoard, or to mpond an 
bonr ‘wy the shale garden 144.428 

HE “OLD DOMINION” 
COFFEE Por?. 

rhousands of this new Coffve Pot have already been sold, 
and the demand from all parts of the United States is 
rapidly on the increase. Wherever introduced it has given 
the most complete satisfaction. 

THE OLD DOMINION COFFEE POT 
Makes better coffee than it is possible to obtain in any other 
way, because, by an ingenious but simple arrangement, the 
housekeeper may boil her coffee for any length of time without 
loss of aroma, thus securing all the elemeuts of the coffee in 
their natural and proportional combinations. 

THE OLD DOMINION COFFEE POT 
Is manufactured under the patent for the United States by 

Arthur, Burnham & Gilroy, 

117 and 119 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia. 
Also. manufacturers for the United States of ARTHUR’S 

CELE3RATED PATENT AIR-TIGHT SELF-SEALING CANS 
AN + JARs, 

For -ale by Dealers in Housekeeping Articles, and Store- 
keepers generally. 185-7-9-41 

THE GREAT ANNOYANCES OVERCOME |! 
LADIES CHARMED! GENTLEMEN DELIGHTED ! 

CHILDREN IN ECSTACTIES ! 
HE PERILS ATTENDANT UPON WEAR- 
ING THE RIGID STEEL ate ts aos 

by not it the ents to be compress n case 
¢ ccaldumts te FI nat as the many difficulties, incon- 
veniences, and, too often; inelegant displacement of dress, 
is entirely obviated by: the ure of 

WOODW. ’S PATENT COLUMBIAN 
SKIRTS AND EXTENDERS 

Ladies wearing them may with confidence enter the most 
crowded AssEMBLY, CauRcH, CARRIAGE, RaiLRoaD CaR or 
Omn1Bvs, without mortification to themselves or inconven- 
ience to others. They may be compressed into the smallest 
space without breaking or injuring the expansive powers of 
the spring, while they afford an easy and gracetul fall to 
the drapery in a sitting positien, and, upon rising, immedi- 
ately resume their wonted sbape and beauty, being every 
way 
PLIABLE, VERY COMPRESSIBLE, EXPANSIVE AND 

DURABLE. 
They are peculiarly adapted for 

LITTLt MISSES’ SKIRTS, 
and, without exception, they form the most reliable and 
desirable 

PROMENADE AND TRAVELLING SKIRT 
in the world. 

For sale at his store, No. 329 Broadway, opposite the 
Broadway Theatre, and at his manufactory, No. 196 Fulton 
street, New York. 000 

$100 A MONTH. 
GENTS ARE MAKING THIS AMOUNT 

in selling Our Cuzap Epirion of * LIV- 
INGSTUNE’S SIXTEEN YEARS IN THE WILDS OF SOUTH 
AFRICA.” 

Our Circular, with particulars of Agency and Notices of 
the Press, is sent free. 

A specimen copy of the Book sent, free of postage, on’ 
receipt of the price, $1 25. 

J. W. BRADLEY, Publisher, 
135-147 48 North Fourth street, Philadelphia. 

AMILY SEWING MACHINE DEPOT. 
4 Firreen and Firry DoLLars 

SEWING MACHINES. 
The Fifteen Doilar Sewing Machine is the best cheap 

machine ever offered to the Public. Fifteen minutes only 
required to learn to operate upon it. The Fifty Dollar 
Machine is warranted to excel all other family sewing 
machines. We challenge the world to produce its equai! 

C. W. THOMAS & O0., 480 Broadway, N. Y. 
ww Agents wanted. 134-146 

LOWER GARDENS.—Ladies who enjoy the 
luxury of cultivating their own Flower Gardens 

will find BURNEIT’S KALLISTON a most refreshing and 
desirable Wash to use, after exposure to the sun and wind, 
and when weary of exercise. It imparts vigor and health 
to the skin, and renders the complexion clear and beautiful. 
All the druggists and perfumers have it for sale, 

GOUPIL & CO.,. 
PRINT PUBLISHERS AND ARTISTS’ COLORMEN, 

366 Broapway, New York. 
Engraving*, Oil Paintings, Artists’ Materials, Frames, &o. 

128-179 

EAUTY.—The perfection of beauty, even in 
the mest beautiful woman, is gained at her 

toilet. There the use of BURNELI’s KALLUISTON is indis- 
pensable, It eradicates all unsightly objests, such as tan, 
freckles and pimples, and gives the complexion a clear and 
bloomivg appearance. For sale by all the principal drug- 
gists and perfumers. 

\REDRICKS’ TEMPLE OF ART.— 
“ HALLOTYPES, 

ES, 
AMBROTYPES, 

625 & 687 Broapway, oPppos!Tn Metropolitan Horst. 

MILK FOR BABES. 
LDEN & WOODHULL’S CONCENTRATED 

A i MILK. 
The remarkable virtues ef this invaluable preparation of 

Pur® Oranee County MiLK 
Are now freely admitted by all who have an opportunity 

It is particularly adaptedt-or children who 

’ REQUIRE TO BE NURSED BY HAND 
and ¢an. be relied'on as Puke ORANGE County MILK 

Sold by Druggists and Grocers generally 

»—The parations of yours which I hay 
tried are excellent... The portable state of them, with thei 
good qualities, makes them valuable for the invalid and the 
traveler ., . 

July 16, 1857. VALENIINE MOTT, M.D. 
Messrs. Alden & Woodhull, ‘New York 

HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, SALOONS, &e., 
Can be supplied with/Pure Orange County Milk and Cream, 
by leaving their adcress at the Depot, 

35 ‘Wire Srexer,..con., Gavron 
Persons residing in PRooKLYN can be supplied at their 

residences by leaving their orders with Mr. JOHN DON- 
NELLY, 51 Main street, cor. James, Brocklyn 128-153 

K ISS-ME-QUICK. 
THE FAVORITE PERFUME, 

FROM FRAGRANT 
TULIPS. 

Kiss-ME-QUICK, THE PERFUME. 
Kiss-M&-QUICK, THE SACHET. 
Kuss-ME-QUICK Soap. 

EUGENE DUPUY, Chemist and Family Druggist, 
133-146 609 Broadway, N. Y 

DISTILLED 

™ ODFREY’S 
FLOWERS, 
THE SWEETEST AND REALLY THE MOST PERFECT 

BEAUTIFIER IN NATURE. 
This admira’ le preparation of Elder Flowers is very fra- 

grant asa perfume. Elder Flowérs have, from the earliest 
ages, been esteemed as a mild and harmless, vet most 
perfect Beautifier of the Skin. Tan, Sun-burn, Freckles, 
Redness, &c., it will speedily and completely remove. 

CmLpREeN.—It is singularly beneficial and perfectly inno- 
cuous, even to the youngest infant. 

SuavinG —It is valuable beyond anything, annihilating 
every pimple and all roughness, réndering the skin soft and 
firm, preparing it so completely for the razor. 

Famity Lotion.—Godfrey’s Extract of Elder Flowers will 
be found beyond all praise, and needs only a trial to be 
approved. EUGENE DUPUY, Family Chemist, 

133-146 609 Broadway, N. Y. 

EXTRACT OF ELDER 

CHINA AND GLASS HALL 

HINA AND GLASS, PLATED WARE, 
CuTLERY, BronzEs, PARIAN MARBLE, &c., 

together with a jarge assortment of Fancy Toilette, Table 
and Mantel Ornaments, of new and beautiful de~igos, now 
opening at prices that cannot fail to suit. 

Strangers visiting the city will find it greatly to their in- 
terest to call and examine this stock, at y 

C. C. LEIGH'S, 
561 & 563 Broadway, 

(Wood's Buitluings,) 
between Vetronolitan and St. Nicholas Hotels. 134-137 

PASMODIC ASTHMA.—The most severe case 
of this dreadiul complaint have been cured by 

a few doses of Jonas Wartcome s Remepy ror Asruma, aul 
mn no insiance has it fated to gies immaiiate relic tea 
advertisement. 

NEW AND CHEAP SEWING MACHINE, 
called, on account of its universal adaptation 

to every description of sewing for 
AMILIES, PLANTATIONS, SHIRT-MAKERS, 

and SHOP WORK generally, and the low price at which it 
is offered to the public, 

THE PEOPLE’S SEWING MACHINE. 
Invented by J. W. Burnham, remarkable for the simpli- 

city of its construction and excellence of its workmanship. 
It is easily managed; not liable to get out of order; requires 
but - hour’s practice to learn to operate it, and makes 
no noise. 

The needle threads itself, and uses any kind of thread or 
si'k without rewinding 
Manufactured and sold exclusively by 

GEORGE W. GILBERT, 
No. 448 Broadway, 

131-136 above Canal st. 

RTIFICIAL FLOWERS.— Mr. L. Titman 
has the honor to announce that he has 

opened a MAGNIFICENT BAZAAR at No. 712 Broapway, 
and that he is now receiving from the House of Tilman 
& Co., No. 104 Rue de Richelieu, Paris, a large and varied 
assortment of the finest ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, FEATHERS, 
ComrrcREs, WREATHS, Xc., of the newest styles, which for 
elegance and freshness defy competition. The well-known 
European reputation of Tilman’s Flowers is a sufficient 
guarantee of their superior excellence over all others. 

N. B.—MapaMe TitMAN’s ParTeyt Pace’s Ciasps for 
Ladies just received. 
000 L. TILMAN, No. 712 Broadway. 

HARLES’ LONDON CORDIAL GIN.—Tuez 
ORIGINAL AND OnLy Lonpon Gin Im- 

PORTED.—This Gin, distilled in London from sound Barley, 
under the surveillance of the British Excise Laws, is deli- 
cately flavored with a tincture of the Italian Juniper Berry, 
and some of the most valuable restoratives of the Vegeta- 
ble Kingdom, rendering it, in the opinion of the most emi- 
nent medical men, the purest and safest stimulant or 
diuretic drink in use. Forsale by all druggists and grocers. 
Quarta 75, pints 38 cents. 

EDM’D. C, CHARLES, Importer, 
eIev4e © Rrmeiwar, Now Vork. 

YER’S CHERRY PECTORAL-—Through a 
trialof many years, and through every nation 

of civilized men, AYER’s CHERRY PecroRAL has been found 
to afford more relief and to cure more cases of pulmonary 
disease than any other remedy known to mankind. Cases 
of apparently settled consumption have been cured by it, 
and thousands of sufferers, who were deemed beyond the 
reach of human aid, have been restored to their friends 
and usefulness, to sound health and the enjoyments of life 
by this all-powerful antidote to diseases of the lungs and 
throat. Here a cold had settled on the lungs. The dry, 
hacking cough, the glassy eye, and the pale, thin features 
of him who was lately lusty and strong, whisper to all but 
him Consumption. He tries everything; but the disease is 
gnawing at his vitals, and shows its fatal symptoms more 
and more over all his frame. He is taking the Cnerry 
PECTORAL now; it has stopped his cough and made his 
breathing easy; his sleep is sound at night; his appetite 
returns, and with it his strength. The dart which pierced 
his side is broken. Searcely any neighborhood can be 
found which has not some living trophy like this to shadow 
forth the virtues which have won for the Cuzsrry PecroraL 
an imperishable renown. But its usefulness does not end 
here. Nay, it accomplishes more by prevention than cure. 
The countless colds and coughs which it cures are the seed 
which would have ripened into a dreadful harvest of in- 
curable diseases. Influenza, Croup, Bronchitis, Hoarse- 
ness, Pleurisy, Whooping Cough, and all irritations of the 
thrvat and lungs are easily cured by the Cazrry Prcrorat, 
if taken in season. Every family should have it by them, 
and they will find it an invaluable ptotéction from the in- 
sidious pri.wler which carries off the parent sheep from 
many a flock, the darling lamb from many a home. 

Authenticated evidence of these facts, with directions for 
the treatment of each complaint, may be found in Ayer’s 
American Almanic, of which we publish three millions, 
and scatter them broadcast over the earth, in order that 
that the sick everywhere may haye before’ them the infor- 
mation it contains. Druggists. and dealers in medicine 
generally have them for distribution gratia, and also for 
sale these remedies, prepared by Dr. FC. Ayer, Practical 
and Analytical Chemist, Lowell; Mass, 

Sold by all Druggists and Dessers in Medicine every- 
where. 107-159 

oe KNICKERBOCKER FOR JULY 
NOW READY. 

Beginning the FIFTY-SECOND VOLUME: 
Louis Gaytorp CLark and Dr. James O, Noyes, Editors. 

CONTENTS. — (Original Papers.) 
GIPSYING OVER THE WORLD, Dr J. 0. Noyes. 
NEWPORT OUT OF SEASON. H. T. Tu¢kerman. 
LES BOHEMIENS. Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
YE TAILYOR MAN. John G. Saxe. 
THE WEDDING GARMENT. Ellen Key Blunt. 
THE LOSE ARIS OF THE HOUSEHOLD : Mlustrated. 
And other articles by Stoddard, Aldrich, &., with A 

SPLENDID STEEL-PLATE ENGRAVING of 
“THE AULOURAT OF THE BREAKFAST-TABLE.”’ 

The following popular authors will also contribute to the 
Fifty-second Volume of the KNICKERBOCKER : 

ITZ GREENE HALLECK, DR. J. W. FRANCIS, 
DONALD G. MITCHELL, GULIAN C. VERPLANCK, 
HON. G. P. R. JAMES, GEORGE W CURIIS, 

FItZ JAMES O'BRIEN. 
TERMS.—Single copies, one year, $3; two copies, $5; three 

copies, $6. Single copies, 25 cents. For sale everywhere. 
JOHN A. GRAY, Publisher, 16 end 18 Jacob street, New 

York. 134-135 

OLLOWAY’S PILLS AND OINTMENT.— 
A protection against counterfeits exists in the 

water-mark, ‘‘ Holloway, New York and London,” which 
appears in semi-transparent letters in every leaf of the 
book of directions. If thisis not seen when the paper is 
held to the light, the same is spurious. Sl! a* the manu- 
factory, No. 80 Maiden Lane, New York, and by all drug- 
gists, at 26 cts., 68 cts., and $1 per box or pot. 

: LADIES’ TOITLET.—No lady’s dressing- 
table should be without PoupRreE SuBri1z, to 

remove superfluous hairs —Lity Wire, to refresh and 
beantify the complexion— Liquip Rover, to restore the 
bloom of health—and Crmcasstan GLoss, to s rengthen the 
hair, and give it that glossy appearance so indispensable 
to female beauty. Above all, every one, whether lady or 
gentleman, should use Dr. Govuravup’s Mepicatep Soar, 
which is an infallible specific for Tan, Freckles and Cuta- 
neous Eruptions. Principal Depot, 67 WALKER STREET, 
one door out of Broadway. Agents, Mrs. Hays, Brooklyn; 
Callender, Philadeiphia; Bates, 129 Washington at., Rosion; 
Onrleton & Co., Lowell: Twea & Co., Salem, &a 123-1Ab 

TIFFANY & CO., 
LATE 

TIFFANY, YOUNG & ELLIS. 
Fine Jewelry, Precious Stones, Watches, Silver Ware, 

Brouzes, Clocks, Rich Porcelain Articles of Art and Luxury. 
No. 660 Broapway, New York. 

Hoves mw Pans, TIFFANY, REED & O00. 
a) 

JUST RECEIVED 
PER “ PERSIA’’—JUST RECEIVED 

IESSE & LUBIN 
HUNGARY WATER. 

The specific virtues of Eau de la Reine de Hongrie has 
rendered it justly celebrate in all parts of the world. It 
was originally cistilled A. D. 1550, by Paracelsus Piesse, the 
alchemist and physician, of Transylvania. For two centu- 
ries its reputation bas steadily advanced, till atthe present 
time it has fairly eclipsed all other odorant waters, and that 
simply from the fact that Hungary Water contains a small 
portion of the Rosemarinus, of which its fragrant competi- 
tors are’ destitute. Now, as it is certain that Rosemary 
has the power to increase the memory and invigorate the 
brain, as noted by the Bard of Avon, 

* There’s Rosemary, that’s for remembrance;’’ 
we cannot be surprised to learn that Orators, Ciergymen, 
Lecturers, Authors, Pvets, give it the preference. 

EUGENE DUPFUY, Agent, 
133-146 609 Broadway, N..Y. 

HRONIC DISEASE.—MANKIND ARE 
sorely afflicted with chronic maladies; like 

the weevil in wheat, and the rot in the potato, it silently 
and insidiously away and ys the vita 
principle of the bodies wherein it lurks. Secrofula, con 
sumption, bronchitis, fits, dyspepsia, rheumatism and 
gout frequently become chronic, cri ppling the afflicted with 
pains, aches and infirmities that chain them to a life of 
misery and woe. Many who are now afflicted with chronics 
have inherited their maladies from their parents; others 
have contracted their chronies by exposure, indiscretions 
and bad treatment of other diseases. In Radway’s Reno- 
vating Resolvent, aided with the Ready Relief and Regu- 
lators, will be found an effectual cure. Under the health- 
ful influence of these remedies the w hole system becomes 
regenerated. At this season, when breakings out, skin 
eruptions, pimples, blotches, sores and other evidences of 
impure blood appears, a few doses of Radway’s Renovating 
Resolvent should be taken; one or two days’ use of this 
pleasant purifier of the blood will remove all difficulties. 
Those afflicted with chronic diseases, either constitutiona 
or contracted, may rely upon a complete deliverance o 
their maladies, and their bodies restored to a sound and 
healthy condition by the R. R: Remedies. Principal office 
162 Fulton street. 000 

ALERATUS.—Those who want perfectly 
wholesome Saleratus, will inquire for that 

manufactured by the undersigned, which cannot be excelled 
in strength and purity, as we guarantee it to be free from 
any trace of deleterious matter. For sale to the trade by 

85-137 JOHN DWIGHT & CO., No. 11 Uld Slip. 

ATTING—The most useful and durable Trim- 
. wing over invented, for Skirts, Pantalettes, &c., 

TAUG BY MRS. PULLAN AND MISS HATTON. 
Also Crochet, Netting, Knitting, Embroidery and Point Lace. 

Materials for any sort of fancy work selected and sent to 
any part of the States, by MRS. PULLAN, 
EpITrRess OF THE WORKTABLE OF FRANK L&suJk’s MAGAZINE, 
and of all the leading English Periodicals. 

Mrs. PULLAN, iv reply to numerous inquiries, informs her 
readers that all her cotton designs aré Worked exclusively 
with tne manufactures of Messrs, Waurer Evans & Co.’s 
Boar’s Head Cotton Manufacturers of Derby, England. 
They consist of Evans’s Boar's Head Crochet Cotton, for 
Crochet and Sewing; Colored Croetiet Cotton, warranted to 
wash; Patent Glacé Thread, for machine work; Royal Em- 
broidery, French Embroidery, Tatting, Knitting (colored 
and white); Meckienburg and Moravian Threads. 

ODEL BILLIARD TABLES and Comsr- 
NATION CUSHIONS.<-PATENTED FEBRUARY 

19, 1850.—These Tables combine the sleet mathematical 
accuracy of workmanship with elegance of desige, and 
possess all the qualities that are esteemed by the scientific 
player. Al! orders to be addressed to 

MICHAFi, PHELAN, 
Ralesrooms, 786 and /%3 Broadway, New York 

FAIRBANKS’ HESE SCALES ARE 
SCALES.. | now regarded as the 

STANDARD ‘OR CORRECT 
FAIRBANKS’ | WEIGHT, and are in use by 
SCALES nearly every Railroad Company, 

a aod Manufacturing 
| Establishment throughout the 

FAIRBANKS’ country. EXAMINE YOUR 
SCALES. | test them thoroughly, and if foun 

F BANKS } ren se Ply, tel them aside and 
ATR ? | buy one o 

SCALES. | ‘Fatt / is, the lage 
Stan . 

FAIRBANKS’ An incorrect Scale will gnaw the 
_ KS | the very vitals out of an apparent 
SCALES. | prosperous business. We have 

|more than one hundred different 
FAIRBANKYD’ modifications of these Scales, 

SCALES. adapted to the wants of every de- 
partment of business where a cor- 
rect and durable Scale is uired. 

FAIRBANKS’ Call and examine, or cond ee an 
SCALES. illustrated Circular. 

FAIRBANKS & CO., 
FAIRBANKS’ 189 Broadwa: 

SCALES. New York. 

HENRY MAILLARD, - 
WHOLESALE CONFECTIONER 

and 

MANUFACTURER OF CHOCOLATE, 
619 & 621 Broadway. 

Factory, 158 & 160 Mercer Street. 
Country Merchants will please to call and examine h 

Stock and Prices before buying elaewhere. 180-143 

DGE’S FIRST PREMIUM FIREWORKS 
SALESRUOM, 

NO. 47 MAIDEN LANE, 
EXHIBITION PIECES FOR CI'Y AND TOWN 

DISPLAYS. 
Also, every variety of SMALL FIREWORKS, FIRE BAL- 

LOONS, &c., &c., all at Manufacturers’ Prices. 
L. G. FORMAN. E. H. HOLLISTER. 
134-135 

WAN & CO.’S LOTTERY COMMISSIONERS 
ENDORSED by the Mayor and Postmaster of 

Augusta, and an Ex-U. 8. Senator of Georgia. 
A CARD 

From THe COMMISSIONERS, AND CERTIFICATES FROM THE MAYOR 

AND OTHERS OF THE CITY OF AUGUSTA : 

Augusta, Richmond County, Georgia: 

This is to certify that we have superintended the drawings 

of the Sparta Academy Lottery, Samus, Swan & Co , mana- 

gers at Augusta, Georgia, from the commencement of its 

drawings, and still continue to superintend the s»me. Each 
drawing is solely and exclusively under our control, and wo 

can assure the public that the managers are 10en of honor, 

respectability and fair dealing, and everything connected 

with the entire business is carried on with the most scrupu- 
lous and exact integrity. 

LEON P. DUGAS, 

FREDERIC C, BARBER, 
Commissioners of Sparta Academy Lottery. 

Augusta, Ga., June 7th, 1858. 

Avousta, Georgia, June 7th, 1858. 

From long personalacquaintance with Leon P. Duges and 
Frederic C. Barber, we take great pleasure in certifying that 

they are men of the highest inéegrity and probity, and in 

this community are esteemed and regarded as h'ghly hon- 
orable and worthy citizens. 

Hon. B. CONLEY, 
Mayor of the City of Angust. 

JAMES M. SMYTHE, Eeq., 

Postmaster of the City of Augusta. 
Hon. JOHN. P. KING, 

Formerly U. 8. Senator. 

HE BACK NUMBERS OF 
FRANK LESLIE’S ILLUSTRATED 

NEWSPAPER and FRANK LESLIE’S NEW FAMILY MAG- 
AZINE are.kest constant!y om hand by A. WINCE, 
0 R20 Creamnt aaoet, Pbtedaln*« 

RANK LESLIE’S ILLUSTRATED NEWS- 
PAPER will be delivered punctually every 

week in New York, Brooklyn, Wiiliamsburgh or Jersey 
City, by carriers, who will receive the pay for the same 
Leave your address at our office, 12 Frankfort street, a few 
éoorn from Tammany Hotel, 



(Juny 3, 1868. 

CRLsOLINE ON THE WaTER.—WatTERMAN—‘‘ You've no call to be afeard, miss ; we're licensed to carry siz !’’ 

OOK FOR SUMMER TOURISTS. 
PUBLISHED THIS DAY. 

AQUARELLES ; Ox SUMMER SKETCHES. 
By UEL SOMBRE. 

Handsomely printed in large, clear type, and illustrated 
with several original and highly characteristic engravings 

“This work is full of fun and pungent wit. It hits off 
with excellent effect the follies of life at the Springs— 

NEWPORT, SARATOGA, SHARON, &c. 
The author is evidently a skilful limner, for his touches are 
instinct with life. This is just the book to chose os 
com, on a pleasure trip to the quiet country or to the 
seaalde, whether by railor steamboat It possesses several] 
advantages for this in its gay aud sunny pictures, as well 
as its keen yet venia: satire, and its free, almost colloquial 
style. It will doubtless become the great favorite of all 

readers, at home and abroad.”’ 
STANFORD & DELISSER, Publishers, 

508 Broadway, who have also 
IN PRESS, 

Branpon; orn, A Hunprep.YkARs AGo. 
ADVENTURES OF Mason ROGER SHERMAN POTTER 
CHRONICLES OF THE BASTILE. 
Hovsenoip Linrary, 12 vols. 184-135 

EF BRIDGEPORT—CHEAP FARE—FIF- 
TY CENTS 

For Bridgeport every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 
12 o’clock, noon, from pier 24 East River, the steamer 

RT, Capt. Weeks. 
CHEAP FARE—TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 

For City Island, David’s Island, New Rochelle, Rocky 
Neck and Norwalk, every morving at eight o’clock, from 
pier 29 Kast River, steamer CATALINE. For further infor- 
mation inquire at No. 105 Beekman street. 

134-141 G. W. CORLIES, Agent. 

E ETERNAL PERFUME, 
From THE Hoty Ciry. 

Oh ! could I but catch that fragrance, 
I would ask no other fame, 

Than that those sweet-scented flowers 
Should be coupled with my name !”’ 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS ! 
FRANGIPANNI, THE PERFUME, FRANGIPANNI, THE SACHET, 

‘ANNI Soap. FRANGIPANNI OIL. 
Sole Agent for the Unit’ d States, : 

EUGENE DUPTY. Importer, 
609 Broadway, N. Y. 

133-146 Sotp EVERYWHEvE. 
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Mr. Van Jones paid attentions to his landlady’s daughter, 
and was really very fond of her, until a lady-boarder told 
him that the object of his heart's devotion wore a wig and 
had false teeth. Then he tried to bolt nocturnally—just a 
week after he had proposed marriage. Unluckily the old 

operator can earn with one of them, 

To every tailor, 

valuable. 

or it by letter or 
ane 

INGER’S SEWING MACHINE.—The great 
popularity of these machines may readily be 

when the fact is known that any good feraale 

ONE THOUZAND DOLLARS 4 YEAP. 
stress, dr ker, and each larg 

family in the country, one of these machines would be in- 

I. M. SINGER & Co.’s Gazette, a beautiful ‘lustrate 
paper, is just published. It explains all particu’srs a>ovt 

ing machines. It will be given gratia to all who apply 

I. M. GER & CO. 458 Broadway, New ¥er* 

E BLEECKER GALLERY. 
PHOTOGRAPHS, 

AMBROTYPES, 
HALLOTYPES, 

STEREOSOOPES 

Bleecker street, New York. 

DAGUERREOTYPES, 
Taken in a superior manner, corner of Broadway and 

NINE DIFFERENT VARIETIES. 

and Pedal Bass. Price, $350. 

{79-141 

THESFORCE OFMFASHION4BLE EXAMPLI. HE BEST 
“ Why, where are you going, Neliy?”’ 
“ Shopping !”" eat 
* Way, you ain't gat no money,” 
* Vets, ladiet gore a thopp ng Aand never nee fo buy Ony= 

tang (’ 

TIGHT &TITCH SEWING MACHINES 

ARS 

MELODEONS WITH DIVIDED SWELL. 

HE BEST TONED REED INSTRUMENTS 
in the world. Price, from $45 to $200. 

THE CELEBRATED ORGAN MELODEON, 
With two banks of Keys, five sets of Reeds, eight Stor 

Mustrated Price Circulars sent by mail. Addrear 
GEO. A. PRINCE & CO., 87 Fulton at., New Vork ¢ 

MUNT, WEBSTER & CO.’S, 

409 Broadway; 

Tue Frast Deap Heap, 
—Who was the first man 

handing a theatrical order 
to afriend. Why, real- 
ly, I never gave it a 
thought,” replied the 
friend. ‘Why, Joseph, 
of course,”’ said Mathews ; 
“did not his brothers put 
him in the pit for 
nothing ?”” 

Epitine in THE East 
Inpres.— In the account 
of the trial of the ex- 
King of Delhi, we read: 
“ The court was occupied 
the whole of the elevenh 
day with the examination 
of a person named 
Chunee, formerly editor 
of a daily paper entitlec, 
the Dethi News, conduct- 
ed on a novel principk — 
the editor’s duty being to 
write his paper full, and 
then carry it around and 
riad it to his subscribers.” 

Rep RePusiicanismM.— 
A wild republican said, 
profanely, that Louis 
Blane was next to our 
Saviour. “On which 
side >’ Jerrold asked, 

A tipy housewife said 
to a slattern, ** How do 
you amuse jourself?”’ 
‘¢ Amuse,” said the other, 
staring; “don’t youknow 
I have my housework to 
do?” * Yes, I see you 
have it to do; but as it is 
never done, I thought 
you had some other way 
of passing your time.” | 

TWATER’S PATENT $15 anv $25 SEW- 
ING MACHINE received the First Pre- 

mium over Singer’s and Wheeler & Wilson’s, at the State 
Fair, held at Buffalo, October 9th, 1857. 

“» Cheapest aud Best SEWING MACHINE in tho 

Office, 403 Broapway, New York. 
Send for descriptive Circular 

BURTMAN & CO. H. C. be 
132-135 Sole Agent for the United Siaies. 

WHEELER & WILSON’S 

QF Was Baws MACHINES 
343 Broapway, New York, 

Received the highest Premiums awarded in 1857 by the 
American Institute, New York; Maryland Institute, talii- 
more, and at the Maive, Commecticut, Minois and Michigan 
State Fairs. 

Send for a Circular containing Editorial and Scientific 
Opinions, testimonials from persons of the highest social 
position, &e 

T Oo | ee ee ee 

SOAP AND VANDLES. 
J. C. HULL & SONS, 

108, 110, anp 112 Curr Streer, New Yors, 
Manufacturers ot 

EXTRA FAMILY r AND PALE SOAPS. 

FANCY anp TOILET SOAPS 
OF EVERY STYLE, PERFUME AND COLOR. 

Also, 
PURE OLD PALM SOAP, 

or the Bath, Toilet, andt or Children} 
Tne best Soap in use for 

CHAPPED HANDS. 
Goods delivered free of cartage 

HE ILLUSTRATIONS OF THIS PAPER, 
also the Type and Cuts in Lesiiz’s Maca- 

ZINE AND GAZETTE OF Fasnion, are electrotyped by A. H 
JOCELYN, at THE NEW YORK WOOD ENGRAVING 
AND BLECTROTYPE ESTABLISHMENT, No. 60 
FULTON STREET. 

Special attention is given to Newspaper and Magazine 
Engraving; also, the best Mechanical Talent employed in 
Drawing and Engraving all kinds of Cuts and Views, vis 
Buildings, Machines, Stores, Lettering, &e., &e. 

NO 

MORAL TRAINING. 

let Bor“ Where you been, Charleyp”’ 

Qxnp Bor—" Over tc Hoboken. Where have you?’ 
let Bove! Te Sunday echooi, gol darn you bee 

a? a 


